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1. Summary
Through its activities CoreGRID provides an essential communication channel towards the
international Grid community. Not only the CoreGRID internal interactions, but also the cooperation
with related projects lead by CoreGRID to collaborate in the preparation and definition of its
roadmapping activity. The result of this on-going action is the European Grid Roadmap. It describes
the research and developments activities of the actual running Grid projects. The current roadmap
document is focusing on the projects, which are participating in the EGRG (see above), mostly
project resulting from the second call for proposals of FP6. Future roadmaps will include
contributions from and views on projects that will be selected from the proposals received as
response of the current fifth call.
The roadmap is developed along six major themes identified by the EGRG where each theme is
build around a couple of areas. The objectives of the individual FP6 projects together with a brief
description of work planned1 are included in the description of the respective theme.
The document is completed by the Collective European Grid Roadmap (based on the results of the
questionnaire) summarized in a table.

1

Both from the description in the EU Project fact sheets
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2. Description of the process
As a first step in the production of the European Grid Roadmap, templates have been proposed by
CoreGRID WP9 for both roadmaps of the CoreGRID Virtual Institutes and the roadmaps of other
projects. The purpose of these templates was to have a rather common structure of the roadmaps
across the CoreGRID Institutes and the other projects to facilitate the later creation of the European
Grid Roadmap from these sources. The templates have been discussed and finally distributed by end
of 2004 to generate
•
•

Grid project roadmaps (attachment 1), and
European Grid Roadmap (attachment 2).

After the projects delivered their roadmaps2 a meeting of the EGRG decided to produce an
additional Grid questionnaire (attachment 3) to gather further information from the running FP6
European Grid Projects. The aim was to identify which themes and working areas are covered and
how these themes are prioritized by the projects. Along with this, the relevance of the topics for the
use of Grids in the academic and the industrial environment is identified. Finally, the information
which themes or working areas of Grid R&D are still missing was gathered. The participants of the
meeting decided that the European Grid Roadmap should not be organised as a list of the projetcs
and their expected results, but should to be oriented on themes and working areas instead.
The questionnaire was distributed to the EGRG and additional to the leaders of the Technical Groups
of the EU FP6 Concertation Activities. Based on the feedback received, the information from the
projects’ roadmaps available and other information like brief description of the projects the
following European Roadmap emerged.
During the Concertation Event 2005 in Brussels the relation of the Roadmap to the work of the
Technical Groups (TGs) was discussed. It was agreed to intensify the collaboration between the TGs
and the EGRG. As a first step the there will be additional input to the Roadmap coming from the
whitepapers that are currently prepared by the TGs. Moreover, it was also agreed to better match the
structure of the Roadmap themes (currently six themes based on the CoreGRID roadmaps) with that
of the eight TGs. The new structure is described in section 3.
Major parts of the roadmaps of the six Virtual CoreGRID Institutes have been included into this
Roadmap. The reason for this is the fact that most of the European Grid research teams have joined
CoreGRID and many of these research teams are also active in other FP6 Grid projects thus the
Roadmaps defined in CoreGRID may be expected to provide an almost complete view on the
European Grid R&D landscape between 2005 and 2008. Additional information has been included
from other FP6 Grid projects from their description of the projects’ objectives, and, as mentioned
above from the TGs.
Next steps planned are further iterations on the roadmap document aiming on refinement and
alignment with the projects involved.
The information for this roadmap comes mostly from EU projects proposed in the 2nd call for
proposals and selected for funding afterwards by DG.F2, Research xxx. There are a few
contributions from projects funded by DG.F3 – Research Infrastructure, but clearly the collaboration
with these projects has to be increased.
2

It turned out that STREPS – except for UniGrids – won’t produce roadmaps and neither SIMDAT
nor NextGRID and Akogrimo had a roadmap in their workplan.

3. Grid themes and their working areas
The following themes (corresponding to the Technical Groups defined within the concertation
activities and the CoreGRID Virtual Institutes) and their main working areas (which mostly are
reflected in the Grid projects’ activities) have been identified by the EGRG:
•

Theme: Grid Architectures (TG1 and CoreGRID Virtual Institute on System Architecture)
Areas: Higher Level Services, Lower Level Services, Grid OS, Scalable/Adaptive
Grid.

•

Theme: Grid Operating Software (TG4 - Monitoring and Fabric Management, CoreGRID
Virtual Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling and CoreGRID Virtual Institute
for Grid Information and Monitoring Services)
Areas: Resource Management, Dynamic resource Discovery, Meta-Scheduling, Monitoring
of the “Grid”, Monitoring of Jobs/Tasks, Work flow (Jobs), Work flow (Management),
Interoperability, Fault-tolerance & Self-healing, Scalability.

•

Theme: Grid Programming (no corresponding TG, CoreGRID Virtual Institute on
Programming Model)
Areas: Programming Models (API), Programming Models (wrapper), Grid User Interfaces,
Grid Component Technologies.

•

Theme: Grid Data Handling (TG5 - Data Management and CoreGRID Virtual Institute on
Knowledge and Data Management)
Areas: Distributed Data Management, Transactions & Messaging, Replica Management,
Handling of Provenance Information, Distributed access to DBs, Federation of DBs, Data
Mining.

•

Theme: Grid Applications (TG8 - Business Services and Work flow, and CoreGRID Virtual
Institute on Problem Solvin Environment, Tools, and GRID Systems)
Areas: Scenarios, Work flow (Applications), Business Services.

•

Theme: Challenges of new Grid scenarios (TG2 and CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Problem
Solvin Environment, Tools, and GRID Systems)
Areas: Novel e-Applications, Business Services, Deployment.

•

Theme: Semantic Grid (TG7 and CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Knowledge and Data
Management)
Areas: Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Management, Ontologies and Semantic
Annotation.

•

Theme: Trust and Security (TG6 and CoreGRID Task Force on Trust and Security)
Areas: VO Management, AAA, Privacy.

•

Theme: Distributed Collaborations (TG3)
Areas: Grid Collaborative Tools.

Along these themes and working areas, and aligned to the Technical Groups, the actual R&D
activities of the Grid projects will be described.

4. Themes
The following more detailed description of the themes is based on the roadmaps produced by the six
virtual institutes of CoreGRID and the roadmap of the UniGrids project. Additional information
from the other projects contributing to the European Grid Roadmap has been included also.

4.1 Grid Architecture
Areas: Higher Level Services, Lower Level Services, Grid OS, Scalable/Adaptive Grid.
4.1.1 Executive Summary
System Architecture focuses on the architectural principles of Grid applications and infrastructure
that meet the mandatory properties on Next Generation Grids.
4.1.2 Introduction
Grid architecture is one of the cornerstones for successful research, development and proliferation of
Grid computing as it is supposed to define basic building blocks and their major interfaces and
communication mechanisms. Grid architecture has to meet certain demands that are novel for the
computing science.
4.1.3 Objectives
This theme focuses on the architectural principles of Grid applications and infrastructure that meet
the mandatory properties of Next Generation Grids, addressing these major topics of Grid
architectures and Grid services: simplicity, resilience, scalability, adaptability, dependability, and
straightforward administration and configuration management.
4.1.4 Drivers
Architectural issues pertain nearly all aspects of GRID systems. The driving technical aspects
tackled in the CoreGRID Virtual Institute on System Architecture will come from the research
domains of scalability, adaptability and dependability.
The most influential factors of the work will be:
• User Requirements and Application Scenarios: architectures of future GRID system must be
fitted closely to the arising requirements in terms of scale, functionality and usability.
• Legacy architectural solutions: new architectural models must be developed under
consideration of existing architectural approaches in order to facilitate interoperability,
solution migration and user acceptance.
• Research community: different approaches and perspectives on the problems of scalability,
adaptability and dependability must be analysed, linked and possibly consolidated within the
research community.
• Economic forces: costs of system operation and management, cost of system failures and also
overhead caused by scalability deficiencies are substantial parts of the total cost of ownership
of GRID systems, and must be taken into account in the architectural research.

4.1.4.1 Problems
Every Grid system, as every non-trivial system in general, features an architecture – the definition of
its individual building blocks, interconnections between them, and the general principles how blocks
are composed and interoperate. Grid systems will be composed from many components which
number and diversity will only increase over time. The vision of “invisible Grid”, as pioneered by
experts in the report “Next Generation Grid(s), European Grid Research 2005-2010” (also known as
the NGG report), states that the complexity of the Grid is to be fully hidden from users and
developers through complete virtualization of Grid resources. Different Grid systems can be
composed from the same reusable, usually pre-existing resources and components. Virtualization of
resources demands certain uniformity and standardization, which further increases the role of
architecture in the Grid. The scale, dynamism and openness of the Grid, together with demands on
its reliability, security and manageability, poses new, unique challenges on software architecture.
While it is not realistic to initiate, coordinate and integrate research on all aspects of Grid
architecture, we envision a vast improvement of architectural designs of future Grids by focusing on
three particular key aspects: scalability, adaptability and dependability.
4.1.4.2 Tasks
Next Generation Grids will be open, large-scale, pervasive and heterogeneous, and will have to deal
with diverse types of resources. Yet, in order to exploit Grid’s full potential, Grids have to be simple,
transparent, reliable, persistent, secure, and easily configurable and manageable. This is clearly a
novel combination of demands on software architecture, and guiding principles for building such
systems are not known. We can expect all kinds of applications on the Grid as it becomes more and
more pervasive, but the exact scope of applicability of Grid, together with specific demands those
future applications impose on it, remain to be seen. It is apparently unrealistic to attempt to derive
generic architectural principles in this situation.
Three groups of deficiencies, namely scalability, adaptability and dependability, are targeted in the
following three main tasks of the CoreGRID Virtual Institute.
The ‘scalability’ task comprises partners that study the applicability of peer-to-peer techniques to
generic Grid services that will certainly benefit from good scalability properties:
- Scalable Storage and Publishing Systems
- Resource Discovery and Searching
- Resource Access and Service Provision
- Multicast Services
- Advance Resource Location Mechanisms
- Distributed Catalogue to Store Metadata.
In addition to these specific services, some partners also study the following properties of scalable,
Grid-enabled p2p-based architectures:
- Scalability vs. Reliability
- Scalability vs. Consistency
- Scalability in Insecure World.
The ‘adaptability’ task comprises partners that have the following research issues on their agenda:
- Composition of Grid Services
- Modelling and Prediction of Demand/Capacity
- Adaptive Work flows for System Management
- Adaptation Mechanisms of Grid Services.

The ‘dependability’ task comprises partners that have the following research issues on their agenda:
- Failure Detection and Diagnosis
- Check-pointing and Recovery
- Fault-Tolerant MPI
- Dependability for Data Grids
- Fault-tolerant Global Computing.
4.1.4.3 State of the art
The following is a snapshot describing the current state of technology in the Grid architecture
research with specific focus on scalability, adaptability and dependability.
State of the art – Scalability
The concept of the Grid has evolved significantly in the past years and made substantial
contributions to standards resulting in the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), an architecture
where heterogeneity is no longer a crucial problem. One of the main challenges regarding the Grid is
self-organization, which can be achieved by using Peer-to-Peer techniques. While the Grid is
currently distributed and semi-decentralized, individual services are still highly centralized, static,
and not self-organizing. If this trend continues, substantial amount of administration and
management will be required to setup and maintain a Grid infrastructure, which is an obstacle if the
Grid is going to be ubiquitously deployed. Furthermore, individual services will not be scalable and
fault-tolerant. Therefore, it is important for services to become scalable, decentralized, and, most
importantly, self-organizing.
Grid computing infrastructure allows on-demand construction of virtual organizations (VO), each
one spreads across multiple physical organizations, sharing resources such as storage, capacity, and
computational power. Resources are accessed on demand by the members of each VO through
appropriate Grid services. The process of accessing or offering resources in a Grid infrastructure can
be decomposed in several distinct steps such as registering to the VO (i.e., obtaining a certificate),
publishing offered resources, looking up and accessing offered resources. Grid computing currently
offers a standard framework to deploy and run distributed applications. Paradoxically, its
management mechanisms, such as resources access and discovery, are still mainly centralized. There
is an opportunity to resolve such scalability issues by incorporating mechanisms from Peer-to-Peer
computing.
State of the art - Adaptability
Adaptability is understood as the ability of automatic adaptation of Grid systems to the changes in
internal and the external system state. Current research covers several aspects, including web service
composition, self-management of resources, and modelling and prediction of demand (as a tool for
better scheduling and capacity planning). Further special issues concern how the middleware can
take advantage of the communication layer without knowing anything about it before actual
execution, and how one can adapt the application running to the environment in order to maximize
its performance.
In the context of Web Services, available information about status of resources is restricted to static
service description (offered functionality, performance, cost of use, possible restrictions etc.) or the
dynamic resource status (current load, open connections, availability etc). However, adaptability is
only possible if the overall state information about the Grid (interdependencies, current health of the
underlying infrastructure etc.) is fully made available and utilized. When applications are composed
of components and services, automatic reconfiguration of these compositions require careful
manipulation of the overall state information. While there exists schemes for collection and analysis

of overall system state, these are restricted to the domain of homogeneous clusters or predictable
execution environments and are not appropriate for Grid systems.
Contributions to adaptability and self-management of resources within Grids, services and systems
have been made under several industrial research initiatives and within traditional university
research. The best known example is the Autonomic Computing [1] initiative which comprised
efforts to refine already known management techniques, as well as efforts to develop new methods.
The initiative focuses mainly on the self-management of systems on hardware- and operating system
level. Examples of research in this field include management of heterogeneous networks [2],
prediction of resource demand and automatic adaptation [3], and automatic recognition of resource
models [4].
Utility Computing refers to the idea of outsourcing the data centres of enterprises to external
providers of computational, storage and service resources. Since the management cost is the decisive
factor of profitability, a lot of effort in this area is made towards automation. The most prominent
initiatives are driven by Hewlett-Packard in their projects ”Always On Infrastructure” and ”Utility
Data Centre” [5]; also IBM is active in this area. The research here has been focused on automatic
configuration of virtualized data centres, resource sharing under Service Level Agreements [6],
scalable and distributed control infrastructures [7].
Another noteworthy research in the field of self-management originates from policy-based network
management [2]. The paradigm is to control the behaviour of networks with a set of abstract (high
level) directives (policies), which are first verified, evaluated and then translated into concrete
actions for the lower network layers. As mentioned above, Grid computing does not currently feature
truly adaptive or self-managing elements. However, there are some interesting projects which target
these issues. For example, P-GRADE [8] is a work flow-based resource management system which
can automatically react to changing conditions and NorduGrid a production Grid which uses
adaptive, decentralized brokering of resources.
Currently, no major Grid middleware utilizes tools for modelling and prediction of demand of
applications, or complementary, of capacity of resources. This situation is partially due to the lack of
implementations of suitable algorithms. While there exists frameworks for short-term prediction and
scheduling support [9] for individual servers, they are not appropriate for long-term prediction,
anomaly detection, or exploiting the correlations between the applications in a cluster. A further
impediment comes from the fact that in current Grid architectures, tools for demand modelling and
prediction have been not foreseen as a part of the middleware, and so other components such as
schedulers etc. cannot take advantage of them. Finally, there is lack of a suitable standard for model
description and exchange.
State of the art - Dependability
One of the important issues to be solved in Grid Computing infrastructures is the support for faulttolerance. Due to the complexity and heterogeneity of Grid elements, there is a need to devise new
fault-tolerance mechanisms that should be able to adapt to the scalable and dynamic environments of
the Grid.
The field of dependability has gained notable advances in the past decades in the areas of distributed
computing, parallel processing and clusters of computers. However, the fault-tolerant schemes that
have been devised for those environments are mainly targeted to small-scale systems. The literature
is full of papers about failure-detection and diagnosis, checkpoint-recovery, replication, group
communication, reconfiguration, amongst other techniques [10] that have been proved suitable for
small and medium scale installations, mostly characterized by a homogenous and stable
environment.

However, with the advent of Grid computing there is a clear need to adapt the fault-tolerance
schemes to scalable, dynamic and wide-area environments that may comprise heterogeneous
modules and different Grid middleware. This represents some interesting research challenges that
should require extensive work from the European research community in this field.
Grid middleware itself is not reliable. For instance, the Globus Grid service container does not
provide any means to achieve that reliability. This has to be dealt with by each particular service.
The middleware that runs inside a cluster of the Grid may also lack support for fault-tolerance. As an
example, MPI-based implementations are usually unreliable. In order to end successfully an MPI
application all the involved units must run smoothly and any unexpected individual failure results in
an application breakdown. Some fault-tolerance schemes for MPI have been proposed in the
literature and there is still some work to do in this field. Similar problems can also be considered for
job-batching middleware: if there is a breakdown, some mechanisms should exist to keep the partial
results either to restart the job from an advanced point or to allow the analysis that eventually would
lead to identification of failure causes. All these modules of middleware should provide different
mechanisms for fault-tolerance. The most difficult goal is to make these mechanisms more tightly
integrated in order to provide full-dependability at the application level.
The survey study presented in [11] stated that the two most frequent causes of failures in Grids are
due to configuration problems and middleware failures, followed by application errors and hardware
outages. Another curious fact was that solutions for failure-handling are mostly applicationdependent, which have been requiring a large effort from application programmers to diagnose and
provide error-recovery code able to resume the application after the occurrence of a failure. The first
fact reveals the immaturity of Grid middleware that should be made more robust. The second fact is
a more important one: nowadays the diagnosis and treatment of failures is too much applicationprogrammer dependent. In next-generation of Grid middleware error detection, error recovery and
failure-treatment should be assured in a more automatic and transparent way. To achieve this goal
there is a clear need for extra research work in this area of dependability to improve the current state
of Grid computing.
4.1.5 CoreGRID Scenarios, Strategy and Roadmap
4.1.5.1 Application Scenarios
Some possible application scenarios envisioned by the NGG reports include a Crisis Management
Scenario, where a natural or human-caused disaster has to be handled by mobile workers (police, fire
fighters, environmental monitors, military, etc.). Workers have to collaborate in real-time, and also
have real-time access to information, knowledge in order to improve their decision-making process.
The proactive PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) Scenario addresses the issues of efficient
provisioning of correct, appropriate and timely information to humans. A PDA can act proactively to
locate and retrieve information depending on its current user preferences, location, schedule, and
aspects of security and trust. Both scenarios put significant demands on information processing
capabilities and computational infrastructure, such as utilization to local communication
infrastructure; access to remote databases; synthesis of information from different sources, preemptive and on-demand; modelling and prediction capabilities. Other scenarios include industrial
applications such as CFD simulations, scientific data analysis (DataGrid), collaborative
environments.
The NGG1 and NGG2 Expert Group Reports have identified a set of properties of Grid systems
required by the future application scenarios, such as described above. With respect to the scalability

(S), adaptability (A) and dependability (D) issues of Grid system architecture, the relevant properties
are the following ones:
-

-

-

-

[S] pervasive, with mobility as the cornerstone enhanced with more advanced pervasive
computing facilities: pervasive computing, such as in scenarios above, will necessarily be largescale and thus will have to face the scalability challenges;
[A, S] self-managing with the ability to handle highly dynamic and unpredictable configuration
of demanders and suppliers: in the scenarios above the Grid services are created and connected
on demand, and have to automatically adaptable to the environment as there is little if any
possibility for managing them by humans, yet they have to be dependable in order to be
generally useful;
[D, A] resilient with the ability to handle highly dynamic and unpredictable configuration of the
network connecting the computing nodes: similarly to self-management demands above, and in
particular in the case of mobile clients and service providers, Grid services in the outlined
application scenarios have to be flexible and adaptable to the underlying networking
infrastructure;
[A, D] flexible to handle various types of computing nodes and highly dynamic distribution of
computation tasks among involved resources: dynamically composed Grid services in the
application scenarios above will necessarily be hosted on different types of computing hardware
not known in advance, for which the Grid architecture has to be adaptable yet provide a required
level of dependability;[D, A] resilient with the ability to handle intermittent connectivity and
associated synchronisation of information sources: along with the resilience in handling
potentially dynamic network configurations in the application scenarios outlined above,
individual higher-level information services and connectivity to them can be temporarily or
permanently unavailable, yet the Grid applications as a whole must be adaptable to this failures
and provide dependable services.

For Grid systems exemplified by the application scenarios above, additional and/or more specific
properties concerning the OS-related layer (Grid Foundations) have been identified in NGG2 as the
following ones (only architecture-related are stated):
-

[A, D] self-adaptive, self-healing , self-managing and self-reconfiguring;
[S] scale-independent;
[A] open for interoperation – cooperating operating systems or components;
extended with the concept that the OS should be modular so that minimal configurations can be
used without sacrificing interoperability;
a clear and open interface for Grids Foundations Middleware (OS-related layer) to Grids Service
Middleware;
extended in the sense of context-aware geographically, temporally and role-based;
re-use of standards in operating system components to encourage interoperability and to provide
a consistent interface to Grids foundations;
appropriate power consumption and code-size for the Grids entity (e.g. nano device).

While the above requirements cover the vision of future Grid systems from the perspective of
application scenarios, functionality, and users, the domain experts within the Virtual Institute have
contributed a complementary yet more detailed vision, with special focus revolving around the
aspects of scalability, adaptability, and dependability, as presented in the following sections.

General Aspects
For providing scalable implementation and deployment of future generation Grids it is necessary to
adopt novel techniques such as Peer-to-Peer computing, agent-based software architectures and
usage of semantic information and ontologies for representing state of Grid services and semanticrich inter-service communication. Thus here we review some of the current and future technologies
that will impact the architecture, the computational model and applications of future Grids. The
architecture of the next-generation Grid will be derived considering both the technologies and
methodologies that most probably will impact (and will integrate into) current Grid solutions, and
the major requirements emerging in many computer science fields such as mobile and pervasive
computing, ontology-based reasoning, Peer-to-Peer, and knowledge management, and agent-based
software architectures. A key aspect that will characterize next-generation Grids more and more is
the systematic adoption of metadata to describe resources, services, data sources over the Grid and
the use and efficient transmission of such metadata to enhance, and possibly automate, processes
such as service discovery and negotiation, application composition, information extraction, and
knowledge discovery.
In spite of current practices and thoughts, the Grid and P2P models share several features and have
more in common than we perhaps generally recognize. An integration between the two computing
models could bring many benefits in designing future scalable Grids. As Grids used for complex
applications include a large number of nodes, we should decentralize their functionalities to avoid
bottlenecks. The P2P model could thus help to ensure grid scalability: designers could use the P2P
philosophy and techniques to implement non-hierarchical decentralized Grid systems.
From the Grid point of view the main interesting aspects of P2P are scalability, self-configuration,
autonomic management, dynamic resource discovery, and fault tolerance. On the other hand, current
P2P systems are lacking in some fields that are crucial to the deployment of production-quality
services, such as QoS negotiation, persistent and multi-purpose service infrastructure, complex
services (beyond the simple file-sharing), robustness, performance and security. P2P and Grid
communities can benefit each other sharing their key technologies.
The scale and decentralization of the Grid implies that Grid clients and services can possess only
partial information about the Grid. Moreover, access to some information can be restricted due to
security. Finally, the Grid is volatile, thus any information accumulated about it is inherently
imprecise. The agent-based approach (e.g. [55, 56]) is generally considered to facilitate system
development for such environments [53, 54], and its virtue for the Grid is well recognized [52, 51].
Agent-based software engineering can be used for building decentralized intelligent applications
[54] on the Grid. It can also be used for enhancing the Grid infrastructure itself, providing e.g.
knowledge-based information services, semantic service description etc. [51 that will utilize and
complement the present day Grid infrastructure [52]. The integration in Grid systems of large-scale
mobility and pervasive computing functionality poses new challenges and requirements to the
underlying architecture:
•
Ontology-based semantic modelling of user preferences, devic characteristics, and context
enables reasoning about user’s needs and the required adaptation of services.
•
Adaptable and composable software infrastructure, able to find, adapt, and deliver appropriate
applications (services) to the user’s computing environment (devices) on the basis of context.
To execute a user task the computing platform should dynamically find and compose the
appropriate components and services, and, once instantiated, the application may need to move
between devices and environments.
The main (new) requirements of future Grids are:
•
knowledge discovery and knowledge management functionalities, for both users’ needs
(intelligent exploration of data, etc.) and system management;

•

•
•
•

semantic modelling of users’ tasks/needs, Grid services, data sources, computing devices (from
ambient sensors to high-performance computers), to offer high level services and dynamic
service location and composition;
pervasive and ubiquitous computing, through environment/context awareness and adaptation;
advanced forms of collaboration, through dynamic formation of virtual organizations;
self-configuration, autonomic management, dynamic resource discovery and fault tolerance.

On the basis of those considerations, we envision a general architecture of a next-generation Grid as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Main layers of the next-generation Grid
Network-centered OS for the Grid
It is becoming increasingly evident that existing Grid basic middleware such as e.g. the Globus
Toolkit does not provide the necessary support for simple and reliable application construction and
execution in Grid environments. The main problems with those are the client-server programming
model which fails to scale in Grid environment, and the lack of support for self-healing and selfmanagement. The underlying operating systems control a single computer and manage its resources
exclusively, which is at odds with the concept of the Grid. One needs network-centric operating
systems, or toolkits on top of existing operating systems where OS cannot be replaced, that provides
any device operating within a GRID environment a “Grid surface” that is easy to use, consistent,
performant and stable with features for automated assurance of availability and performance. Such
an OS would facilitate the vision of “invisible Grid. An ideal solution for such an operating system is
a modular operating system with dynamic loading of only those components required for the purpose
and the device.
Scalability
In order to be able to efficiently manage Grids composed of thousands of nodes the Grid
functionality needs to be decentralized to avoid bottlenecks. The Peer-to-Peer model could help
achieve Grid scalability. Using the Peer-to-Peer philosophy and techniques, a Grid should be devised
and designed as a non-hierarchical decentralized system. Until today several research models have
been proposed, however no system, neither a viable prototype is available for large scale Grids.
Several challenges have to be faced to implement scalable Grid systems and services, including the

definition of fully decentralized models, the design and evaluation of scalable systems and
applications, the implementation of lightweight Grid services for large scale pervasive Grids, and the
development of naming systems for mobile Grids.
As Grid architectures keep on growing, middleware tools will have to adapt to the large number of
resources. Tools providing resource access services such as monitoring tools and resource managers
do not currently address reliability issues that occur on large scale architectures. As some parts
(nodes, links, etc.) of the Grid fail, the system as a whole should not be compromised and
mechanisms have to be provided to automatically react to these spurious changes. The services
themselves will have to adapt to the larger scale: access to resources and data diffusion will have to
be performed efficiently using work distribution and balancing to take advantage of distributed
computing on the Grid. Service provision as well will be deeply affected by the larger scale. As
users will not be able to manage by themselves the mass of information provided by the Grid, new
interfaces will have to be developed that will provide automatic mechanisms for information
synthesis and events handling.
Finally, future Grids will require a scalable, reliable and distributed catalog to store arbitrary
metadata. In contrast to existing catalog solutions, the future solutions should allow to store arbitrary
metadata and will be not restricted to a statically set-up database schema. This will make it easily
usable and adaptable without the need to reconfigure installed systems, if new requirements on the
data structures are raised. This often happens during the project development or when new
communities want to use the system. Furthermore, future Grid architecture needs a system for
transparent access to files and replicas. The main drawbacks of traditional Grid replica systems is
that they are not based on scalable software architectures and provide only the fundamental services
of mapping logical file names to physical files names (replica locations).
Adaptability
Adaptability for resource management should provide mechanisms for automated adaptation and
reconfiguration of the GRIDs on all hierarchy levels. Such mechanisms will include modelling of the
state of the GRID and its analysis together with decision taking.
A basis for adaptive and “autonomic” management of resources within the Grid systems is an
accurate modelling and analysis of the current state of the participating systems, the prevailing
conditions, and the possible “Work flows”, i.e. sequences of actions. The research activities for this
task should include modelling of demands/capabilities as well as modelling of work flows (including
failure situations) typically occurring in the GRIDs. The results will lead to an appropriate modelling
and description standard (e.g. based on CIM) for both aspects, and a set of methods for formal
verification of the models, especially the work flow part. Moreover, the architectural components for
management, dissemination and possibly semi-automatic creation of the models should be defined
and implemented.
The core of adaptability for resource management contains mechanisms for decisions taken
automatically by the system. This is a very challenging area, so that realistically only results in some
selected application domains can be expected. These include for example design of a “reasoning
engine” and “patterns” for adaptive behaviour, including optimization and actions as they would
have been taken by human operators. The decision making will apply mainly to resource
management and reactions to undesirable situations. A further topic to be covered is “Intelligent
Execution”, i.e. execution mechanisms which ensure that an issued decision will be implemented
despite of potential problems or failures in the lower layers. Also here “patterns” and “rules” for a
variety of situations must be specified, and a feedback-based execution mechanisms.
A particular aspect of the adaptability is the modelling and prediction of demands (or more
generally, dynamic characteristics such as free resource capacities). We envision demand
characterization and prediction processes as a part of an architectural framework for automated

management of applications and resources in Grid systems. Their output can be used by external
components to tune and manage individual applications, e.g. in a demand optimizing module. In a
distributed environment, demand prediction capabilities enable proactive resource management. In
contrast to classical reactive resource management, proactive management schedules the tasks or
applications to resources in anticipation of the expected demand surges or idle times. As a result, the
number of hot-spots is reduced and the degree of resource utilization increases.
In addition to short-term scheduling, tools for demand characterization and prediction might also be
used for automated "matching" of applications with complementary demand behaviour for server
consolidation - several consumers can use the same resource as long as the respective phases of high
and low demand balance each other out.
Further aspects of adaptability concern the Grid service layer. Here adaptability requires a software
mechanism and an infrastructure to automatically reconfigure the compositions, given that necessary
status information about the current status of Grid services/resources is provided by the underlying
platform.
Dependability
Long-running applications that will execute in Grid Infrastructures are easily affected by the
occurrence of partial failures in some components of the system, provided the increased complexity
and the distribution of computing resources. Grid middleware should be instrumented with the
support for fault-tolerance techniques to assure the resiliency of applications and the highavailability of crucial Grid Services. Within CoreGRID we will address the key fault-tolerant
techniques and will try to solve the main challenges in dependable Grid computing.
Currently there are three main challenges in the study of dependability in Grid:
- Scalability: since Grid Computing assumes a much more scalable environment, there is a
need to adapt existing mechanisms and techniques for failure-detection, failure-handling and
failure-correction. So far, most of the existing fault-tolerance schemes have not been tested in
scalable systems and may lack of performance of management capabilities when adapted to
those systems.
- Dynamic: Grid environments are by nature much more dynamic than dedicated small and
medium-size clusters. Fault-tolerance mechanisms should be re-structured in order to allow
the adaptability of applications and middleware in the occurrence of partial failures.
- Heterogeneity: although there has been a strong effort in the standardization process of Grid
middleware, it is clearly foreseeable that Grid Computing may happen in wide-area networks
of computing elements that may run different pieces of software, like Globus, LCG, Condor,
Nimrod, MPI, gLite, among others [12]. Each of these modules of middleware should
provide their own support for fault-tolerance, and on top of that, there is some challenge to
integrate the different fault-tolerance mechanisms in a consistent way, able to support the
dependability and robustness of Grid applications.
Together with this list of challenges there is now some trend towards the integration of Grid
computing and Peer-to-Peer. As was interestingly stated by Ian Foster in [13] the Grid addresses
infrastructure but lacks support for fault-tolerance, while Peer-to-Peer addresses failure but lack
support from a standard infrastructure. The integration of these two paradigms may yield a more
fault-tolerant system taking into account issues like scalability, adaptability to failures and selfconfiguration at the level of protocols and middleware.
Similar integration should be done with other application paradigms and computing infrastructures.
In this sense, it is important to keep a close attention to advances in dependability in somewhat

separated fields like cluster computing, grid of clusters, global (Internet-based) computing, data
dissemination Grids, P2P systems and Web-Services. In any of these fields there are several open
issues and challenges to be solved, but the integration of fault-tolerance schemes from these different
paradigms and systems would be the main challenge of all.
4.1.5.2 Strategy
The principal mechanics for bringing the research on architectures of Grid systems within the Virtual
Institute closer to the above vision has the following components:
1. exploiting the synergy effects within the portfolio of the research projects conducted by
CoreGRID partners;
2. recurring analysis of gaps and priorities of partners’ research activities in respect to the
vision as a means to offer a research guidance for every partner;
3. recurring analysis of new requirements, opportunities and technical catalysts in the field
of Grid system architecture, in order to update our vision to the changes in this highly
dynamic field;
4. stimulating new joint research projects to cover the research areas which are not
represented in the current project portfolio, using FP6 instruments such as IPs (Integrated
Projects) and STREPs (Specific Targeted Research Projects), as well as institutional and
national funding.
Among the above strategy components, exploiting synergy effects has the highest impact on the
results of the Virtual Institute. The main tool here is brining the partners together on different levels
in order to enhance the research quality, enlarge the spectrum of opinions and last but not least
reduce the redundancy, especially in the areas of testbeds and software development. These goals
can be achieved by the following means:
- Collaboration between the partners on similar topics on the levels of “scientific articles” and
partner projects.
o Instruments here are: co-authoring scientific articles and CoreGRID reports; short visits
between institutions; longer-term scientific collaborations over the research project
duration.
- Collaboration between the partners within each of the domain of scalability, adaptability,
dependability.
o Instruments here are: internal “adjustment” of each partners research agenda according to
the vision; agreements between partners to cover specific aspects within each domain;
teleconferences; Virtual Institute level meetings; cooperation within a common testbed.
- Collaboration on the System Architecture Virtual Institute level, and between Virtual Institutes.
o Instruments here are: collaboration on updating and feedback on the system architecture
vision; reconciliation of the contradictive research approaches by the implementation
within the common testbed; Fellowship Programs; Virtual Institute level meetings; “alltogether-now” General Assembly meetings.
4.1.5.3 Roadmap
CoreGRID roadmap
Phases of the roadmap
We have identified the following phases for this roadmap which should drive the activities of the
partners involved within the Virtual Institute on System Architecture.

Phase 1: This part focuses on gaining a common understanding of System Architecture problems,
future requirements and capacities. This is done by sharing partners view on the current state of the
Grid architectures, important problems, and the future requirements. Also contributions from
external documents such as NGG1 and NGG2 reports are considered as the input. Particular focus
lies in the domains of scalability, adaptability, and dependability. This roadmap already contains the
initial results of these efforts.
Phase 2: The next phase targets the enabling of the synergy effects between the research activities of
the partners. This includes collection of information about partners’ current projects, starting or
likely projects in the near future, specific expertise of the participating researchers, and research
interests. On the basis of this information, cooperation links are identified and possible redundancies
(e.g. in development of testbeds and software) are tackled. This roadmap (especially the detailed
treatment of the research aspects below) includes the collected data about partner activities at the
time of writing, in order to serve as a reference for finding matching scientific collaborators.
Phase 3: At this stage, the actual collaboration is performed on the basis of information gained in the
previous phases. This collaboration will take different forms, including
• scientific collaborations on the levels of “article/paper”, project, research domain and
Virtual Institute;
• short visits between researchers, common tele-conferences, Virtual Institute meetings,
organisation of common workshops;
• sharing of software and a common system architecture testbed;
• stimulation of new joint research projects in form of IPs or STREPs.
This cooperation will be guided by the scientific vision of the Virtual Institute, helping the partners
to focus on the high-impact aspects of Grid system architecture research in a cooperative way. A
detailed description of these aspects is provided below.
Phase 4: This phase comprises the reconciliation and assessment of the scientific methods and
results achieved by the partners in respect to the vision of the Virtual Institute. Here scientific
approaches from the domains of scalability, adaptability and dependability must be conceptually
compared and adjusted to be made compatible with each other, and also with the current established
solutions. In this way, a reconciled set of obtained methods and techniques can be assessed in respect
to the vision.
During each of these phases, the obtained results will be promoted across all CoreGRID Virtual
Institutes (by means of meetings, technical reports, and WP-overlapping membership of partners),
and also within the scientific community (through conference and paper publications).
The following sections present the specific problems which are parts of the vision of the Virtual
Institute and already are or are about to be addressed by the research of one or more partners. These
descriptions thus provide research guidance for each partner, helping with focus and prioritization of
the specific problems within system architecture research. Furthermore, the descriptions show which
problems are already covered by existing projects, and identify recommended focus areas for future
research. This provides a basis for on-going gap analysis and proposing of new projects targeting the
research areas beyond the current activities. At the end of each of the domain descriptions, a detailed
list of current or starting research projects of the partners is listed in order to identify specific
research collaborators. The descriptions are structured according to the domains of scalability,
adaptability and dependability (major parts), and the three supporting tasks which concern definition
of capabilities and requirements of future GRIDs (Task 4.1), setup of a Common Experimental and
Benchmarking Environment (Task 4.2), and the consolidation of the technical approaches proposed
by the partners (Task 4.6).

4.1.6 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects
inteliGrid
The context of the inteliGrid project are dynamic virtual organisations (VOs) that collaborate on the
design, production and maintenance of products described in complex, structured, product model
databases. Such VOs are typical for industries with long and dynamically changing supply chains
such as the automotive, shipbuilding and aerospace industries. Perhaps the most complex VOs are in
the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) sectors. Semantic interoperability of software
and information systems belonging to members of the VO is essential for efficient collaboration
within the VO. The vision of the project is to extend the semantic Grid paradigm to support the
interoperability of such VOs.
The hypothesis of this project is that the collaboration platform — the semantic Grid itself — must
be aware of the business concepts (e.g. car, airplane, skyscraper) that the VO is addressing. The Grid
itself needs to commit to the products and process’s ontology thereby evolving into an ontology
committed semantic Grid. The goal of this project is to create architecture and a prototype for such
an infrastructure, based on existing Grid middleware and to test it in the context of the AEC sector.
The main results of the project are generic business-object-aware extensions to Grid middleware,
implemented in a way that would allow Grids to commit to an arbitrary ontology. These extensions
are propagated to toolkits that allow hardware and software to be integrated into the Grid. The
demonstration will show the next generation of key engineering collaboration software using the
inteliGrid middleware — an ontology service, a product model database server, a project web
collaboration service, and characteristic computer-aided design software.
The project’s impact is wide: it creates knowledge, infrastructure and toolkits that will allow for a
broad transition of the AEC sector towards semantic, model-based, ontology-committed
collaboration using the Grid as the infrastructure, thus enabling the Grid to become a mainstream
collaboration paradigm.
NextGRID
The NextGRID project will seek architectural solutions that streamline all aspects of Grid operation:
installation and maintenance of the infrastructure, development and deployment of Grid applications,
user orchestration of the resulting resources, and operation of business models and processes through
which the use of Grid technology can be made economically viable.
The goal of NextGRID is to develop architectural components that will lead to the emergence of the
next generation Grid. This will prepare the way for the broader use of Grid technologies and their
widespread adoption by organisations and individuals from the business and public domains. This
widespread use will be a significant step towards meeting the vision of ERA (European Research
Area).
NextGRID will extend current Grid architectures in three phases:




meeting the needs of business users: by addressing security and economically viable business
models;
enabling participation by the public: by addressing legal and privacy issues, and making the
Grid more scalable and usable;
consolidating and standardising these enhancements and stimulating take-up.

NextGRID regards these objectives as a community effort and will focus on inspiring, through
specific innovations and technical leadership, key progress in open Grid standards. The project
intends to provide the key initiatives for success, but expects to encompass the much wider body of
work needed to define, agree and implement the next generation Grid.

The overall result of the project will be a collection of new architectural designs, key middleware
components, application support mechanisms, know-how and standards that will underpin the next
generation Grid. NextGRID will be a key step towards realising the vision of the Grid and making it
as ubiquitous as the Web is today.
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4.2 Grid Operating Software
Areas: Resource Management, Dynamic resource Discovery, Meta-Scheduling, Monitoring of the
“Grid”, Monitoring of Jobs/Tasks, AAA, Work flow (Jobs), Trust & Security, Work flow
(Management), Interoperability, Fault-tolerance & Self-healing, Scalability, Privacy.
4.2.1 Executive Summary
The management and coordination of GRID resources is a central topic for Next Generation GRIDs,
a fact which has also been identified by the NGG expert group. Currently, there is neither a coherent
and generally accepted infrastructure to manage and schedule resources nor are there efficient
coordination algorithms that suit the complex requirements of a large scale GRID environment with
different resource types. The same analysis holds for the large scale GRID monitoring infrastructure,
The main objective of the CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling is
the development of a common and generic solution for GRID scheduling and management in Next
Generation GRIDs. This includes the architectural perspective which has to support scalability and
cooperation across different administrative domains. Such architecture requires new scheduling
algorithms and scheduling policies for coordinating the access to resources and for supporting
complex job requirements. Furthermore the actual management of resources and jobs needs several
services that provide the necessary functionality e.g. to manage the scheduling of complex job work
flows.
To achieve this goal of a common CoreGRID resource management and scheduling framework,
eight research tasks have been identified which cover the following core issues:
1. Definition of the components of a GRID scheduling architecture and their interaction
2. Multi-level scheduling strategies with interaction between local resource management
systems and higher-level GRID scheduling
3. Work flow GRID scheduling strategies for jobs with temporal dependencies between
different resource requirements
4. Fault-tolerance and reliability in GRID scheduling
5. Evaluation and benchmarking of GRID scheduling systems
6. Model for mapping and scheduling of high performance parallel applications
7. Coordinating GRID scheduling with data management
8. Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations
4.2.2 Introduction
Resource management and scheduling are cornerstones for the middleware of Next Generation
GRIDs (NGGs) as they cover main functionalities for discovering, negotiating and allocating GRID
resources.
4.2.3 Objectives
The main objective of this Virtual Institute is the development of a common and generic
solution for GRID scheduling and management in Next Generation GRIDs. This includes the
architectural perspective which has to support scalability and cooperation across different
administrative domains. Such architecture requires new scheduling algorithms and scheduling
policies for coordinating the access to resources and for supporting complex job requirements. In

addition, the actual management of resources and jobs needs several services that provide the
necessary functionality e.g. to manage the scheduling of complex job work flows.
4.2.4 Drivers
4.2.4.1 Problems
The management and coordination of GRID resources is a key topic for future GRIDs, which has
also been identified by the NGG expert group [2],[3]. Currently, there is neither a coherent and
generally accepted infrastructure to manage and schedule resources nor are there efficient
coordination algorithms that suit the complex requirements of a large scale GRID environment with
different resource types [11]. Key issues in this area are, for instance, the consideration of a cost and
accounting model as well as the support for individual policies of GRID users and resource
providers.
4.2.4.2 Tasks
The future application scenarios for Next Generation GRIDs are not yet clearly predictable. While
current activities focus on high-performance computing in scientific environments, future GRID
systems will include new resource types as well as commercial application scenarios and business
models [29]. For instance, the resources in a Next Generation GRID will include various types of
hardware resources (processor nodes, memory, and network bandwidth) over data and software
(application programs) as well as other complex services (visualization, sensors, and instruments)
[11]. As those different resource types require different handling, new concepts must be developed
for resource management and scheduling in NGGs.
Nevertheless, an efficient, secure, and reliable scheduling system is vital for the acceptance of NGGs
by a broad community. An NGG scheduling architecture must be distributed in order to handle the
highly dynamic nature of the GRID and to prevent dependencies on single components of the
architecture. It must be able to allow the integration of a large variety of components into the GRID
and support individual policies imposed by the various resource owners and GRID users. The
concepts must be scalable to support GRIDs with large numbers of resources and participants. As
business models for GRIDs are still underdeveloped today, the scheduling architecture must also
include means to implement different future business models. In order to simplify GRID use, the
architecture must automatically coordinate all resources requested by complex GRID jobs. This
includes solutions for the scheduling problems that are of general practical interest in the context of
large-scale distributed platforms.
In order to provide a common and generic solution for GRID scheduling and management in Next
Generation GRIDs, this Virtual Institute addresses the following research tasks:
1. Definition of the components of a GRID scheduling architecture and their interaction
2. Multi-level scheduling strategies with interaction between local resource management
systems and higher-level GRID scheduling
3. Work flow GRID scheduling strategies for jobs with temporal dependencies between
different resource requirements
4. Fault-tolerance and reliability in GRID scheduling
5. Evaluation and benchmarking of GRID scheduling systems
6. Model for mapping and scheduling of high performance parallel applications
7. Coordinating GRID scheduling with data management
8. Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations

These research tasks have been selected to provide results for the challenges in resource
management and scheduling for Next Generation Grids. It is expected the combination of the
different research tasks leads to integrated solutions with the following properties:
-

Generic and scalable GRID scheduling infrastructure
Cooperation of lower-level local resource management system and higher-level GRID
scheduling
Support for complex GRID jobs including work flows and co-allocated resources.
Integration of coordinated scheduling for all resource types, especially including data and
network scheduling
Integration of the different user and owner scheduling policies
Integration of requirement for GRID business models into the scheduling process

Based on their expertises and their projects the partners in the institute contribute to the different
research tasks. While the application scenarios and the existing corresponding research results differ
among the partners, it is expected that there are common core problems in GRID resource
management and scheduling as mentioned above. The first discussions and meetings in the Virtual
Institute confirmed this assumption and showed that the collaboration will not only broaden the
horizon of the different research groups. Moreover, it is expected that the individual research can be
integrated in a larger roadmap to achieve a common set of models and strategies in the area of
resource management and scheduling. To this end, it is necessary to identify similarities of the
different application use-cases. Following, models for the relevant GRID functions need to be
derived, for which implementations and strategies will be developed. Besides the inclusion of
existing research contributions of the partners, there will be a gap analysis for necessary but not yet
addressed issues in this roadmap.
In the following we elaborate on the roadmap of the research tasks.
4.2.4.3 State of the art
While Grids are still a novel technology, they are already in practical use in several projects and
existing collaborations. However, the anticipated goal of a common and functional-rich Grid
middleware which provides scientists or commercial business with a transparent access to arbitrary
resources is still far of. There are several existing GRID resource management systems, for instance
the Globus Toolkit [5] is the most common to name. These available systems already provide
solutions for implementing GRIDs. However, only core functionalities are available. Therefore,
existing Grid projects focus on specific application scenarios and the inter-operability between
different GRIDs is usually limited. As a typical example, mainly High-Performance Computing
scenarios are considered in which a limited number of computing sites participate in GRID
collaborations. Here, the included resources are typical high-performance computer systems, like
parallel computers or clusters.
A sophisticated and renowned example of an existing Grid network is the LHC experiment [7]
supported by the EDG [6] and EGEE [8] projects.
Current GRID systems provide a set of core services which allow the remote execution of
computational jobs. In addition basic functions for data management are available [25]. However,
there are currently no common solutions for higher-level services in terms of automatic resource
coordination and management which really provide a transparent access to resources for the end-user
while also laying the foundation for different business models [22]. Many projects need such
functionality as it is usually not feasible that an end-user manually searches and negotiates for
suitable resource access [33]. Therefore, many projects implement a new resource management and

scheduling part to implement a specialized solution for this task. Existing projects typically address
only parts of the general problem and are often specific for a dedicated application scenario.
For a broad proliferation of Grid technology it can be deduced that future Grids are not limited to
small- or medium-sized HPC Grids, but must provide solutions for different application scenarios
including but not limited to enterprise business applications [27], or mobile and ubiquitous
computing in ambient networks [26]. In contrast to existing scheduling architectures, the resources
in a Next Generation GRID will support various types of hardware resources (processor nodes,
memory, and network bandwidth) over data and software (application programs) and many other
complex GRID services (visualization, sensors, and instruments). Most of these resources are
currently not well integrated into Grid management.
As those different resource types require different handling, totally new concepts must be developed
for the scheduling in NGGs. Especially the coordination of different resources is currently not
adequately addressed [11]. The highly dynamic environment of an NGG and the necessity to observe
the individual policies of the participating resource providers require resource coordination and
scheduling solutions that are very different from present methods. This includes the technological,
architectural perspective how such a GRID system is built. Here, scalability and cooperation must be
supported across different administrative domains. In addition the analytical, theoretical foundations
of large-scale distributed resource management in Grids have to be created. It is not yet clear how or
whether the existing knowledge from distributed systems and parallel computing can be applied to
Grids. While business models for GRIDs are still underdeveloped today, the scheduling architecture
must also include means to support new business models in the future. To this end, such architecture
requires new scheduling algorithms and scheduling policies for coordinating the access to resources
and for supporting complex job requirements.
It is the key objective of this Virtual Institute to overcome this research fragmentation by bringing
the experts in the different areas of research management and scheduling together. Through joint
work and coordination of the specific contributions of the partners a general scheduling and
management architecture will be developed.
4.2.5 CoreGRID Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.2.5.1 Vision and Scenarios
The vision of the CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling is the
integration of the different research results of the partners into a common GRID resource
management and scheduling model. This common model will still allow specialized
implementations for different use case scenarios. However, a common model will allow sustainable
advances in this area. It can be expected that several application use cases will share similarities for
which a common set of strategies and services will be sufficient. That is, the implementation effort
for such projects can be significantly reduced if a coherent solution framework is available.
As mentioned above, the GRID resource management and scheduling problem consists of many
facets which are usually not all addressed by a single research group. Therefore, the individual
research groups will benefit from the possibility of using existing and reliable solutions from the
CoreGRID repository. This is only possible if many solutions of the various research tasks are
designed for a common model.
The following important issues have been identified by the NGG1 [3] and NGG2 [2] expert groups
of the IST and are part of their reports:

-

pervasive, with mobility as the cornerstone enhanced with more advanced pervasive
computing facilities;

-

self-managing with the ability to handle highly dynamic and unpredictable configuration of
demanders and suppliers;

-

resilient with the ability to handle highly dynamic and unpredictable configuration of the
network connecting the computing nodes;

-

flexible to handle various types of computing nodes and highly dynamic distribution of
computation tasks among involved resources;

-

easy to program with a high-level, functional programming interface reusing existing
software modules;

-

flexible in trust to allow business operations to work effectively and efficiently as virtual
organisation and distributed collaborations;

-

secure to assure confidence in its use for business purposes.

While not all but most of the issues in this valid collection pose direct requirements for the research
activities on resource management and scheduling in Next Generation GRIDs which we want to
address in this collaborative approach.
From a research point of view the NGG results can be translated to several mission objectives for
resource management and scheduling (RMS):
-

offering a pervasive RMS middleware model which can be applied to different application
scenarios;
Consider different resource types within the management and scheduling process;
Provide automatic scheduling mechanisms which support end-users and application
programmers;
Agree on common interfaces and models for implementing individual and re-using existing
solutions.
Support business models within the resource selection and scheduling process;
Investigate in fault-tolerant, resilient scheduling aspects.

The research tasks are designed to address the objectives mentioned above. Within the research
tasks, the partners share their expertise and collaborate to integrate their research activities towards a
common model.

4.2.5.2 Strategy
The general approach of the Virtual Institute on Resource Management and Scheduling is three-fold:
1. Provide joint solutions of the participating partners within each research task
2. Collaborate between the research tasks towards a joint framework
3. Coordinate with the other Virtual Institutes in CoreGRID to integrate with their roadmap

For the activities in within the Virtual Institutes, the following strategy has been identified during the
first meetings:
- Gain common understanding and naming of the GRID RMS problem among the partners
- Review the existing research activities of the partners
- Identify common models
- Analyze and start the possible integration of existing research results towards a joint
CoreGRID RMS framework.
- Identify gaps within the map of existing solutions and stipulate joint projects on these issues.
- Disseminate know-how and re-use CoreGRID solutions in other projects.
This general strategy can be found for each research task as well as for the whole Virtual Institute.
The eight research tasks of the Virtual Institute are as follows:
-

Task 6.1: Definition of a Grid scheduling architecture
Task 6.2: Multi-level scheduling strategies
Task 6.3: Work flow Grid scheduling strategies
Task 6.4: Fault-tolerance and reliability in Grid scheduling
Task 6.5: Evaluation and benchmarking of Grid scheduling systems
Task 6.6: Model for mapping and scheduling of high performance parallel applications
Task 6.7: Coordinating Grid scheduling with data management
Task 6.8: Performance prediction for improving advance scheduling of resource allocations

4.2.5.3 Roadmap
CoreGRID roadmap
Phases of the roadmap
Phase one: focuses on the gaining a common understanding and vocabulary of the problem space.
To this end, surveys and presentations of the individual research contributions are conducted by the
partners. It is expected that this will identify similar or complementary research goals among the
partners which will lead to additional collaborations. This roadmap document contains information
based on the work in the first months of the CoreGRID network. That is, the joint meetings and
workshops have been used to explore and clarify the problem space between the partners. First
collaborations have been identified and are documented in the following sections.
Phase two: collection of existing ideas circulating among the partners, possibly coming from the
different “local” projects the partners are involved in. Actual collaboration is performed towards the
joint research goals.
Phase three: results from the previous phases are shared within this as well as to other WPs of
CoreGRID. Feedback is incorporated and used for further research activities.
Phase four: Actual research results are integrated and tested between the tasks.
As seen in Figure 1, there are strong relations between the research activities. Task 6.1 will provide a
common GRID scheduling architectural model that can be re-used for the remaining activities. Task
6.2 is intended to examine scheduling strategies which are suitable for such a GRID scheduling
architecture. Due to the expected nature of Next Generation GRIDs, this task will explore strategies
which will support multiple level of scheduling with consideration of several complex scheduling
policies and objectives. Task 6.3 deals with the particular problem of complex jobs with work flows.
Corresponding models and scheduling strategies are reviewed to improve the planning and execution

of such work flows. This includes the integration of these results into the architecture of Task 6.1
and the scheduling strategies of Task 6.2. With Task 6.4 the particular problems of the dynamic and
unreliable nature of GRIDs are addressed. Again, these results will be integrated into the CoreGRID
repository for scheduling models and strategies. Task 6.5 will contribute with solutions to evaluate
and benchmark the efficiency of the solutions of the remaining WP6 activities. This includes
simulative tools as well as benchmark means for actual execution in GRIDs. Task 6.6 considers
specific requirements and solutions for HPC GRID applications. While Task 6.1 and 6.2 have to
provide solutions which are generic enough to support many application scenarios, as e.g. Enterprise
GRIDs or Ambient GRID, Task 6.3 will investigate in the HPC scenario which is especially
important for science. Task 6.7 considers the need for a stronger integration of data management into
the general GRID scheduling problem. Task 6.8 explores functions for performance prediction
which can be re-used by the other tasks for improving the scheduler performance.
The exact timing of the phases of the roadmap will differ between the research activities as there is
much interdependence between them. However, phases one and two are executed in parallel in all
tasks.
The general program of joint activities of this Virtual Institute is as follows:
1. During the first 3 to 6 months of the project, the collaborative framework between partners
will be set up. In particular, a Virtual Institute web site will be prepared in the framework of
the CoreGRID web site (at the moment, a preliminary, reduced version of this web site is
already on line, hosting pages for each one of the partners specifying the intended
contribution to this Virtual Institute).
2. Until the end of month 9 a joint research roadmap will be identified that includes the specific
research expertise of the partners and identifies collaborations between the partners to
achieve the goals of the Virtual Institute.
3. Until the end of month 18 a white paper will be created that proposes a common GRID
scheduling architecture, which will be used as general architecture model for the other
subtasks of WP6. The goal is a consistent view on the resource management and scheduling
problem in GRIDs. Establishing common cornerstones of a architectural model should allow
the integration of the different research results of the Virtual Institute.
4. During the second 24 months, all partners will be involved in the activities of the remaining
subtasks. During the whole project duration several milestones will be introduced to integrate
the different research activities. The overall goal is the creation of a complete and joint
solution for the GRID resource management problem with a common set of model and
strategies for the different problem areas that have been identified within the subtasks.
Some of the research work for the tasks can be executed in parallel. However, the research on the
overall multi-level GRID scheduling architecture is a major task with implications to all other
activities. Thus, durable integration of the different research activities is a key issue in this project.
Therefore, it is especially important to achieve a common agreement on key components and their
interactions. Thus, the results of the different research activities fit into an overall architecture. The
activities for evaluating and benchmarking GRID scheduling will play a stronger part after the first
18 months. Nevertheless, as there are no common benchmarking methods available for the GRID,
the evaluation process must be prepared from the beginning of the NoE.

The Virtual Institute activities have been planned in such a way that a number of significant
milestones will be reached during project duration:

-

At month 6 after the project start (that is end of February 2005) Agreement on a integration
roadmap for a GRID scheduling infrastructure
At month 18 after the project start (that is February 2006) Agreement on a GRID scheduling
infrastructure and First integration of available components
At month 24 after the project start (that is September 2006) Integration and evaluation of
research results
At month 36 after the project start (that is September 2007) First proposal of complete GRID
scheduling system
At the end of the project (that is August 2008) Integration of the services and promoting a
single consistent scheduling architecture for NGGs.

In the following we provide more detailed information about the roadmap in the different research
activities of the WP6 tasks. To this end, the objectives for each task within the roadmap are
presented. The partners will work jointly on these issues within the tasks. To this end, joint
collaboration activities have been identified.
Moreover, for each task the contributed research expertise of each partner has been identified in
more detail.
In the provided table, information about the partners contributed research expertise and research
interest is given. In addition, some joint activities between partners could already been identified
where the partners wanted to collaborate on a specific topic of the joint roadmap of the virtual
institute. The information of collaboration partnerships are also given in the table. It is expected that
additional collaborations will be established during the work of the Virtual Institute.
After the presentation of the roadmap on the task level in the following section, the general
mechanisms of the virtual institutes will be explained to aggregate the different activities towards the
overall objective.
4.2.6 UniGrids Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.2.6.1 Introduction
The UniGrids project will develop a Grid Service infrastructure compliant with the Web Service
Resource Framework (WS-RF), based on the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) and the
UNICORE Grid software initially developed in the German UNICORE and UNICORE Plus projects
and extended in the EU funded EUROGRID and GRIP projects.
The guiding principle of the project will be both to adopt and to influence standards in key project
areas.
Additional generic software components for visualisation and steering of simulations and remote
device monitoring and control will be developed to broaden the applicability of Grid computing to
new scientific and technological areas.
Access to distributed data and databases will be integrated from previous European Grid projects.
A framework for quality of service and service level agreements will be designed to meet the
requirements of industrial and business communities.
Dynamic virtual organisations will be supported by enhancing the UNICORE security infrastructure
to allow different usage models such as delegation and collective authentication.
UniGrids will develop translation mechanisms, such as resource ontologies, to interoperate with
other OGSA compliant systems.
At the same time UniGrids will target Grid economics by developing an SLA framework and crossGrid brokering services.

4.2.6.2 Positioning
Substantial progress has been made in Grid Computing since the publication of the book by Ian
Foster and Carl Kesselman The Grid: Blueprint for a New Computing Infrastructure in 1999. In
Europe, UNICORE has been developed to a level that it is being used in production in professionally
managed HPC centres. Globus Version 2 is the basis for many research projects worldwide. Many
other developments address specific parts of the Grid vision, for example, Avaki – the commercial
offspring of the Legion project – and Condor-G in the US or TME in Japan. Commercial companies,
like IBM, Sun Microsystems or Platform Computing are enhancing their products to support the
Grid.
The European Commission started funding Grid Projects in the 5th Framework Programme
following the Lisbon Summit. A total of twenty projects cover the range from middleware – the
primary focus of the first wave of Grid projects – to applications and higher-level services in the
second wave of EU Grid projects. UNICORE is the foundation for EUROGRID, GRIP, and
OpenMolGrid projects, most of the other projects build on Globus Version 2, Web Services, or use
no established Grid middleware. It is expected that Grid projects in the 6th Framework Programme
will move towards Web Services as they converge with the Open Grid Services Architecture through
the standardisation of Web Services Resource Framework and related work such as Web Services
Notification. The term 'Grid Service' generically denotes a service used in a Grid environment that is
compliant with the Open Grid Service Architecture. It may be implemented using Web Service
technology and thus be technically a Web Service (with or without state).
The need for standards in Grid computing has been recognised by researchers, developers and users
of early Grid solutions. In 2002, the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) was proposed as a
framework for Grids. OGSA combines the advantages of Web Services and Grid technology. The
Global Grid Forum (GGF) created the first standards proposal, the Open Grid Services Infrastructure
(OGSI). The OGSI proposal will be replaced by WSRF, the Web Service Resource Framework,
which contains the key concepts of OGSI but which is more aligned with existing commercial Web
Services. OGSA and the standards based on OGSA are accepted by the industry and research as the
way forward towards commercial success in a cyber infrastructure based on interoperability between
different Grid implementations. Even the most successful software will become obsolete if it does
not support accepted standards. Although the GRIP project demonstrated interoperability between
UNICORE, a leading European Grid software, and Globus Version 2 it is mandatory that UNICORE
be enhanced to become fully OGSA compliant. Otherwise all relevant Grid development would be
left to Globus based projects. UNICORE demonstrated that its architecture and design are largely
compatible with OGSA.
The guiding principle of the UniGrids project will be to adopt and influence standards in all key
project areas.
The UniGrids project has the following objectives:
• Develop innovative technology for Web Services compliant with the OGSA and based on
UNICORE. The software that will be developed will be called Unicore/GS.
• Demonstrate interoperability of UniGrids technology with other OGSA compliant
implementations, especially the Globus Toolkit.
• Develop a framework and technology to support Grid economics.
• Develop generic higher-level services for multiple application domains.
• Enable selected scientific and industrial applications for an OGSA environment including
visualisation and computational steering.
• Disseminate the results of UniGrids to targeted application communities, the Grid community,
and make the results available to other European projects.
• Use Unicore/GS as an exemplar implementation of the OGSA standard and influence the
relevant standards bodies, such as GGF, OASIS, W3C or IETF.

The technology developed in UniGrids will conform to the OGSA and will track all relevant
standardisation efforts as they develop. As these standards become stable the UniGrids development
will seek to implement them and will also aim for interoperability with other technologies that also
conform to these standards.
UNICORE has been designed and implemented as a total solution for end-users that need to execute
their applications on a variety of systems in different organizations and access distributed data.
Consequently, UNICORE is a viable production quality Grid middleware with the following unique
features that go well beyond any toolkit approach:
• Applications can be used unchanged on different architectures; this is especially important for
commercial codes for which source is not available in general.
• Advanced graphical interfaces can be easily integrated for any application.
• Complex work flows involving different systems and different organizations can be easily
constructed. The user no longer needs to manage data transfers or start successor jobs manually;
this is all done by UNICORE.
• UNICORE’s strong end-to-end security ensures authentication of users and accountability of
resource consumption.
• UNICORE respects the administrative autonomy of participating organisations.
• UNICORE can utilize resources managed by Globus Version 2 and 3.
The objective of UniGrids is to retain these outstanding characteristics of UNICORE and enhance
them so that individual components can interoperate with other web or grid services. Examples are:
enlisting a different OGSA compliant resource broker or invoking a Web Service directly from the
client without the full stack of UNICORE software.
As a result, Unicore/GS will be more than ‘just another OGSA compliant Grid middleware’. It will
bring immediate value to the end-user and also to providers of services.
4.2.6.3 Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.2.6.3.1 Vision and Scenarios
Technology foundations
The UNICORE infrastructure will be extended to meet the fundamental requirements of a wide
range of applications by:
• Enhancing dynamic resource discovery and management interfaces.
• Integration of UNICORE into major Web Service hosting environments and enhancing an
existing Web Service hosting environment to a WS-RF compliant hosting environment.
• Providing job and file management interfaces directly as Web Services, including job brokering
and remote file transfer.
• Exposing the UNICORE User Database as a Web Service, including an enriched role model.
This could serve as the basis for an authorisation service.
• Implementing internal UNICORE interfaces as Web Services where appropriate, e.g. user
database, resource broker, and batch subsystem interfaces.
UniGrids will incorporate an "explicit trust" delegation mechanism into Unicore/GS and integrate
this with emerging standards on security and authorisation.
A flexible service construction framework will be provided, so that application services can be easily
published on the Grid.
UniGrids will extend the UNICORE Client to support Web Services.
A deployment and testing infrastructure will be built to address the dual needs of user support and
developer feedback.
A lightweight Certification Authority and Virtual Organisation Management will be provided.

Interoperability
UniGrids will develop a framework for providing full interoperability between OGSA compliant
Grid systems, and demonstrate the capabilities of this framework with the Unicore/GS and Globus.
UniGrids will produce an ontology for three resource models (CIM, GLUE, UNICORE) and take
into account Condor’s job description schemas (ClassAds) as used in practice.
An authentication and authorisation mechanism that works with both Unicore/GS and Globus will be
designed and integrated into the UNICORE infrastructure.
A two–way interoperability of Unicore/GS and Globus will be provided.
The GRIP resource broker will be extended to work across Grids and integrate with the Unicore/GS
front end and server.
Grid Economics
UniGrids will develop a standard interface to an OGSA brokering service (as a Web Service) that
will allow work flow engines (such as the UNICORE NJS) and their users to select where their tasks
will be executed based on abstract concepts such as the projected cost of the service.
UniGrids will produce an implementation of the standard broker interface that enables the
UNICORE NJS to act like a standard broker. UniGrids will also produce an implementation of the
standard interface that will perform brokering by coordinating other brokering services together.
UniGrids will establish a mechanism for clients of such a brokering service to describe the
constraints they want and the plans they made.
A broker that can handle economic brokering will be developed, so that resource consumers and
resource providers do not need to have a pre-established costing model between them.
UniGrids will pay attention to the security issues involved in providing resource-usage feedback
from resource providers to brokers.
Higher-Level Services
Tools for remote visualisation and steering will be integrated into Unicore/GS.
UniGrids will develop mechanisms and tools to access and control remote instruments and integrate
measurements with computations.
Interactive access to remote connection services with session management will be extended to meet
OGSA requirements.
UniGrids will develop a file transfer service and adopt new Grid file transfer mechanisms. A data
filter based on existing protocols and standards will be included to reduce the amount of data that
needs to be transferred. Tools and mechanisms to access distributed data will be provided by
integrating existing solutions into Unicore/GS.
Applications
UniGrids will deploy test beds using the middleware and the services developed in the project. The
test beds will demonstrate the new capabilities. The test beds will prove the concepts to industry and
science by selecting applications that come from life and earth sciences and energy riskmanagement. The selected applications will be computationally and/or data intensive applications.
They will be chosen to cover a wide range of computational scenarios reflecting the most important
use cases. These applications form the portfolio of show cases that will be used for dissemination of
the projects results and advertising of the capabilities of the Unicore/GS software.
At least one application will be reengineered by applying the Grid Services approach.
Standardisation
UniGrids will influence the standardisation process for selected Grid standards. Members of the
UniGrids consortium remain or will become active participants in relevant working groups of
standards organisations, especially GGF, and if possible take leadership roles, for example as chair

persons to influence the directions of the standards development and to promote European research
results. The areas in which UniGrids will be particularly influential are foreseen to be:
• Open Grid Services Architecture
• Grid Economics
• Production Grid Management
The standards organisations that are interested in these areas are: GGF, OASIS, W3C and IETF.

4.2.6.3.2 Strategy
The project is structured into six research and technology work packages (WP1 to WP6). Each work
package has a responsible WP leader who is responsible for the delivery of the results outlined in the
description of work for each WP. The WP Leader will also interface with the other work packages.
WP1 Foundations will produce the core software components of UniGrids, called Unicore/GS.
WP2 Interoperability will ensure interoperability of Unicore/GS with other OGSA compliant
implementations, with focus on future releases of Globus and develop the necessary mechanisms
required for the interoperation.
WP3 Grid Economics will focus on OGSA compliant brokering and related aspects of Grid
economy.
WP4 Higher-level Services will define and implement generic higher-level Services for visualisation
and steering.
WP5 Applications will provide a test environment for Unicore/GS by deploying important
applications.
WP6 Standardisation will coordinate and influence the standards work and interact with other
European projects.
4.2.6.3.3 Roadmap
There will be two major technology releases of the Unicore/GS core software. Unicore/GS V1 will
be available project internally in February 2005 (publicly available in July 2005) and Unicore/GS V2
in December 2005 (publicly available in June 2006).
All partners will work together to create the specifications for the R&D work. The results of
WP2 Interoperability, WP3 Grid Economics, WP4 Higher-level Services and WP5 Applications will
be available project-internally in April 2005 (publicly available in September 2005) and March 2006
(publicly available June 2006). All components for Unicore/GS V1 will be integrated and distributed
in July 2005, Unicore/GS V2 will likewise be available in an integrated distribution in July 2006.
Since the development does not start from scratch but can be based on the existing know-how in
UNICORE and its software base it can be safely expected to have the first version available for other
EU projects in July 2005. A special effort will be undertaken in parallel to solicit input and
requirements from those projects. These requirements together with the input from standards bodies
will be used to define and specify Unicore/GS V2.
4.2.6.3.4 Contributions for the European GRID-Roadmap
The Unicore/GS software will be a contribution to the European Grids foundations middleware and a
Grid software development technology. The higher-level services as well as the core services
developed in the UniGrids project serve as prototypes of a Grid service middleware. The
applications selected in the UniGrids project are based on the services developed in the project and
will be used as demonstrators.
4.2.7 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects
HPC4U
Commodity-based Grids are spreading across the industry, supported by their excellent
cost/performance ratio. However, they lack reliability, usability and manageability. The HPC4U
project will address these issues and provide, as a solution, generic and modular Grid middleware
software covering multiple administrative domains to enable an increased fault tolerance level.
The goal of the HPC4U project is to expand the potential of the Grid approach to complex problem
solving through the development of software components for dependable and reliable Grid
environments and combining this with service level agreements (SLAs) and commodity-based

clusters providing quality of service (QoS). Development of HPC4U will take place in a Grid
context following the standards of the Global Grid Forum (GGF).
The main scientific and technological objectives of the HPC4U project are to:




provide predictable and reliable middleware for clusters built from commodity-off-the-shelf
components, which will enable fault tolerance based on check-pointing and job migration in
the Grid;
deliver an SLA-aware resource management system providing a reliable and sharp statement
about the service level for a submitted job, which is fulfilled despite hardware or software
failures;
provide Grid middleware, supporting multiple SLA-aware resource management systems in
multiple administrative domains, that is aware of available redundant resources, which can be
used in case of failure.

A consistent realisation of this vertical approach based on existing products and middleware is the
main goal of the HPC4U project.
The results of HPC4U will be a mix of open source and proprietary software embedded in two
outcomes:



the SLA-aware and Grid-enabled resource management system includes SLA negotiation,
multi-site SLA-aware scheduling, security, and interfaces for storage, check-pointing and
networking support. It will be multi-platform in nature and available as open source;
the second HPC4U outcome will be a vertically integrated commercial product with
proprietary Linux-specific developments for storage, networking and check-pointing. This
outcome will demonstrate the entire, ready-to-use HPC4U functionality (job check-pointing,
migration and restart) for Grids based on Linux architectures.
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4.3 Grid Programming
Areas: Programming Models (API), Programming Models (wrapper), Grid User Interfaces, Grid
Component Technologies.
4.3.1 Executive Summary
This document is the first version of the roadmap of the CoreGRID Virtual Institute on programming
models. The roadmap sketched here will be expanded and more precisely defined in the second
version which is due at M18, which is in February 2006. In particular, the phases of the roadmap
covering the second part of the CoreGRID project are only sketched in this document: these will be
fleshed out and formalized in second version.
The document is structured as follows: Section 4.3.2 outlines the context of the Programming Model
Virtual Institute within CoreGRID, along with its main goals, driving forces and its major work
framework organization. Section 4.3.3 positions the activities of the Virtual Institute in the context
of the current projects being undertaken by the partners and introduces an outline state-of-the-art
survey relating to the main topics covered by the Virtual Institute activities. Section 4.3.4 presents
the main features of the Virtual Institute roadmap. Section 4.3.5 summarizes the core concerns
shared with the other Virtual Institutes in the CoreGRID NoE, that is, it describes the expected
results, relationships, exchange of information and experiences to be achieved in this Virtual
Institute in conjunction with the other Virtual Institutes of CoreGRID.
4.3.2 Introduction
The Virtual Institute on programming models aims to deliver a definition of a component
programming model that can be usefully exploited to design, implement and run high performance,
efficient Grid applications. The same component model can also be exploited in the design of tools
supporting Grid programming, such as in the development of PSEs or in the development of tools
supporting resource management or system architecture related activities.
Possibly, the component programming model should be a lightweight model, to be better supported
on a variety of architectures and middleware tools. In other words, the model should be specified in
abstract and minimal specification should be given, in such a way that existing component models
can be adapted–extended–integrated to fit this new model. The advantage of such choice is twofold:
on the one hand, only those features that are really fundamental to grid programming will be studied
and included in the new model. On the other hand, giving a minimal specification, covering anyway
the features that are assessed as the features essential to make the model suitable to address grid
programming, allows the Virtual institute partners, and the other CoreGRID partners as well, to
make the minimal effort to adapt his existing component models to the Virtual institute framework.
It is assumed that the component based programming model’s main aim is to address the new
characteristic challenges of Grid computing - viz. heterogeneity and dynamicity - in terms of
programmability, interoperability, code reuse and efficiency. Grid programmability, in particular,
represents the biggest challenge. Grid programs cannot be constructed using traditional
programming models and tools (such as those based on explicit message passing or on remote
procedure call/web service abstraction, for instance), unless the programmer is prepared to pay a
high price in terms of programming, program debugging and program tuning efforts.
The Virtual Institute activities are mainly concerned with the coordination of the partner activities
and the exploitation of the results achieved by the Virtual Institute partners in the framework of the
research programmes and projects they are involved in. The Virtual Institute does not finance any
kind of research activity other than the activities aimed at exchanging knowledge, setting up research
projects and exploiting common results among partners. From this perspective, the ”distillation” of a
lightweight, component programming model such as the one sketched above will result from an
assessment of the (many) different model proposals put forward by the Virtual Institute partners in

the context of the projects they are separately involved in, and agreeing on the use of these results to
build a commonly agreed component model.
4.3.2.1 Context
The CoreGRID Network of Excellence (NoE) aims at strengthening and advancing scientific and
technological excellence in the area of Grid and Peer-to-Peer technologies. To achieve this objective,
the Network brings together forty-two institutions who have constructed an ambitious joint
programme of activities, structured around six complementary research areas that have been selected
on the basis of their strategic importance, their research challenges and the recognised European
expertise to underpin the development of the next generation of Grid middleware. The Virtual
Institute on programming model will address one of these six research areas, namely an investigation
of the definition of a programming model for the Grid with the aim of reducing the complexity of
Grid programming.
In particular, a software component model for Grids will be investigated within the Virtual Institute
at a higher level of abstraction than is currently practiced in models based on traditional messagepassing primitives. New Grid programming models are required that rely on a higher level of
abstraction and are based on component technology. The main objective is to define a novel
common European component model, suitable for future large-scale Grid and P2P computing.
The Programming model Virtual Institute activities sport a number of inks and close relationships
with the activities of the other Virtual Institutes in CoreGRID. These links and relationships will be
described in detail in Section 4.3.5 later on in this document. In particular, the Programming model
Virtual institute will provide inputs to other Virtual institutes, mainly concerning component based
programming models and techniques, whereas other Virtual institutes will provide to Programming
model Virtual institute those inputs necessary to come to the definition of a component model really
addressing all the issues typical of grid programming.
The partners involved in the programming model Virtual Institute activities are also involved in a
number of distinct research projects that are related to the activities of the Virtual Institute, as well as
on more general Grid-related research topics that are of interest to CoreGRID as a whole. Among the
National/European initiatives involving partners of the Virtual Institute, we mention:
•

•
•

UK e-Science Programme Basic research on Grid technology: middleware, security, tools
and applications for a range of topics including bioinformatics, media, finance and data
mining. QUB is involved in Design and implementation of architectures and models. IC is
involved in this project as well (2002–2007) Expected synergies among this project and
Programming model Virtual institute include both application requirement definition and
component based programming environment design.
Grid Ireland Grid interoperability across domains. QUB is involved in Application
construction and performance measurement. (2004 - 2006)
EC FP5/FP6 Basic and applied research on different Grid related topics. Many of the partners
involved in the Virtual Institute are also involved in one or more projects of these two
programs.

In the framework of EC FP5/FP6 initiatives, partners of the Virtual Institute are also involved in
several different projects, including:
• GridCoord SSA to support coordination in Grid research within EU (2004 -2006). UNIPI is
actually leading the project, QUB is involved in Collaboration amongst the individual
researchers; the creation of European excellence and competence centres; A visionary
research agenda. INRIA is involved in Education material on Grid, i.e. gathering and
development, support. More relevant for CoreGRID, INRIA is also involved in strengthening
activities for Grid researchers through the organisation of several workshops. In particular, a
workshop (October 2005) entitled “The use of open source middleware for Grids” has the

•

•

objective to identify convergence with other middleware communities. Another one, entitled
“Really large-scale Grid architecture” (September 2005) is also very relevant for this
CoreGRID WP activities.
The experience acquired by partners participating in the GridCoord SSA will be exploited
within the Virtual institute activities in two different ways: on the one hand, it will be used to
identify the synergies with the other EC funded projects that are worth to be exploited in the
Programming model Virtual institute activities. On the other hand, experience in the
GridCoord SSA will be exploited at the Virtual institute management level, of course.
NextGrid Secure and economically viable business models for Grid computing. QUB is
involved in making the Grid more scalable and usable. ISTI/CNR is also involved in the
same project (2004 -2007) The experience developed by partners in the NextGrid project will
be used within the Programming model Virtual institute to better understand and take into
account the architectural constrains and perspectives that the Virtual institute should take into
account while discussing and designing the grid component model. On the other hand, the
grid component model developed in the context of the Programming model Virtual institute
activities, will probably be suitable to be exploited in the context of the NextGrid activities.
GridLab is an EU project involving VUA. The goal of the project related to grid
programming models is the development of simple APIs for grid resources and services,
implemented within the Grid Application Toolkit (GAT), providing language bindings to
various languages like C, C++, Java, Python, and Perl (2002-2005).
GridLab expertise will be used within the Virtual institute to consider features of assessed
grid architectures as the testbed targeted by the Virtual institute grid component model. Also,
Virtual institute results will possibly be used in the context of GridLab, to drive the
development of the GridLab tools, hopefully.

Partners of the Virtual Institute are also involved in the activities of other big projects, related to the
activities of the Virtual Institute but not directly spawn from the initiatives and projects mentioned
above:
•

•

French ACI-GRID INRIA is involved in the GRID5000 national project. The aim of
Grid5000 is to set up an experimental Grid infrastructure, with approximately 5000 CPUs.
The infrastructure is still at the stage of deployment and configuration, but should be fully
available in the first quarter of 2005. Grid5000 is an opportunity to experiment innovative
programming model for large-scale Grid applications. INRIA/IRISA is also involved in
HydroGrid is a 3 year ACI GRID project. It is a multidisciplinary project that aims at
modeling and simulating fluid and solute transport in a subsurface media using a multiphysic
approach. The INRIA/IRISA contribution was to provide PaCO++/GridCCM as a
programming model to couple parallel codes (MPI & OpenMP). In the context of
Programming model Virtual institute, we assume to exploit the knowledge derived during the
development of HydroGrid software. In particular, experience gained while developing such
complex applications will be used to enhance the features of the grid component model
representing the target of this Virtual institute.
GRID.it an Italian project involving major Italian research centers and universities and
coveringseveralaspects relatedto Grid deployment, programmingandutilization for complex,
multidisciplinary applications. Within GRID.it, UNIPI is responsible for the
Programmingenvironmentworkpackge (developmentofa prototype, component based, high
performance Grid programming environment). (2003–2005). From the GRID.it project we
expect to derive consistent experience in the development of component based grid
programming models and tools, being the development of a component based programming
environment one of the major goals of this project.

Eventually, partners of the Virtual Institute are also involved in several different, possibly smaller
projects, including:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Co-algorithms and GRID Computing (QUB/European Social Fund studentship). The
development of a formal framework for a restricted class of GRID applications: component
communication mechanisms; high performance requirements. QUB is involved in Design
and analysis of a Grab-and-Go communication harness; evaluation of its effectiveness in
component-based GRID numerical software. (2002 2005).
Fractal The OASIS joint team between CNRS I3S, INRIA Sophia-Antipolis and University
of Nice-Sophia Antipolis is involved in a 2 years partnership with France-Telecom R&D,
especially aimed to further extend the Fractal model so as it better suits to Grid component
programming (2004–2006).
COFFEE is a project involvingWWU Muenster, funded bythe German Reserach Foundation.
The focus of the project is on developing semantically sound, efficient framework for
organizing collective communication in parallel and distributed systems, in particular in
Grids. A Java-based Grid programming systems was developed that integrates predefined
algorithmic components with efficient means of communication realized on top of RMI.
COA is an INRIA ARC project starting in February 2005. The goal of this project is to
conceive an experimental software platform for both dynamic adaptation and steering of
components. It also investigates how aspect weaving can be used to achieve those two
features.
VL-e (virtual laboratories for e-science) involving VUA. The goals of this project include the
development of Grid programming environments with suitable programming models in the
context of the Java-based Ibis environment. (2004–2008).
SFIDA UNIPI is involved in this 30 month national project (co-funded by the Italian
Government), aiming at developing a Grid-based inter-operability platform able to support
next generation Supply Chain Management applications especially addressing the needs of
SMEs belonging to industrial districts and dynamic supply networks (2005-2007).
Layered Components UOW is working on a project called: A Hierarchical and
Reconfigurable Layered Component Model for a Generic Grid Platform. The objective is to
have a layered structure of the components system by differentiating system and application
components. This work also aims at identifying the properties that should be verified by the
non-functional aspects. In addition, it is intended to provide a theoretical foundation on
which a generic Grid platform can rely.
AUTOGRID Temporal Modeling of Intelligent Grids UOW is also starting this project,
aiming at developing the theoretical foundations for a multi-layer self-organizing generic
Grid architecture, which will automatically manage reconfiguration of components in Grid
systems in a safe and optimal way.
GridSAM is an open-source job submission and monitoring web service funded by the Open
Middleware Infrastructure Institute and involving IC. This project is funded by the UK Open
Middleware Infrastructure Institute (OMII) managed programme. The aim of GridSAM is to
provide a Web Service for submitting and monitoring jobs managed by a variety of
Distributed Resource Managers (DRM). The modular design allows third-party to provide
submission and file-transfer plug ins to GridSAM. Moreover the job management API used
by the GridSAM web service can be embedded into Grid application that requires job
submission and monitoring capabilities. (2004-2005).
RealityGrid is an EPSRC funded pilot project to examine how the condensed matter,
materials and biological sciences communities can make more effective use of distributed
scientific computing and visualisation resources within their future research activities.
Existing tera scale computing environments are able to generate data at a rate several orders
of magnitude beyond our ability to extract the knowledge produced during the simulation.

•

Simulations take several days to run but the data analysis still takes months! The goal of the
RealityGrid project is to generate a new computational science analysis pipeline that ”moves
the bottleneck out of the hardware and back into the human mind.” IC is involved in this
project (2002 – 2005).
Exchange programs several partners of the Virtual Institute are involved in bilateral exchange
programs concerning research topics that have relationship with the Virtual Institute
activites: DAAD/ARC is an exchange program involving UNIPASSAU and the group of
Paul Kelly, Imperial College. Main topic is dynamic program optimization (7/2004-6/2006,
renewable by one year), DAAD/PROCOPE is an exchange grant involving UNI-PASSAU
and the group of Albert Cohen, INRIA FUTURS, Paris. Main topic is metaprogramming
with Meta-OCaml (1/2004-12/2005, renewable by one year), BFHZ/CCUFB is an exchange
grant involving UNI-PASSAU and the group of Paul Feautrier, ENS Lyon (1/2004-12/2004),
the main topic were issues of loop parallelization: This is actually finished, but the program
overlapped with initial CoreGRID activities, VIGONI, is an exchange program involving
WWU MUENSTER and UNIPI. Main topic was skeleton based Grid programming
environments and components (2004-2005).

Most of these research programmes have direct connections and synergies with the topics covered by
the Programming model Virtual institute. Involvement of the Virtual institute partners in these (and
possibly, in other) projects guarantees the expected research framework sub staining the durable
integration activity proper of CoreGRID, and, as a consequence, of the Programming model Virtual
institute activities.

4.3.2.2 Problems and challenges
The GRID poses new challenges in terms of programmability, interoperability, code reuse and

efficiency. These challenges mainly arise from the features that are peculiar to GRID, namely
heterogeneity and dynamicity. GRID programmability, in particular, represents a big challenge.
GRID programs cannot be written using normal programming models and tools, unless the
programmer is prepared to pay a high price in terms of programming, program debugging and
program tuning efforts.
New programming models are required that exploit a layered approach to GRID programming which
will offer user friendly ways of developing efficient, high performance applications. This is
particularly true in cases where the applications are complex and multidisciplinary. Within
CoreGRID, the challenge is to design a component based programming model that overcomes the
major problems arising when programming GRIDs.
The challenge, per se, requires that a full set of sub challenges will be addressed:
•
•

A suitable programming model (that is user friendly and efficient)to program individual
components is needed
Component definition, usage and composition must be organised according to standards that
allow interoperability to be achieved.

Component composition must be defined precisely in such a way that complex, multidisciplinary
applications can be constructed by the composition of building block components, possibly obtained
by suitably wrapping existing code. Component composition must support and, in addition,
guarantee scalability.
•
•

Semantics must be defined, precisely modelling both the single component semantics and the
semantics of composition, in such a way that provably correct transformation/improvement
techniques can be developed.
Performance/cost models must be defined, to allow the development of tools for reasoning
about components and component composition programs

All of these sub-challenges must be dealt with taking into account that improvements in hardware
and software technology require new GRID systems to be transparent, easy to use and to program,
person centric rather that middleware, software or system-centric, easy to configure and manage,
scalable, and suitable to be used in pervasive and ubiquitous contexts.
4.3.2.3 Objectives
The research program of this Virtual Institute is organized in three related tracks:
1. Basic programming models aiming at defining programming models and tools suitable for
programming the single components that eventually will constitute the component based Grid
applications
2. Components and hierarchical composition aimed at defining a component model suitable for
Grid programming and allowing components to be composed to get new components, either
sequential or parallel
3. Advanced programming models aiming at defining higher level models that allow programmers
to use components and component compositions in more efficient and user friendly ways.
All these tracks must address problems related to semantics and performance prediction, i.e they
must devise activities aiming at defining the suitable semantic tools, as well as performance models
to reason about component based programs, at all levels (at the level of the programming model of

the single component, of the component frame work as well as at the level of advanced
programming models built on top of the base component model).
Overall, outcomes of the three related tracks will be combined to achieve the principal goal of this
Institute: to agree on a common component model suitable for use in the area of Grid programming.
A key subgoal of this goal is the definition of a hierarchical composition model that allows new
components to be derived from existing ones. Provision of such a facility is fundamental both to the
development of pre-defined components modeling common Grid application parallelism exploitation
patterns and to supply users with mechanisms incrementally to abstract the level of control specified
in application code. This is a crucial consideration. Currently available and agreed component
models do not support structural component composition. Consequently, considering hierarchical
component composition as a key mechanism in the design/derivation of new components from given
components will ensure that the component model proposed and evaluated in this Virtual Institute
will help place the European Grid community at the forefront of the field.
The organization of Virtual institute activities using these three related tracks has been assessed
among the Virtual institute partners as the most effective way to address the problems enumerated at
the beginning of Section 3.1. In particular, by dividing the activities in activities related to the basic
programming model, to component and component compositions and to advanced programming
models, the problems such as programming language/platform independence, support of native code,
support of advanced programming techniques (skeleton, aspect oriented), interoperability, etc. can
all be dealt with at the more appropriate abstraction level.
4.3.2.4 Tasks
All the activities of the Virtual Institute are organized within three separate tasks based upon the
three objectives described in Section 4.2.3, namely:
•

•

•

Task 3.1 Basic Programming Models models and tools to support the programming of single
components that will constitute component based Grid applications. The activities of task 3.1
comprise two further strands: 3.1.1 the programming model identifying the primitives and
their properties required to implement a single component; and 3.1.2 identifying suitable
communication mechanisms to support both intra-and inter-component interactions. EIA-FR
has responsibility for Task 3.1 (Pierre Kuonen).
Task 3.2 Components and Hierarchical Composition aimed at defining a component model
suitable for Grid programming, and allowing components to be composed, either sequentially
or in parallel, to construct new components. The activities of task 3.2 comprise two further
tracks: 3.2.1 primitive component definition, defining the basic features of a component, in
particular those related to the Grid; and 3.2.2 hierarchical composition for defining how
components can be hierarchically composed. INRIA has responsibility for Task 3.2 (Denis
Caromel).
Task 3.3 Advanced programming models aimed at defining higher level models that permit
programmers to use components and component compositions in more efficient and user
friendly ways. The activities of task 3.3 are not divided further. They are aimed at
investigating advanced programming models to be built on top of the component
programming model defined by task 3.2 thereby providing higher level programming
abstractions for programmers and/or more comprehensive optimization and transformation
techniques. UNIPI has responsibility for Task 3.3 (Marco Danelutto).

4.3.2.5 Drivers
The programming of sequential computers has benefitted from the start (in the 1940s) from the
existence of a commonly accepted programming model, the von Neumann model. Computer
architectures have deviated substantially from this model in recent decades, but language
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implementations have succeeded to this day in maintaining the von Neumann view for the
programmer.
There has never been a commonly accepted programming model for parallel and distributed
computing – although there are approaches aspiring to it, like MPI for message passing parallelism,
OpenMP for shared-memory parallelism, and remote method invocation (RMI) for distributed
object-oriented programs.
It would help the evolution of Grid software substantially, if there were a commonly held abstract
view of Grid programming. And, since the Grid is a restricted form of distributed architecture, there
is the hope that such a model might be developed.
A component model will be a central aspect of a model for Grid programming. The driving effects
on such a model are:
•
•
•
•

Application domains for the Grid: Partners will represent different application domains and
contribute their views of the Grid to the common model.
Models already in existence: Some partners have already developed and are using
programming models at different levels of abstraction. In a negotiation process, features of
these models can enter into the common Grid model.
Need of Flexibility: The common model must represent a view of the Grid which is shared
by all applications and which can be specialized according to the needs of each individual
application.
Theoretical foundations: The common model should have a clean structure and sound
properties, which support a modular and robust method of programming diverse Grid
applications.

4.3.3 Positioning
Many CoreGRID participants have defined their own particular approaches to component models for
the Grid 1 including concrete implementations.
The approaches described below originate from the members of CoreGRID listed below
(abbreviations are used in the table later):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA),
Imperial College (IC),
Queen’s UniversityBelfast (QUB),
Westfälische Wilhelms-Universit Müunster (WWU),
University of Chile (UCHILE),
University of Passau (UNIPASSAU),
University of Pisa (UNIPI),
Technical University of Catalunya (UPC) and
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VUA).

4.3.3.1 State of the art (existing approaches)
The current component approaches focus on different requirements that should be met by an agreed
uniform solution. To obtain a complete picture of the approaches, we have selected the following
requirements to distinguish approaches:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Interoperability
Platform independence
Programming language independence
Support for native code
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Support for aspect-oriented techniques
Support for skeletal programming and mobile code
Application-specific high-performance libraries or utilities
Elements constructed upon web services/SOAP
Integration with standard middleware (UNICORE or Globus)

These requirements have been discussed and agreed among the partners of the Virtual Institute. Most
of them can be found in many grid reference works and reports. Some of the requirements are more
specific of the component perspective adopted in the Programming model Virtual Institute, indeed.
The capabilities of the various approaches taken by the CoreGRID members in relation to these
requirements are summarized in the following table:
feature

1

ProActive
FRACTAL

2
yes

yes

ICENI

yes

yes

Polytope

5

6

7

8

9

ongoing

yes

ongoing

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

MALLBA
GAT

4

yes

QUB

ASSIST

yes

yes

REFLEX

HOC-SA

3

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

GridCCM

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Ibis

yes

yes

yes

via GAT

In summary, the ongoing projects most characteristic features are as follows:
•

•

INRIA, OASIS team at Sophia-Antipolis have developed ProActive [5], a Java
implementation of an environment that features a hierarchical architecture for components
that extends simple port definitions (like in CCA)by detailed specifications of component
nesting and compositions. The hierachical component model that is implemented is Fractal.
An important characteristic of this implementation, using ProActive, is that components are
distributed, possibly running on several JVMs simultaneously. A Fractal-ProActive
component is thus a powerful abstraction of distributed activities on the Grid, which could
thus simplify their programming, their configuration, and their deployment.
INRIA, SARDES team at Grenoble, conjointly with France Telecom R&D designs an
abstract component model, named Fractal [6]. Fractal proposes a hierarchical, dynamic and
extensible component oriented programming approach which could prove well suited to Grid
programming. As ProActive, Fractal is a project hosted by ObjectWeb, the consortium for
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•

•

•

Open Source Middleware. INRIA, PARIS team in Rennes, is currently developing a
framework for designing parallel adaptable components (AFPAC framework).The objective
of this framework is to help developers of applications that should run on Grid to take into
account the changes that may occur in such environments during application runs [7].
The same PARISteam has also developed a parallel extension to the CORBA component
model, named GRIDCCM [17]. GridCCM enables a simple and efficient embedding of
SPMD code into a parallel CORBA component. Thus, parallel communication flows and data
redistribution are possible during an operation invocation on such a parallel CORBA
component.
IC has developed ICENI [12], a Java Grid Middleware system, based upon a ServiceOriented Architecture and a Component Programming Model. The ICENI component
framework captures information relating to the application, its structure and inter-component
data and control flow. The model provides a clear separation between meaning, behaviour
and implementation of the component, which allows for both communication and
implementation selection atrun-time, while providing the user with a flow-based
programming model.
UCHILE is developing REFLEX [20], a portable reflective system for Java that evolved to a
versatile kernel for aspect-oriented programming [19](AOP). The objective is to leverage the
interest of AOP, possibly using multiple domain specific aspect languages, to distributed
components on the Grid. Aspect languages can be used to address specific concerns, such as
multithreading, communication modes, etc.”
Current work at QUB relating to the development of a component model has two strands
which address heterogeneity and dynamicity in a Grid environment.
o Transformations of component specifications Automatic transformation of component
specifications, expressed in a functional style, to efficient architecture-specific
implementations. This approach can contribute to implementation of components on
heterogeneous Grid resources by supporting the generation, from a common source,
of multiple implementations [10].
o Composition of Components Experience of combining components of highly
restricted type using a Grab and Go communication model. This approach is suitable
for creating certain types of Grid applications software and addresses some aspects of
dynamicity ([13], [14]).

•

WWU has developed and implemented Higher-Order Components (HOCs)[9]. HOCs are
program components thatare offered to the application programmer as partially implemented
services, which can be customized for a particular application by plugging in mobile code
units. This approach combines the advantages of service-orientation with those of
customizable components such as skeletons, paradigms, etc. The most significant features of
the HOC-approach include
o The definition of a mechanism for handling code mobilty in a WSRF compliant
manner,
o The Globus Toolkit-based reference implementation of a runtime environment, the
HOC-Service Architecture (HOC-SA),
o Adherence to analytical performance models and performance prediction in the
course of application development,
o Integration with multiple database management systems for reuse of data and code,
o Potential for semantics-preserving transformations on programs built of HOCs,
o A user friendly HTTP-based portal application,
o A novel mechanism for component customization, so-called behavior customization,
which allows the specification of how a HOC can handle the data-dependencies in
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particular applications.
The WWU group has also developed a Java-based Grid programming system [4] providing
application programmers with predefined algorithmic skeletons, which can be viewed as
components encapsulating typical algorithmic patterns of parallelism. Skeletons are
implemented on high-performance Grid servers in an architecture-specific manner, thus
providing potential for portable performance across different, heterogeneous platforms.
Several skeletons of the same kind running on different servers can be combined to form a
single, distributed skeleton implementation, with the client monitoring execution on different
servers and implementing appropriate load-balancing strategies. When a complex application
is designed, several different skeletons can be combined together using a graphical workflow
description language based on coloured Petri-Nets.
•

•

•

•

The component work carried out at Univ. Passau focuses on performance, especially on the
run-time optimization of component composition by restructuring and exploiting domainspecific, high-level algebraic properties of the components. One source for these high-level
algebraic properties is the Polytope model [15], which has been studied intensively at
UNIPASSAU, and which is currently being extended to cope with the dynamicity and
heterogeneity of the Grid.
Research at UNIPI includes the development of the programming environments P3L, SkIE,
Lithium [8] and ASSIST [2] all of which are based on the algorithmic skeleton concept and
focus on structured parallel programming. The latest of these is ASSIST that evolved in the
FIRB research project GRID.it, which involves a number of research institutions in Italy.
ASSIST is a high performance, component based, structured parallel programming
environment targeting workstation clusters/networks and Grids.ASSIST provides
programmers with high level programming patterns. Using these patterns, the programmers
simply structure their parallel application, then the ASSIST compiler tools and run time
system provide to execute the application on the Grid architecture and to adapt the
application to the Grid configuration at hand. In particular, the ASSIST tools take care of
adapting the application execution to target Grid architecture features, according to some
kind of abstract performance contract provided by the user/programmer. In addition, ASSIST
provides full interoperability with existing CCM and Web Services frameworks, in that
ASSIST components can be wrapped as CCM or WS and CCM components and WS services
can be invoked from within the ASSIST components.
UPC has developed MALLBA [1], a C++ library for solving combinatorial optimization
problems in parallel using components spread across wide-area networks or local clusters.
Theoretical research includes the study of computing with approximate data, global
synchronization, correctness and program transformation.
The VUA has developed Ibis [22], a Java programming environment for parallel
applications, that provides efficient communication mechanisms, like an efficient RMI, group
communication (GMI)as well as replicated objects (RepMI) and a system for Grid-aware
divide-and-conquer parallelism (Satin). Further programming models, like message passing
(MPJ), are currently under development. The Ibis runtime system supports efficient
communication in Grid environments by using parallel TCP streams and communication
through fire-walls. Support for encryption and compression are in development. The VUA
group has also implemented a Java version of GridLab’s Grid Application Toolkit [3] (GAT),
that enables dynamic access to Grid resources via a variety of Grid middleware platforms
(Globus 2, 3, 4, Unicore, ssh, etc.). Ibis can use the Java GAT for integration with Grid
middleware platforms.

Currently, the starting point ofmany research projects and experimental implementations of
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component architectures are two commonly known concepts: the Common Component Architecture
(CCA) [11] and the CORBA Component Model (CCM) [16].
•

•

CCA has been defined by a group of researchers from laboratories and academic institutions
committed to defining standard component architectures for high performance computing.
The basic definition ofa component in CCA states that a component ”is a software object,
meant to interact with other components, encapsulating certain functionality or a set of
functionalities. A component has a clearly defined interface and conforms to a prescribed
behavior common to all components within an architecture. Multiple components may be
composed to build other components.” Currently the CCA Forum maintains a web-site
gathering documents, projects and other CCA-related work (www.cca-forum.org) including
the definition of a CCA-specific format of component interfaces (Babel/SIDL)and framework
implementations (Ccaffeine)
CCM is a component model defined by the Object Management Group (OMG), an open
membership for-profit consortium that produces and maintains computer industry
specifications (e.g. CORBA, UML, XMI, ...). The CCM specifications include a Component
Implementation Definition Language (CIDL); the semantics of the CORBA Components
Model (CCM); a Component Implementation Framework (CIF), which defines the
programming model for constructing component implementations and a container
programming model.

Concluding from the features available in the current implementations of CCM, CCA and other
component models for the grid, most current projects exchanging data, executable code or both
across network boundaries using a portable format. Thus, the underlying technologies XML, Java
and Web Services should be supported by a future grid component model.
4.3.4 CoreGRID Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.3.4.1 Vision ans Scenarios (end-users, technologies, computer science)
The Virtual Institute on Programming Model aims at coordinating and enforcing Virtual Institute
partner activities on the topics related to the development of suitable, high performance Grid
programming environments based on the component concept. These topics include the component
model itself, the programming CoreGRID-Network of Excellence methodologies and techniques
used/exploited within a single component, as well as any advanced programming model developed
on top of the component model and providing higher level programming abstractions. The target end
users for the Virtual Institute activities are the Grid application programmers. In particular, those
programmers that nowadays must know in detail all the features of common Grid middleware in
order to be able to develop effective parallel Grid applications. In the perspective suggested by the
NGG Expert group documents 18, 21], the Virtual Institute activities will be focused on providing
these programmers suitable mechanisms and programming environments that implement the
invisible Grid concept, while supporting all the good features that are typical of component based
programming models. However, system programmers, that are programmers developing high-level
mechanisms and policies needed to implement efficient Grid tools, are also considered target end
users for Virtual Institute activities. As an example, programmers developing Grid PSEs will
obviously benefit of the high level component programming model that represents the Virtual
Institute’s main goal. Virtual Institute on Programming Model plans to build on the existing Grid
and programming model technology. In particular, the GCM (Grid Component Model) will be
developed starting from known results in the component programming models community, possibly
addressing and solving those problems that are still considered open problems and taking always into
account that the goal is to provide a component model suitable for efficient Grid programming.
Therefore, all the existing Grid technology features and results will be taken into account and
exploited as needed. In particular, the results achieved during the development of the CORBA
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Component Model [16] will be considered, as well as the results available from CCA research
programs [11] and all the results coming from the Virtual Institute partners component related
activities, such as those projects cited in the State of the art Section. Overall, the Virtual Institute
envisions a scenario were Grid programmers can exploit the GCM to build efficient, scalable and
performant Grid applications just exploiting their application domain specific knowledge, rather than
domain specific and Grid middleware/tool knowledge, and exploiting the compositionality,
modularity and interoperability features proper of component models.
4.3.4.2 Strategy
Overall, the members of the Programming Model Virtual Institute agreed that the goal of defining a
joint Grid Component Model (GCM) could be best realised by undertaking the three sub-tasks
originally proposed and outlined in the Section 2.3, that is: investigating component model design,
single component programming techniques and higher level programming models built on top of the
component model.
Our general approach/strategy will be organized as follows. First, we will work on an abstract view
of the Grid Component Model. Such a high-level view should allow all the partners to define a joint
view of what should be in a component model for the Grid. This abstract view will most likely be at
the level of defining what a primitive component is, what a hierarchical composition is, and what the
various kinds of ports and interfaces are.
Second, the Virtual Institute members recognized the need for defining a concrete view of the Grid
Component Model, i.e. a technical specification of the GCM. Such specification is essential as it is
the required standard agreed upon that will permit the composition of Grid codes coming from
various groups, the interoperability of those components, and the sharing of common component
tools.
Eventually, each Virtual Institute partner will exploit the GCM within its own research activities,
possibily including activities in other EU funded projects. Also, we will consider the chance to use
the GCM to start new projects, aimed at implementing GCM reference implementations, at
experimenting GCM features and so on.
Along the path, both practical and more theoretical aspects will be taken into account. As an
example, the first task of section 2.3 will both deal with the practical aspects related to the
programming models needed to program the single component and, at the same time, with the
theoretical foundations needed to support those practical aspects. In the same way, the task related to
the GCM specification is supposed to come to the definition of GCM and to the definition of all the
related theoretical aspects, such as the semantics of the component and component composition, for
instance. This will be done, of course, in the perspective of the lightweight idea of component model
discussed in Section 2.
More technically, the following architecture has been proposed for concretely defining the GCM:
1. XML Component specification as a Schema
2. Run-Time API defined in several languages
3. Packaging XML as a schema
The first part, using a schema to precisely define a component description language, a kind of ADL
(Architecture Description Language)in XML, is the basic element to be able to define inter-operable
component descriptions. The second aspect, run-time API allows to manipulate components at
execution in a uniform manner. Finally, the packaging schema authorizes the development of
common deployment tools. Details on the elements comprising each part of the specification are
given below.
1. XML Component Specification as a Schema:
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The first element in a component specification is the notion of primitive components. One must be
able to define, from a given piece of code, the attributes of the component being constructed. A piece
of standard code, or a module, is promoted to the status of a component. Then, provided we are
targeting a hierarchical model to tackle the complexity and large scale nature of Grids, one must be
able to compose the primitives to build hierarchical entities.
Of course, the specification of components, both primitive and composite, calls for defining
interfaces (various kind of ports), and the binding between those ports.
With respect to dealing with language interoperability, a key aspect of the proposed specification is
to rely on external references (Java Interface, C++ .h, Corba IDL, WSDL) to specify the nature of
ports. As such, one can define components specific to a given platform, one can also specify a
component that is exported in several interfaces (e.g. Java and C#), or even exported with portable
ports such as a WSDL definitions.
Finally, the Grid aspects are covered with the specification of specific elements such as distribution,
virtual Nodes, QoS, etc.
Figure 1 summarizes the structure and the key aspects of the component specification. An important
feature of such a specification is the extensible nature of an XML Schema.

•
•
•
•
•

Definition of Primitive Components
Definition of Composite Components (composition)
Definition of Interfaces (ports)
o Server, Client, event, stream, etc.
Including external references to various specifications:
o Java Interface, C++ .h, Corba IDL, WSDL, ?
Specification of Grid aspects:
o Parallel, Distribution, Virtual Nodes,
o Performance Needs, QoS, etc.

Figure 1: XML Component Specification

2. Run-Time API defined in several languages:
We propose to define a common run-time API for manipulating components at execution. The basic
functions of the API will be related to:
•
•
•
•
•

Life cycle management,
Introspection
Basic Control (Monitoring, Reconfiguration, ...)
Optimization
etc.

The languages and formats in which we would like to define related APIs for manipulation of Grid
components at runtime include Java, C++, C#, Fortran, etc.
Upon executing components, the API will facilitate the portability and interoperability within a
given language. Standard implementations of component infrastructures and containers will be
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possible. We believe it would not be realistic to attempt a direct multi-language infrastructure, with
inter-language interoperability. However, one can even imagine WSDL specification of part of the
run-time API. It would allow implementing and deploying Web Services that provide portable runtime manipulation of components (management of life cycle, etc.). In any case, for the sake of
efficiency, and expressive power, language specific implementations are needed.
3. Packaging XML as a schema
Together with the component specification defined in chapter 4.3.1, there is also a need to provide
more practical information about Grid components. For instance, one must specify the dependencies
between codes, where to find the appropriate bundles, for what hardware platform, etc. Here is an
incomplete list of such information:
•
•
•
•

Requirements on the hardware platform
Location of the code needed to instantiate the component on a platform
Dependencies between versions
etc.

With such information, the components may be deployed in various contexts. Defined as an XML
schema, this extensible specification will provide for generic tools to help solve a complex problem
at hand: large scale deployment on the Grid.
4.3.4.3 Roadmap
Phases of the roadmap
In the roadmap, we can logically recognize three phases:
•

•

•

Initiation: During the initiation phase, the Virtual Institute activities are devoted to collecting
the current ideas being pursued by the partners, possibly arising from the different
”local”projects in which the partners are involved.In this phase information and requirements
will be gathered from the other Virtual Institutes in the NoE.
Component model definition: During the assessment phase all the partners will agree on the
common features and functionalities of the component based Grid programming model.
Some partners may already be engaged in projects which will result in preliminary reference
implementations. All the partners will interact with the other NoE Virtual Institutes to
propagate the concepts assessed in the component model definition.
Assessment: All of the partners will agree on the component model, start using it in their own
projects, and promote it outside the Virtual Institute and throughout Europe.

The initiation phase will last roughly until the end of the first year of the project. The Component
model definition phase will last for the following two years and the Assessment phase will start at
year three and continue far beyond the NoE project end.
During all the three phases, the mechanisms described below will be used to coordinate the Virtual
Institute activities.
Virtual institute activities in the context ofthe roadmap discussed in this document will be checked
against a set of milistones. Some of the milestones were included in the original DoW. In paritcular,
in that document two milestones were assumed:
1. M.PM.01: Coordinated research framework infrastructure established and work package web
site up &running (M3)
2. M.PM.02: Guidelines for the definition of a lightweight, composable, component based
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programming model for GRIDs. (M12)
Such milestones were the ones relative to the first 18 months JPA. During the preparation of the JPA
for the next period, other milestones will be precisely defined that can be used to check whether the
Virtual institute activities are adhering or not to the roadmap. At the moment, further milestones can
be assumed, including:
•
•

M.PM.03: Definition ofthe GCM (about M24-M36)
M.PM.04: Guidelines for the definition of advanced programming models on top of the GCM
(about M24-M36)

Mechanisms
The most important mechanisms for ensuring close and profitable cooperation among the partners
will be workshops, meetings and facilities for the exchange of research papers, project reports,
software, etc. In particular these will be organized as follows:
•

Meetings: It is envisaged that, for each major deliverable, a workshop will be held two
months prior to its due date to discuss its content, and an E-meeting one month prior to the
due date to finalise content.

•

Workshops

1. Workshop at M12 to consider proposals for a Grid Component
Model (GCM).
2. Workshop at M22 to consider White Paper on GCM
3. Workshop at M34 to consider full proposal for GCM
4. Workshop at M46 to consider assessment of GCM

•

E-meetings

1. Consensus meeting at M14 to finalise proposals for a GCM.
2. Consensus meeting at M23 to finalise White Paper on GCM
3. Consensus meeting at M35 to finalise full proposal for GCM
4. Consensus meeting at M47 to finalise assessment of GCM

Further workshops and E-meetings may be scheduled during the Virtual Institute activities to
allow partners to discuss particular topics or simply to report about the activities performed
within the Virtual Institute.
•

Documents: Working documents will be shared via the collaborative tool BSCW. Completed
documents (and other documents relevant to the work package activity) will be available on
the work package web site.

•

Software: Software (e.g. reference implementation components) will be shared via a tool
coordinated by work package 9.
New projects: As the component model evolves partners will seek opportunities, individually
and in collaboration, to obtain support from funding bodies (national and international) for
projects which include a direct contribution to the activities of the work package.

•

Within current and new projects every opportunity will be taken to address implementation issues in
the light of the emergent GCM.
Future steps
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On completion of the project, work on the further development and use of the GCM will be
facilitated by the following mechanisms:
•

Agreement of the work package partners to use the GCM as a basis for the future
development of Grid related software. For example, to build a reference implementation and
evaluate its effectiveness in diverse application areas.

•

An annual workshop where progress on the continuing use of the model is reported.

•

Continued commitment to use of the GCM should act as an impetus for joint applications for
support under international bilateral funding arrangements such as UK/Italy (British
Council).

Virtual Institute roadmap in the NGG perspective
Among the three perspectives presenting the visions for NGGs [18, 21] (end-user, architectural,
software) we are more directly concerned with the Software vision one, aiming at considering the
grid as being a programmable system, even if our work may also have impacts on the Architectural
and End-user visions.
WP3’s roadmap focusing on component orientation clearly contributes to Programming Grids
through abstraction thanks to a virtualization of grid resources. Indeed, component orientation is a
strong structuring mean through which resource and other sorts of requirements can be expressed as
a declarative, external property of a component (i.e. apart from its functional part). The way such
requirements are implemented can be expressed through component controllers (using meta-level
programming techniques) or as non-functional properties offered by component containers. Overall,
the various tasks of the WP3 will collectively contribute to the establishment of a programming
model combining parallel and distributed programming practices in a coherent way.
NGG’s most recent vision is that of an “invisible Grid”, offering key features for a service-oriented
knowledge utility, a new paradigm for software and service. The fact that component instances and
the functional services they offer may be published, discovered, etc, (for instance, building on top of
Web Services technologies) dovetails with this vision of the NGG as a service-oriented utility. More
precisely, even if Web Services support is considered as a means to allow interoperability, this does
not mean that Web Services per se are a suitable programming model and language for grid
applications and environments. Indeed, Web Services are a mechanism, and so not sufficiently
abstract to adopt as a model for grid programming.
Instead, a common grid component model (GCM) is proposed. GCM will directly contribute to
enable Interoperability as a basic means for problem solving. In this strategy, it is critical to define a
standard for components metadata representation. Additionally, properties ofspecial interest in the
context of grid environments (including foundations and middleware), such as self-management,
self-adaptation, self-healing, self-reconfiguring, flexibilility are much more manageable and tractable
if the adopted component model offers a well-defined hierarchical composition model rather than a
flat assembly. For instance, self-reconfiguration of a hierarchical component may imply changing
instances of inner components, to modify bindings, etc., but this can be achieved without clients
being aware of it if the component is a hierarchical one.
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4.4 Grid Data Handling
Areas: Distributed Data Management, Transactions & Messaging, Replica Management, Handling
of Provenance Information, Distributed access to DBs, Federation of DBs.
4.4.1 Executive Summary
Knowledge and data management is a key topic in Grid computing. As mentioned in the NGG
expert group report, “The Grids environment must behave intelligently using knowledge-based
techniques, including semantic-rich operation and interoperation.” and later “there is a need for
semantically-rich knowledge-based services in both Grids Foundations Middleware and Grids
Services Middleware both to improve the functionality but also to support applications on the Grids
surface which require semantic and / or knowledge-based support. It is also apparent in Grids
scheduling, management, durability and dynamic reconfiguration.” From those statements, we can
figure conclude that data, information, and knowledge are critical elements in the application of
Grids in several sectors of our society.
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The overall objective of R&D in this field is to further the integration of data management and
knowledge discovery with Grid technologies for providing knowledge-based Grid services
commonly known as the Semantic Grid through a strong coordination of European researchers
active in those areas. European research teams are working on: distributed storage management on
Grids; knowledge techniques and tools for supporting data intensive applications; and on the
integration of data and computation Grids with information and knowledge Grids. The goal of
CoreGRID is to strengthen the combined activity of research groups that today have sporadic and
partial collaboration thus promoting larger leading teams and supporting efforts towards standard
models and tools for data and knowledge management on Grids and P2P systems.
The Grid should be effectively exploited for deploying data-driven and knowledge-based
applications. To support this class of applications, tools and services for data and knowledge
management are vital. The planned joint activities of the CoreGRID partners involved in the Virtual
Institute on Knowledge and Data Management will result in new research collaboration and work in
the area. In the next years the Grid will be used as a platform for implementing and deploying
geographically data intensive applications, distributed knowledge discovery systems and knowledge
management platforms.
4.4.2 Introduction
4.4.2.1 Context
The main research activities of teams involved in the CoreGRID Virtual Institute and how they will
be integrated to perform joint research activities in the areas of data and knowledge management:










Current work at ICS-FORTH focuses on building future scalable storage systems based on
commodity components that can automatically handle resource management tasks and can offer
quality-of-service guarantees. Such systems and services form the foundations of large-scale
data-Grid installations distributed across geographically dispersed regions.
The technical background of PSNC concerns storage infrastructure and results from 10 years of
providing storage-related services and the involvement in storage-related R&D projects. PSNC
exploits centralized storage systems (high-end SAN infrastructure, tape libraries etc.) but has
also experience with building and exploiting geographically dispersed data Grids consisting of
many low-end components. Both kinds of storage systems can be included in Grids and used for
implementing different classes of services in Grids.
CETIC is a R&D centre "serving the industry" - a connecting agent between academic research
and companies -providing technology transfer in software engineering and electronic systems.
The research areas of CETIC include software processes and products quality, requirements
engineering, distributed and Grid Systems, web mining and reverse-engineering, electronic
systems, free and open-source software.
The Grid research team at UNICAL is working on two main topics: Grid-aware data mining and
knowledge discovery for designing Grid services and programming tools for distributed
knowledge discovery and P2P data integration models for supporting data-intensive applications
on Grids. The UNICAL team has developed prototypes and research models that can be used by
other research teams and can be extended through joint research work.
CNR-ISTI has expertise in the development of state-of-the-art data mining services. In particular,
the development of distributed algorithms that are adaptive w.r.t. the executing platforms and the
dataset features. Such tools are available for this research community. CNR-ISTI has studied
the issues concerning performance prediction in the context of the scheduling of data mining
tasks execution, together with associated data transfers.
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The GRID research group at UCY has extensive experience in Grid Computing; prior work
includes the development of tools for the performance evaluation of Grid resources using
benchmarking and the exploration of the Grid information space using navigational tools and
search engines. Additional experiences include Computer Architecture, Performance Evaluation,
and Benchmarking.
The School of Computer Science and the e-Science North West Regional Centre at the
University of Manchester have strong expertise in, and an international reputation for their work
on, a broad range of scientific areas especially related to data and knowledge management and
the Grid. Manchester is a shaper in the UK e-Science programme and plays a leading role in the
Semantic Grid, Semantic Web Services and Web ontology languages. A team of researchers also
works on extending core database functionality and widens its applicability, by developing Gridenabled distributed query processing systems, investigating adaptive query processing, and
conducting research on schedulers.
The research areas of the Business and Information Technology Department (BITD) at CCLRC
include distributed systems and Grid, knowledge management and data mining, security and trust
management, and Web technologies in general. In the Grid area, BITD is currently working on
the application of Grid technologies into the business domain by developing middleware to
exploit new business models for ASP and Utility computing for dynamic networks of service
providers as well as constructing frameworks for trust, security and contract management in
virtual organizations.

4.4.2.2 Objectives
Data and knowledge is going to play a more important role in current and future Grids. The issues
surrounding the representation, discovery, and integration of data and knowledge in a dynamic
distributed environment have to be addressed. The objective is to further the unification of data
management and knowledge discovery and management with Grid technologies to provide
knowledge-based Grid services for the Semantic Grid and the Knowledge Grid. Examples of this
approach are techniques for managing storage resources and providing “high-quality” storage at low
cost to Grid users and tools for supporting data intensive and knowledge-based applications on
Grids. Our main objectives in distributed data management are to provide commodity-based
connectivity among heterogeneous distributed storage devices, management automation of
administration tasks traditionally handled manually, and storage virtualization for serving welldefined requirements from multiple users. Other objectives are the development of knowledge
techniques and tools for supporting data intensive applications and the integration of data and
computation Grids with information and knowledge Grids. Those objectives contribute to the goal to
strengthen the joint activity of research groups that today have sporadic and partial collaboration
promoting larger leading teams and supporting efforts towards standard models and tools for data
and knowledge management on Grids and P2P systems.
4.4.2.3 Drivers
The main motivation for the work performed in this theme is the pressing need to store, manage, and
access more and more digital information. The increasing dependence of our society on information
requires building infrastructures for storing large amounts of online information. Moreover, the
complexity of managing stored information requires new techniques for automating the management
process. Finally, new applications require high level abstractions for accessing storage (e.g. contentbased search and resource discovery), as opposed to existing block- and file-level methods.
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4.4.3 Positioning
4.4.3.1 Problems
The main scientific challenges in distributed data management are the unified access of numerous
heterogeneous distributed storage devices, the cost-efficient administration of the hardware and
software resources involved, and the offering of quality-of-service guarantees to the system users.
Here we identify some basic challenges that must be faced in the development of data and
knowledge management systems and applications in Grids.
 Data heterogeneity and large data sets. Systems must be able to cope with very large and high
dimensional data sets that are geographically distributed and stored in different types of
repositories as structured data in DBMS, text in files or semi-structured data in Web sites.
 Algorithm integration and independence. The architectural solutions must allow the integration
of different algorithms and tools and must be as independent as possible from the data sources.
 Compatibility with Grid infrastructure and Grid awareness. The designed services must be
interfaced with the lower levels of the Grid infrastructure. The interface must be aware of the
Grid services and access them for supporting applications.
 Openness. Solutions must be open in order to be integrated with data management tools and
knowledge oriented systems.
 Scalability. Designed systems must be scalable both in terms of number of nodes used for
performing distributed tasks and in terms of performance achieved by using large Grid
configurations.
 Security and data privacy. Security and privacy issues are vital features in wide area distributed
systems. Grid services must offer valid support to systems to cope with user authentication,
security and privacy of data. Basic Grid functionality (e.g., Globus security infrastructure - GSI)
must be exploited to support secure client-server interactions without impacting on the usability
of the Grid infrastructure and services.
4.4.3.2 Tasks
To achieve the objectives described above, we define three main tasks:
Distributed Data Management: Providing infrastructures, techniques, and policies for managing
storage resources in the Grid.




Storage Infrastructure: Replacing existing high-end scalable storage systems with commodity
physical storage devices, controllers, and interconnects within Grids and examining how current
storage systems can migrate to this new architecture.
Providing Management Mechanisms: Providing techniques for automatically managing storage
resources in Grid and providing “high-quality” storage at low cost to users.
Specifying Management Policies: Examining the different classes of storage services that
could/should be offered to users and description methods and techniques for specifying service
classes and management policies.

Information and Knowledge Management: Developing metadata, semantic representation, and
protocols for Grid service discovery, information management and design of designing knowledgeoriented Grid services.



Semantic Modelling: Developing metadata for Grid service discovery and information
management and the design of designing knowledge-oriented Grid services
Semantic Representation: Exploiting Semantic Web technologies for sharing machine-readable
Semantic Grid models and techniques for knowledge intensive applications.
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Agent Infrastructure: Development and use of agent technologies to exploit semantic
representation of users and resources to support work flow and knowledge management across
distributed virtual organizations in science and business.
Standardisation and Integration: Extending and standardizing the existing OGSA middleware for
knowledge-based Grid services.

Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery: Design of Grid resource semantic mapping, database
querying on Grids, and services and for distributed data mining and knowledge discovery on Grids.





Semantic Mapping: Representation and mining of relationships between different Grid entities
and resources.
Intelligent queries: Query mechanism and intelligent agents for query formation,
Distributed Grid Services: Design of services, and tools for distributed data mining and
knowledge discovery on Grids, with Grid-aware highly adaptive data mining algorithms,
considering data integrity and privacy.
Monitoring services: Services providing accurate estimates of the cost of data mining tasks on
Grids.

4.4.3.3 State of the art
Distributed Data Management
Existing storage systems are usually custom-built and custom-tuned to offer both scalability and
good performance at high cost. Building large installations from low-cost commodity components
would make data Grids less expensive and enable them to closely track the latest technological
advancements of inexpensive mass-produced storage devices. Recent advancements in commodity
interconnection network technologies and the continuing reduction in disk prices present new
opportunities to address these issues. Various projects [REG03] currently strive to address the
following issues:




Build scalable storage systems that can hold peta bytes of storage in a cost-effective manner.
Make the storage infrastructure location-independent and client-agnostic in an efficient manner.
Provide solid benchmarking methodologies.

Building large-scale storage systems
Building large-scale distributed data storage systems faces the problem storage resource
virtualization incompatibility. The incompatibility results from the different levels of abstraction in
the resources virtualization and the lack of a single, common framework for describing the storage
services offered by the virtualized resources. Such a unified method of describing the services would
make it possible to interface the different types of storage services in an effective way and would
offer the starting point for building large-scale storage infrastructures. Many initiatives develop
techniques for virtualising the resources. For instance, initiatives like Lustre, GPFS, Frangipani and
Petal etc. try to virtualise the blocks of file system by distributing them onto many storage nodes.
The projects like Storage Resource Broker aim at the virtualization of files, file repositories and
similar structures. P2P systems like Gnutella, Kazaa etc. use yet another level of abstraction of the
virtualized data storage resources, providing access to files on the basis of metadata e.g. the song
title or artist name.
Unfortunately, these approaches remain incompatible and different scientific data Grids remain
isolated. While the methodologies for building the local, metropolitan, country-wide or continentwide storage installations are quite well-developed, connecting them with other installations remains
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in the area of pioneer works. The situation in the commercial world is similar. Big market players
like IBM, EMC, Cisco are able to interconnect their storage devices even by using 500-km long
optical links while providing the possibility of updating the data synchronously from one device to
the distant one. However, collaboration between the products of various vendors is still very
difficult. Another problem is that the large data networks based on IP protocols and Grid middleware
built within the confines of projects like DataGRID, European DataGRID, EGEE are tuned for
specific applications. They allow the distribution of huge amounts of data produced by scientific
equipment and their design is reasonable from the point of view of their developers, owners and
founders/sponsors. But even if they are connected locally, there is no common approach to joining
them into collaborating infrastructures.
Another issue is that the commodity components (inexpensive disks connected to PC machines),
which seem to be the future of data Grids, rarely collaborate with the high-end storage components
(like specialised disk matrices, tape libraries, hierarchical systems etc.) in order to realise common or
complementary services. In many cases, high-end devices supply the services for the low-end ones,
but it is uncommon to have both kinds/classes of devices available to end-users. Finally, the
virtualization of the resources in Grids often loses the interesting features of these resources. The
virtualization is needed to include the resources into Grids, but it often hides the interesting features
of the resources like high-performance which are exploitable only using the native resource
interface.
In summary, there are no common methods for describing storage services realised at various levels
of abstraction by different elements of the storage infrastructure, and there is no common approach
to the problem of virtualising the storage resources without loosing their specific, interesting
features. Without a means to effectively exchange the storage resources and services, the different
data Grids remain incompatible, isolated and ineffective.
Information and Knowledge Management
Information Modeling
The need to have common, platform-independent standards for representing Grid-related
information has been recognized and is currently the subject of a number of projects and working
groups. These efforts have been triggered primarily by the need to enable the interoperability
between large, heterogeneous infrastructures and by the emergence of Open Grid Services. One of
the earliest efforts in that direction comes from the DataTAG, iVDGL, Globus, and the DataGRID
projects, which collaborated to agree upon a uniform description of Grid resources. This effort
resulted in the Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE) schema, which comprises a set of
information specifications for Grid resources that are expected to be discoverable and subject to
monitoring [GLUE04, ASV03]. GLUE represents an ontology that captures key aspects of the Grid
architecture adopted by large Grid infrastructures deployed by projects like DataGRID, CrossGRID,
the Large Hadron Collider Computing Grid (LCG), and EGEE. The GLUE ontology distinguishes
two classes of entities: system resources and services that give access to system resources.
Going beyond the standardization of resources and services, a number of recent efforts are trying to
devise common information representations for the structure and the status of jobs running on Grids.
For example, the Job Submission Description Language Workgroup of the GGF (JSDL-WG)
develops the specification of the Job Submission Description Language, an XML Schema for
describing computational batch jobs and their required execution environments. Another effort, led
by the CIM Grid Schema Workgroup of the GGF, seeks to standardize the information that could be
published by Grid schedulers about the characteristics and status of Grid jobs submitted for
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execution. This workgroup has adopted the Common Information Schema (CIM) of the Distributed
Management Task Force's (DTMF) [DTMF03]; based on CIM v.2.8, the GGF CIM workgroup of
GGF has proposed a Job Submission Interface Model (JSIM) to describe the structure and attributes
of batch jobs that run on Grid infrastructures. Finally, the need to provide basic Grid-job accounting
and resource usage information in a common format is addressed by the Usage Record (UR-WG)
and the Resource Usage Service (RUS-WG) workgroups of the GGF. These workgroups have
started working towards the proposal of XML schemas that will describe accounting information in a
general, platform-independent, way.
Semantic Modelling
Because of the lack of a global schema for Grid information, several researchers are investigating the
application of semantic Web technologies as an alternative for bridging the gap that exists between
infrastructures with incompatible information schemas. One of the earlier efforts came from the Grid
Interoperability Project (GRIP) [GRIP04]; GRIP introduces two ontologies representing the structure
and attributes of UNICORE and GLUE resources, respectively. These ontologies are described in
XML and fed into a tool that supports the semi-automatic association between the two ontologies;
this association is used for the mapping of resource requests to hardware resources that belong to
Globus and UNICORE infrastructures [BFGC04]. A similar approach for the development of an
ontology-based resource matchmaker was proposed by Tangmunarunkit, Decker and Kesselman in
[TDK03]; their system comprised a matchmaker, which consisted of three components: (i) an
ontologies component, which represents the domain model and the vocabulary for expressing
resource advertisements and resource requests; (ii) a domain background knowledge component
containing rules that express axioms, which cannot be expressed with an ontology language; (iii) a
set of matchmaking rules, which define the matching constraints between requests and resources and
are expressed in a rule-based language. An ontology editor is used for the development of three
domain ontologies for resources, requests, and applicable policies; these ontologies are described
with the RDF-Schema specification of W3C. Matchmaking is conducted with the help of a deductive
database [TDK03].
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery
The Grid can be effectively exploited for deploying data-driven and knowledge discovery
applications. It is a well-suited infrastructure for managing very large data sources and providing
high-level mechanisms for extracting valuable knowledge from them. To perform this class of tasks,
advanced tools and services for knowledge discovery are vital. Today research teams are devising
implementations of knowledge Grids in terms of the OGSA model. According to this approach,
knowledge Grid services are exposed as a persistent service, using the OGSA conventions and
mechanisms. In future years the Grid will be used as a platform for implementing and deploying
geographically distributed knowledge discovery and knowledge management platforms and
applications. Some ongoing efforts in this direction have been recently started.
1. OGSA-DQP: In collaboration with the University of Newcastle, a system for distributed query
processing on the Grid has been developed [www.ogsadai.org.uk/dqp]
2. Polar* : investigation and prototype development of techniques for adaptive query processing on
the Grid and resource scheduling on the Grid [www.ncl.ac.uk/polarstar/index.htm]
3. KNOWLEDGE Grid: a prototype is available from University of Calabria running on Globus 3.0
and a WSRF-based version is under development to offer OGSA-based services for knowledge
discovery in Grids.
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Grid-enabled database query system
Structured and unstructured query systems are key components in data Grids. To date, Polar*
[SGW+02] and OGSA-DQP [AMP+03] are the only fully fledged generic Grid-enabled query
processors, but there is an increasingly growing interest in Grid databases. For example, SkyQuery
[MSBT03] applies DQP over Grid-connected databases that contain astronomical data. The
execution approach that it follows has similarities with OGSADQP/ Polar*, e.g., calls to WSs are
regarded as typed UDFs. The main differences is that OGSA-DQP (i) accesses Grid rather than Web
services, (ii) supports partitioned parallelism, (iii) can employ Grid machines that may not hold data
in order to evaluate parts of the query plan, and (iv) is generic with respect to the underlying
databases supported and not tailored to a specific scientific scenario.
GridDB-lite [NCK+03] is a project motivated by data-intensive scientific applications on the Grid,
built upon DataCutter [BFK+00], in which the users express their retrieval tasks as SQL-like queries.
However, the query is not evaluated using database technologies. Overall, GridDB-lite is benefited
from the declarative manner of expressing potentially complex tasks in query processing, but
develops its own execution mechanisms, thus not exploiting the full potential of a DQP system.
Another project that supports database table interfaces for data processed in a work flow is GridDB
[LFP03]. As in GridDB-Lite, this feature enables declarative task expression. However, GridDB
takes one step further, and employs techniques devised for adaptive query processors to prioritize
partial results. Generic interfaces to Grid databases have been developed in two European projects,
OGSA-DAI [www.ogsadai.org.uk] and European Datagrid’s Spitfire [BBH+02].

Design of Grid-aware distributed tools for data mining and knowledge discovery
Currently large amounts of data are continuously collected in distributed sites, and data mining
(DM) is emerging as a new discipline that is able to furnish tools and techniques to support
knowledge extraction and decision making. This knowledge extraction process is both
computationally intensive, and collaborative and distributed in nature. So in the last years many
distributed data mining (DDM) algorithms have been proposed [KC00, PK02]. DDM algorithms,
when employed to devise Grid services and tools, must deal not only with distributed sources of
huge datasets and multiple compute nodes, but also with distributed user community and privacy
concerns. A further emerging challenge regards the updating of mined knowledge when the
databases are also dynamic and evolving. For example, consider a warehouse continuously updated
by streams of information [W02, MM02]. Grid-aware DDM services and tools must be adaptive
with respect to data and platform features [OPP02], able to decide whether a tightly-coupled
[OPP02a] or a loosely-coupled approximate solution [SO05] must be adopted, and optimize the use
of resources [OPP02b, POP04].
The data and information patrimony today available can be effectively exploited if used as a source
to produce the knowledge necessary to support decision making. The knowledge extraction process
is both computationally intensive, and collaborative and distributed in nature. Unfortunately, the
number of high-level instruments to support the knowledge discovery and management in distributed
environments is very low. This is particularly true in Grid-based knowledge discovery [Berman,
2001], although some research and development projects and activities in this area are going to be
activated mainly in Europe and USA, such as the Knowledge Grid, the Discovery Net, and the
AdAM projects. In particular, the Knowledge Grid [Cannataro and Talia, 2003] provides a
middleware for knowledge discovery services targeted to a wide range of high-performance
distributed applications. Examples of large and distributed datasets available today include gene and
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protein databases, network access and intrusion data, drug features and effects data repositories,
astronomy data files, and data about web usage, content, and structure.
Distributed Data Management
Hippodrome [AHK02] at HP Labs automates storage device configuration in large data centers.
After identifying disparities between workload measurements and user specifications, Hippodrome
finds appropriate data placements and device configurations to better match the performance
requirements of the system users. Similar approaches in larger scale could make data Grid
management more cost-effective and less dependent on tedious manual setups amenable to human
error. Work in full-system virtualization tries to address resource sharing and management at the
system level. For instance, Vmware [GTH00] allows the sharing the resources of large servers
among multiple users. One challenge is to keep the sharing cost low, while offering performance
guarantees to different users coexisting on a server. Another challenge is to be able to virtualize the
resources of server farms with specified performance goals per user.

Storage backend Gridification
The idea of pervasive Grid services remains a dream rather than the close reality. This is caused by
the lack of standardized, well-understood description methods for data-related services, “deep”
enough to present the abilities of a given system to the external world. For instance, the Storage
Resource Broker[AGC05] from the San Diego Supercomputer Center has been deployed broadly
during the last few years to integrate distributed heterogeneous data storage servers. It combines
relational database technology with custom-built middleware software to offer unified view of
disparate data sources. Even though SRB can access successfully a variety of data sources including
ftp servers, database systems, file systems, and web servers, its integration with legacy applications
manifests several performance problems which makes its use inflexible.
PSNC's everyday operation as the storage-service provider teaches us about the difficulty of
interconnecting storage systems on the one hand and offering the storage services to the clients on
the other. In fact, it is hard to bring together the easiness of using the services and the possibility of
exploiting the storage infrastructure while not losing their advanced features, e.g. predictability, data
access optimisation techniques, guaranteed level of service, security, confidentiality and safety of
data. If one decides to have an easy access method to the service, one loses the awareness of its way
of operation, state and many specific features of the resource which often decide its use. However,
considering all the complexities of a given resource while implementing services on top of it, is so
difficult that the advantages of resource-specifics-aware access methods are not worthwhile.
Storage System Benchmarking
Benchmarking is an essential tool in evaluating new techniques. In order to test a wide variety of
features and be more realistic, benchmark programs have become more complex. As a consequence,
evaluating new solutions is becoming a very time consuming task. Therefore, there is an increasing
interest in techniques that focus on keeping the benchmarking results accurate while reducing their
execution time. Such techniques are usually based on statistical methods. Two important examples
of such work in this area are: benchmark application sub-setting techniques using Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [VD04b] or Cluster analysis [VD04a], and execution phase analysis in
order to reduce the execution time of each application [PHV03, SPH03].
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One of the goals of the CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Knowledge and Data Management is to study
and propose new storage solutions for the Grid platform. Benchmarking will be used in order to
evaluate these solutions. For this setup, a realistic benchmark is the set of queries from the standard
decision support system benchmark known as TPC-H [TPC03]. As the objective for the experiments
is to test the I/O system, the size of the database must be considerable large. This results in large
execution times. As such, it is common practice to select a set of queries instead of executing the
complete set from the benchmark. CoreGRID partners’ contribution to this task is to apply the
techniques above described (application sub-setting and execution phase analysis) to this benchmark.
Previously, these techniques have only been applied to the scientific SPEC benchmark suite and the
metrics used were execution time and memory system metrics such as cache misses. The metrics and
the criteria used for I/O benchmarking are significantly different from the ones used for architecture
benchmarking. Therefore we expect that the application of the previously developed techniques to
the new setup is a considerable challenge.
Information and Knowledge Management
The means used for representing and publishing resource information, in typical Grid middleware
like Globus or UNICORE, do not aim to support sophisticated, user-customized queries or allow the
user to decide from a number of different options. Instead, they are tied to the job submission needs
within the particular environment. As we move towards a fully-deployed Grid - with a massive and
ever-expanding base of computing and storage nodes, network resources, and a huge corpus of
available programs, services, data, and logs - providing an effective service related to the
availability, the characteristics, and the usage of Grid resources can be expected to be a challenging
and complex task. As discussed earlier, efforts to address this problem are focusing on the
development and standardization of information schemas (mainly defined in XML or RDF) for the
description of Grid-related information. Such schemas, however, often overlap in scope and there is
a clear need to re-use existing or emerging standards. Most standardization efforts, however, are still
at a very early stage of development and are not adopted by new middleware systems that emerge
with an increasing pace. Therefore, it is practically impossible to materialize the vision of a widely
established collection of mutually compatible schemas for encoding Grid-related information. On the
other hand, the use of Semantic web technologies (ontologies, rule-based reasoning and semantic
matching) faces known scalability limitations, although it enables the resolution of complex queries
upon information bases spanning across syntactically incompatible infrastructures. Finally, if we
draw from the WWW experience, the identification of interesting resources has proven to be very
hard in the presence of too many dynamically changing resources without well-defined rules for
classifying the degree of relevance and interest of a given resource for a particular user.
Searching for information and services on the Web typically involves navigation from already
known resources, browsing through Web directories that classify a part of the Web (like Yahoo!), or
submitting a query to search engines. In the context of the Grid, one can easily envisage scenarios
where users may have to “shop around” for solutions that satisfy their requirements best, use
simultaneously different middleware systems (which employ different ways to publish resource
information), or consider additional information (such as, historical or statistical information) in
choosing an option. The integration of data discovered in and retrieved by those sources can help in
the establishment and maintenance of knowledge bases for the Grid that could provide answers to
various end-user queries [DSI05].
The main objective of Knowledge Grids is to allow heterogeneous Grid applications that are created
by different independent organizations to interact for the transfer of data, service operations and
knowledge. This objective relates the classic ones of heterogeneous database interaction and
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heterogeneous service interaction as well the issues key to service composition and agent interaction.
Currently there is a gap between Grid computing endeavours and the vision of Grid computing. This
vision sees a Grid in which there is a high degree of easy-to-use and seamless automation and in
which there are flexible collaboration and computation on a global scale [GEL04]. To support the
full richness of the Grid computing vision requires Semantic Web technologies for Grid middleware
and applications, i.e. the Knowledge Grid. From a technical point of view, there are several
challenges for Knowledge Grids. From the Semantic Web point of view, it is necessary to develop
semantics for privacy, security and access-rights as well as dealing with dynamic information, state,
QoS and states. From the Grid point of view, it is important to move from fixed-pipeline processes
to dynamic compositions.
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery
Semantic Web
Semantic web technologies have been proposed as a platform for the discovery of information about
software and services deployed on the Grid. An early approach comes from the ICENI project in
UK, which focuses on the semantic matching between Grid services and service requests in an
autonomic computing context, even when requests and resources are syntactically incompatible
[HLN03]. To achieve this goal, the ICENI project proposed the concept of a metadata space. This
is an environment distinguished from the space of Grid services and resource requests. The metadata
space hosts Grid-related semantic metadata, published and discovered through standard protocols.
The operation of the metadata space is supported by meta-services providing semantic matching and
service adaptation capabilities. Service adaptation refers to the automatic adaptation of a Grid
service's output to the requirements of a semantically matched but syntactically incompatible
resource request. The ICENI approach was demonstrated in the case of a very simple adaptation
scenario [HLN03].
Work flows
Knowledge discovery procedures typically require the creation and management of complex,
dynamic, multi-step work-flows. At each step, data from various sources can be moved, filtered,
integrated and fed into a data mining tool. Examining the output results, the analyst chooses which
other data sets and mining components can be integrated in the work flow or how to iterate the
process to get a knowledge model. Work flows are mapped on a Grid by assigning abstract
computing nodes to Grid hosts and exploiting communication facilities to ensure information/data
exchange among the work flow stages. One of the aims is to consider the problem of Grid services
description (semantic representation) that we address with an ontology-based approach. We put the
focus on non-functional aspects of services. We plan to investigate the usage of ontology instances
(individuals) in order to enable inferences and matchmaking. One more goal, is to define Inferential
Monitoring and Management algorithms that are the bases for designing Grid Agents system.
Currently, several Grid-middleware components collect, store, and publish collections of
information that can be useful to Grid systems and users. These collections include:
 Information that describes the capabilities, the operation, the status, the pricing, and the usage of
hardware resources available on the Grid.
 Metadata about services deployed on the Grid, such as descriptions of functionality and
interface, guidelines for invocation, and policies of use.
 Metadata regarding data and software repositories deployed on the Grid, describing their
organization, contents, semantics, and relevant policies of access and use.
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Job management information regarding jobs deployed on Grids: their composition in terms of
software or service components, their mapping to hardware and networking resources, their cost,
etc.

Information on the capability and status of Grids is typically collected and maintained by a variety of
Grid-middleware sub-systems or Grid-application components, which are characterized as Grid
information and/or monitoring services, although the boundaries between these two categories are
not clearly defined. Grid-related information is also collected and maintained by other components:
job management information is typically maintained by resource brokers, work flow engines,
logging servers, etc; information about data repositories can be found in data-Grid services, such as
replica catalogues, virtual file systems, and application-specific data archives.
Notably, different information sources employ diverse data models, formats, and encodings for the
representation and storage of information. Some sources make their data available to third-parties
(i.e., to other services, administrators or end-users) by providing support for binding, discovery, and
lookup through a variety of protocols and query models. Because of the lack of a standard model or
a common schema for organizing and representing information, it is difficult to establish the
interoperation between different Grid platforms. Moreover, the lack of common information models
and standards makes it practically impossible to achieve the automated retrieval of resources,
services, software, and data, and the orchestration thereof into Grid work-flows that lead to the
solution of complex problems.
The discovery and matching of bioinformatics work flows deployed on the Grid is the goal of the
myGrid project [myGrid04], which provides mechanisms for the search and discovery of preexisting work flows based on their functionality (“task-oriented” or “construction-time” discovery),
on the kind and format of their input data (“data-driven” discovery), or on the type and format of
their output data (“result-driven” discovery). To make work flows discoverable, myGrid introduces
the work flow executive summary, a work flow-specific collection of metadata represented in an
XML Schema [MPWLCM04]. Metadata belonging to the work flow executive summary include: (i)
mandatory descriptions of the work flow's definition (e.g. its URI address, its script, its invocation
interface, the types of its input and output data); (ii) optional syntactic descriptions about the format
encoding of the work flow's input and output data, and (iii) optional conceptual descriptions of the
work flow's characteristics. Work flow executive summary information is encoded in RDF with
additional pointers to semantic descriptions described in OWL. Two key modules in the myGrid
system architecture are the registry and the semantic find component. myGrid's registry is designed
to accept and store work flow descriptions, in accordance to the UDDI specification. Furthermore, it
supports the annotation of stored work flows with conceptual metadata [MPPDM04]. myGrid's
semantic find component is responsible for executing OWL queries upon the conceptual metadata
attached to the work flow descriptions stored in myGrid's registry. Each time the semantic-find
component receives notifications about metadata newly added to the registry, it updates accordingly
an index with metadata descriptions. This index is used for fast replies to semantic queries.
Alternatively, it can invoke a description-logic reasoner to answer semantic queries
4.4.4 CoreGRID Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.4.4.1 Vision and Scenarios
Research activities in the area of data Grids and knowledge Grids are being pursued in Europe, in
USA and ASIA by several research teams and, at the same time, companies as IBM, HP and SUN
Microsystems, are very active in the area. This demonstrates the key role of data management in
Grids and the importance of developing knowledge-based applications that exploit the Grid features
to achieve high performance and high availability.
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The research tasks the CoreGRID Virtual Institute is working on provide a unified vision of the data
and knowledge management in Grids through a layered approach that starts from efficient data
storage techniques up to information management and knowledge representation and discovery. The
main vision is based on a common model and framework that can integrate the research results of
the involved partners and will result in future common activities that will advance the present results
and systems.
4.4.4.2 Conclusions and Strategy
The strategic approach of the CoreGRID Virtual Institute is to give an integrated view of data and
knowledge management in Grids through investigation of the three main layers of data and
knowledge-based systems:
The lowest layer deals with systems-level, distributed storage management issues. The middle layer
explores techniques that will turn storage systems into knowledge representation systems. Finally,
the top-most layer addresses issues in automatic mining and resource discovery techniques.
The objectives in the lowest layer are:
 Storage Infrastructure: Studying the replacement of existing high-end scalable storage systems
with commodity physical storage devices, controllers, and interconnects within Grids and
examining how current storage systems can migrate to this new architecture.
 Providing Management Mechanisms: Providing techniques for automatically managing storage
resources in the Grid and providing “high-quality” storage at low cost to users.
 Specifying Management Policies: Examining the different classes of storage services that
could/should be offered to users and description methods and techniques for specifying service
classes and management policies.
The objectives of the middle layer can be grouped around the following topics:
 Semantic Modeling: Developing metadata for Grid service discovery and information
management and the design of knowledge-oriented Grid services
 Semantic Representation: Exploiting the use of Semantic Web technologies for sharing machine
readable Semantic Grid models and techniques for knowledge intensive applications
 Agent Infrastructure: Analyzing the use of agent technologies to exploit semantic representation
of users and resources to support work flow and knowledge management across distributed
virtual organizations in science and business.
 Standardization and Integration: Extending and standardizing the existing OGSA middleware for
knowledge-based Grid services.
 Data Grid Management: Using and investigating extensions of OGSA DAI and OGSA-DQP for
supporting data-intensive applications on Grids.
 Service-based data integration on Grids: design of scalable P2P models and architectures for
distributed data integration.
The objectives of the top-most layer can be grouped around the following topics:
 Semantic Mapping: Studies about the representation and mining of relationships between
different Grid entities and resources,
 Intelligent queries: Query mechanism and intelligent agents for query formation,
 Distributed Grid Services: Design of services, and tools for distributed data mining and
knowledge discovery on Grids, with Grid-aware highly adaptive data mining algorithms,
considering data integrity and privacy.
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Monitoring services: Services providing accurate estimates of the cost of data mining tasks on
Grids. Knowledge-based OGSA Grid services - how knowledge-discovery and knowledge-based
services can be implemented by using the OGSA model?

4.4.4.3 Roadmap
CoreGRID roadmap
Distributed Storage Management
Storage Infrastructure

Over the last few years scalable computing infrastructure has undergone significant architectural
changes. New technologies and trends have led to commoditization of components and systems that
previously relied on expensive custom designs. Today, scalable computing infrastructure is based on
loosely- or tightly-coupled servers (PCs or workstations) interconnected in larger Grids. Looselycoupled servers usually take the form of clusters or desktops interconnected with local area
networks, whereas tightly-coupled systems make use of low-latency high-bandwidth interconnects
and provide single system image to applications. Over the last few years, a lot of research has also
been conducted in building larger, tightly-coupled parallel systems based on commodity PCs and
blade servers. We observe similar needs and trends in the scalable storage infrastructure.
First, demand for on-line storage has been growing dramatically over the last few years. For
example, the Internet is currently used not only by people, but also by agents, bots, and spiders that
search, retrieve and process information on behalf of their owners. It is speculated that within a few
years, most of the information on the network will never be seen by a human; instead it will be
entirely created and consumed by computer applications, which will skyrocket the amount of stored
information [GRA99]. Furthermore, a growing number of thin clients access the Internet and
demand novel services, including handling storage-hungry rich-media data. Rich-media production,
editing, and distribution have increased storage needs dramatically both in various industry sectors
as well as end users. Secondly, magnetic disks cost per Gbyte of stored information are dropping
rapidly (Figure 1), leading many application domains to all-on-line storage systems, where all
available information is stored on disks. With disk capacities approaching the TByte-level in 2005, it
becomes feasible to store most of the information produced [LVA03] online and to provide
continuous access to users and applications. Thus, both application needs and the underlying
technologies push towards the creation of even larger disk-based information repositories. A central
challenge for the information infrastructure is to build the scalable disk-based storage systems that
will be able to accommodate future storage needs.
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Figure 1: Magnetic disk cost per GByte of stored information and magnetic disk capacity
trends. Note that (left) capacity about doubles every year and that (right) storage cost drops by
about 1.3-1.8 every year.
To understand the issues involved, examine the requirements imposed on storage systems today by
existing and new applications:
1. Cost-effective scalable storage (storage scalability): Improvements in CPU speeds allow costeffective generation and processing of large amounts of data. Improvements in intra- and internetwork capacities result in the ability to rapidly transfer large quantities of data between
different locations. In general, our ability today to generate, process, and transfer large amounts
of data leads to increased demands for storage that are projected to double every year [GRA99].
However, existing services and applications do not become cost-effective, despite the lowering
CPU processing and memory costs.
2. High-quality storage (storage virtualization): Applications require not only large amounts of
storage but high-quality storage as well. High-quality is a term we use to describe storage that
provides advanced functionality. Scalable storage systems of the future need to be intelligent and
capable of adapting to application needs [GRA99]. For instance, they need to shrink and expand
on demand, be robust, redistribute data based on application needs, tolerate catastrophic failures,
etc. Intel shows that 55% of server downtime is related to problems with the storage subsystem.
3. Easily-accessible storage (storage Gridification): The increasing number of portable devices
or thin clients and the general desire for seamless access to information results in requirements
for storage systems to facilitate such applications. Moreover, due to the limited processing
capabilities of thin clients, there is a need for pushing storage-related functionality towards lower
layers and into the storage systems. Scalable storage systems require extensive and expensive IT
expertise to deploy and maintain, making it practically impossible to deploy on demand and in
arbitrary locations.
Our goal is to explore important problems that have not been addressed yet and may lead to
solutions that will satisfy application needs. In order to address these issues, research is required that
will provide the enabling technologies for building future storage systems:
 Use generic commodity components and develop the required technology to build future storage
infrastructure.
 Provide location-independent and client-agnostic storage to reduce access costs and enable new
applications.
 Reduce management complexity and cost by identifying the key contributing factors and
providing mechanisms for policy-based storage management.
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Figure 2: Current (left) and future (right) architecture of scalable storage systems.

Storage Management Mechanisms

Ongoing research effort at FORTH-ICS focuses on the development of systems software that unifies
off-the-shelf storage devices over commodity local networking equipment. Multiple server nodes
contribute storage and computation resources towards providing the view of a single storage device
with large space capacity and data transfer bandwidth that is both reliable and scalable. The software
is structured in multiple layers each adding particular functions and abstracting the details of the
layers lying underneath. Each system client should be able to connect to an arbitrary storage node
and receive the illusion of accessing the entire collection of resources that the client is authorized to
use. Ultimately, each client should be able to mount a storage system partition as a local file system
and access it through the traditional file system interface. This implies that legacy applications can
take advantage of the storage system resources without any modification requirements.
Particular features such as data reliability are enabled through specific software layers that add the
necessary redundancy to the stored data and distribute them across distinct physical devices. When a
physical device fails, the data available on the remaining devices can be used to reconstruct the
missing data. Due to the potential scale of the storage system, estimations about the expected failure
rate and the required reliability can be mapped to particular levels of redundancy and scale of data
distribution. Interaction with task 4.5 (dependability) of WP4 will further enhance the reliable
operation of the entire system. Having multiple users sharing the same resources can lead to
contention and reduced performance. The plan is to continuously monitor the utilization of the
resources and identify hot spots in data links or storage devices. Subsequently, we can apply
dynamic data migration techniques to redistribute data and hide from the users the heterogeneous
features of the storage system components. Such functionality has been investigated for several years
in the storage systems community, and remains an open problem to a large extent. The plan is to
further study issues of data administration automation, and develop solutions applicable to data Grid
environments. Additionally, there will be interactions with task 5.1 (information and monitoring
services) of WP5 (Grid information and monitoring services) on the problem of monitoring resource
usage required for management automation.
The plan is to achieve scalability by combining hierarchical and peer-to-peer organization techniques
in the structure of the system wherever necessary, and avoid single points of failure. Searching for
data resources is another problem that shows up in distributed data management. Unlike small file
systems where hierarchical organization of the name space usually provides means for finding data,
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in large data collections data a search becomes a challenging issue. Note this issue presents synergies
with task 4.3 (scalable services) of WP4 (scalable architectures).
Storage Management Policies

In the Internet age, the needs for exchanging large quantities of high quality numerical data are
increasing. This trend has evolved from exchanging text, to image and photography today, and video
tomorrow. However, software for exchanging such kind of data has remained basic and not very
reliable. More reliable and efficient ways of exchanging this kind of data is required. A CETIC
project called Filestamp answers this need, using a modern service-provider-independent solution. It
will allow users to exchange files based on a peer to peer approach for the file exchange functions.
The problem is that these large amounts of high quality numerical data need to be stored and
retrieved. Current file systems can be used to store the data, but offer little support for searching and
retrieving the data. The availability of storage services with guaranteed quality of service is needed.
The availability of Grid storage services which offer guaranteed quality of service would improve
the overall efficiency of the Filestamp approach.
At PSNC, we believe that the large data Grid structures of tomorrow need to encompass very
different kinds of resources (disks, file systems, virtual file systems, repositories like P2P systems
etc.). They should also satisfy the needs of larger groups of users, which have more diverse profiles
(educational, scientific, government, business) and expectations resulting from these profiles.
Therefore, future data Grids should implement very different kinds of services, from database frontends to "virtual file systems", coexisting in the same environment. The access methods ought to be
described using a coherent framework, which allows for high level of abstraction on the one hand,
and the very detailed description of the service features on the other. We see the place for both
commodity components and high-end components as elements of the storage infrastructure in data
Grids. In our vision, they can collaborate, exchange the virtualized resources, but they can also
provide separate, disjoint services on the different guaranteed levels of service. The "good" services,
that have the parameters guaranteed with a given probability, could be based on the commodity
components. The "high-end" services for mission-critical applications could be implemented based
on the high-end infrastructure elements. However, both kinds of the services should be available
using the same, standardized framework.
Storage resource virtualization is a very attractive feature that should lead to the possibility of using
the storage services seamlessly, without worrying about underlying components. “Mounting” the
“general Grid file system” on the workstation is possible like plugging the cable into the socket
would be a good marketing is a very attractive perspective. However, some of the potential users
will not only worry about “give me the service”, but they will be interested in knowing the values of
the service parameters such as stability, availability, MTBF, max available “bandwidth”, max
amount of operations/transactions per second etc. Possibly they will also be interested not only in the
chance of learning the behaviour of the infrastructure, but also in tuning them to their needs or at
least the means to find in the Grid the access point that will satisfy their needs. In order to bring the
pervasive data Grids into life without losing the native high-end features of the Grid resources we
need to build the framework for describing the data Grid services, interfaces and access points in a
common well-defined easily-understood and expandable way. This should allow the various data
Grid infrastructures to interface with each other in an effective way and provide the potential clients
(end-users, systems, applications) the means to automatically find the access points to the services
they need.
To reconcile the contradictory requirements of the particular clients of the storage services we
propose the expandable, stackable model of the storage infrastructure i.e. storage resource and
storage services. We see this model as the stack similar to the stack of the network protocols. The
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lowest level relates to the actions like block data access, transmission, synchronization, etc. The
higher services relate to operations like implementing the file systems, transferring the files or
making the replicas of them etc. Each intermediate layer uses the services of one of the lower layers
(not necessarily the close neighbour) in order to implement its services. Each layer can also
implement the services for the higher layers. We assume the possibility of crossing/skipping the
intermediate layers of service in order to assure the possibility of using the native interfaces of the
resources at the lower layers. However, the levels of abstraction of the particular layers should be
standardized to facilitate the exchange of services between the different Grids. We hope that this
approach, although not new in computing, can be useful in structuring the abstraction levels for the
storage services and the storage infrastructure descriptions. In this approach, clients, end-users and
subsystems could access the layer of the service stack that is most suitable for them, having more or
less awareness about what is behind the stack layer they interface with.
In CoreGRID, we are going to examine the existing methods for defining the storage resources in
Grids and attempting to unify them. Similarly, we will examine the models for describing the client's
(end-users and Grid services) needs and try to find a common, universal model for them. The
framework we try to develop can have different forms. This will be the subject of further
investigations in CoreGRID. It can be somehow similar to the approach used in the World Wide
Web. In the Web, having even the simplest web browser (like lynx) you can at least download and
see the html-based text pages. Wanting to see the images, you have to upgrade to the graphical
browser like MS IE or Mozilla. Going further, while you explore the web, from time to time, you
find the web pages your browser cannot interpret, e.g. containing flash animations or VRML objects.
Then you need the plug-ins, your browser can download automatically or you install them manually.
Moreover, when you connect e.g. a special project's or corporation's internal page, your machine
should be equipped in the smart-card reader in order to be able to authenticate you to the serves.
Still, having even the simplest browser, you can use the basic functionality (getting the pages using
HTTP protocol and interpreting them using the HTML engine). Such approach could be accepted for
building large data Grids. Accessing Globus pools, you should just install the Globus plug-in to your
“mount” command. Accessing a well-protected, ciphered file system you could use the smart-card
reader plug-in. The framework could also make putting to the Grid both the not-guaranteed-level-ofservice services and resources and guaranteed ones possible. Possibly, it provides the way to get
money in Grids, since offering the storage services at the agreed level is possible. This could be a
good starting point to make the industry more interested in Grids.
The comparison presented above is perhaps exaggerated, since storage services are more
complicated than just get/post operations in HTTP protocols. However, like www made the common
framework for providing different kinds of services in the Internet (from text documents to video
streaming), the model we plan to work on should provide the common approach to provide storagerelated services in data Grids. The layered structure of the model should help to join the different
storage infrastructures nevertheless on what abstraction level they virtualise the resources. Along
with the Grid information services, this model should be useful for the potential Grid clients looking
for the access point to the storage service.
The PSNC's contribution to this work can be related with the experience connected with the services
we provide to projects we have in the centre. From 2004, we provide storage services for the Police
in our city. It is the backup/archive service for video streams collected by the video-cameras located
on the streets. In this project we had to reconcile the features of the application controlling the data
streams and the features of our storage devices and software. The application makes constant data
transfers and the random accesses to the stored video files assuming the unlimited storage space of
the file system, while the only service we could provide in this setup (because of software licensing
policy, limited project budget etc.) was the backup/archive service. Introducing some intermediate
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steps in the data processing allowed the implementation of the backup/archive service without the
modification of the original application. The application got the impression of having the unlimited
storage space.
The file system used by the application was virtualized using the put/get mechanisms provided by
the storage software. In the R&D project funded by the Polish government we are implementing the
secured storage service for the database system. The database is used for a PKI application (signing
the local administration documents) so its backup/archive copy must be secured (need of
confidentiality and integrity of data) with a very high level of protection. A huge amount of the
backed-up data requires the ciphering to be hardware-aided. Again, we have to develop the
intermediate layer allowing the database management service to use the secured backup/archive
service as if it has used the normal data storage. Modification of neither the commercial database
management system nor the storage software was possible. Therefore, the virtualization of the
backup storage space was needed and performed by the application we develop.
We have prepared the R&D project entitled "National Data Store". Although it has been accepted by
the Polish government, currently we are looking for a commercial partner to launch the work. In this
project we plan the virtualization of the file system at the block level. Preliminary work on
classifying the groups of the potential users of the solution was performed. In addition, the analysis
of the different aspects of services offered by the solution was done during the preparations of the
projects. We have analysed the performance, ease of use and configuration of the end-user systems,
consistency of the data stored as well as the security feature at the various levels (starting from the
code security, secure network technologies, finishing at the safe rooms for the storage devices). We
believe that the knowledge gained by PSNC during the aforementioned projects and the experience
in employing the real, productive storage services can be the important contribution to the universal
model of the storage infrastructure and services.
Information and Knowledge Management
Semantic Modeling

CETIC is involved in the HPC4U (Highly Predictable Clusters for Internet-Grids) Grid FP6 project.
It is based on the fact that commodity-based Grids are spreading across the industry, supported by
their excellent cost/performance ratio. However, they lack reliability, usability and manageability.
The HPC4U project will address those issues and provide as a solution a generic and modular Grid
middleware software covering multiple administrative domains to enable increased fault-tolerant
level. The objective of the HPC4U project is to expand the potential of the Grid approach to
Complex Problems Solving through the development of software components for a dependable and
reliable Grid environments and combining this with Service Level Agreements (SLA) and
commodity-based clusters providing Quality of Service (QoS). Development of HPC4U will take
place in a Grid context following standards of the Global Grid Forum (GGF). The HPC4U results
will provide Next Generation Grids with the possibility to guarantee the completion of Grid jobs and
leverage the larger uptake of Grid environments.
In order for an end-user to access such a commodity based cluster through the Grid, he has to
describe the job he wishes to submit, and the required qualities of service (QoS). Based on this
service request a suitable service provider then needs to be identified, and the QoS needs to be
negotiated with him. The approach that is being taken in the project is to use an ontology:
 to describe the service request and the required QoS
 to describe the services that are offered by different service providers
 to match the service request with the service descriptions
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 to negotiate the QoS between the user and the service requestor and the service provider
An ontology for describing resources, and the qualities of service that can be guaranteed for these
resources by the resource management system.
Data integration on Grids has to deal with unpredictable, highly dynamic data volumes provided by
unpredictable membership of nodes that happen to be participating at any given time. Then,
traditional approaches to data integration, such as the federation of database management systems
(FDBMSs) and the use of mediator/wrapper middleware, are not suitable in Grid settings. Recently,
several works on data management in peer-to-peer systems are adopting an integration approach not
based on a global schema. According to those works each peer manages an autonomous information
system, and data integration is achieved by establishing mappings directly among the various peers.
All these systems allow for a decentralized, wide-scale sharing of data preserving semantics. The
Grid community is devoting great attention at managing structured and semi-structured data such as
databases and XML data. The most significant examples of such efforts are the OGSA Data Access
and Integration (OGSA-DAI) and the OGSA Distributed Query Processor (OGSA-DQP) projects.
However, none of those projects actually meets schema-integration issues necessary for establishing
semantic connections among heterogeneous data sources.
Grid Data Integration System (GDIS) [COT04] is a decentralised service-based data integration
architecture for Grid databases that we refer to as. The design of the GDIS framework at UNICAL
has been guided by the goal of developing a decentralized network of semantically-related schemas
that enables the formulation of distributed queries over heterogeneous, different located data sources.
In order to effectively exploit the available Grid resources and their dynamic allocation, GDIS
adopts a scalable P2P model allowing to map data in the most convenient manner. GDIS implements
a P2P-based integration formalism whose key feature is the query reformulation algorithm: when a
query is posed over the schema of a peer, the system will utilize data from any peer that is
transitively connected by semantic mappings, and reformulate the given query expanding and
translating it into appropriate queries over semantically related peers. The GDIS infrastructure
exploits the middleware provided by OGSA-DQP, OGSA-DAI, and Globus Toolkit 3, building on
top of them schema-integration services. All the nodes in the system expose their resources as Grid
services (GSs) except data resources and data integration facility that are exposed as Grid Data
Services (GDSs).
The effective use of a Grid requires the definition of a model to manage the heterogeneity of the
involved resources. The management of such resources requires the use of metadata that, through an
accurate categorization of resources, provide useful information about the features of resources and
their effective use. In particular, metadata information is essential in the publishing and discovery of
resources. The adoption of the service-oriented model in novel Grid systems (in particular the Open
Grid Services Architecture, and the Web Services Resource Framework) will have an impact on the
management of metadata and on the architecture of information services, since such systems allow
to expose all services and resources as Grid services (also called WS-Resources in WSRF). The
information model of service-oriented Grid frameworks is essentially based on two features: (i)
metadata about Grid service instances is stored into XML-encoded documents; (ii) information is
collected and indexed by means of hierarchical information services that subscribe to the
information stored in Grid services, aggregate it and provide it to high level browsing and querying
services.
Metadata are used to classify and manage a resource, but classification parameters, i.e. the structure
of metadata information, depend on the type of the resource (i.e. software, hardware, data etc.) and
on the application domain in which it is used. We designed both a metadata model and an
information system that offer a uniform and at the same time flexible approach to the management of
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heterogeneous metadata structure. The proposed metadata model permits to classify and describe
resources needed for different domains. A metadata document, associated to each resource, includes
an ontological metadata section that identifies the category of the resource, a semantic metadata
section that characterizes the resource and is used to assist discovery services, and a resource
metadata section that gives details about the access mechanisms. The information system allows for
a uniform and flexible management of metadata by exploiting an ontology system to semantically
describe application domains and resources, and the basic information services of a service-oriented
Grid framework, namely the Globus Toolkit 3, to aggregate and index metadata.
INFN-CNAF research teams are trying to find the best formalism inside Logic and Functional
Programming Language as Prolog, LISP or Evolving Algebra, in order to develop an ontology-based
information modeling for Grids. We are investigating a family of languages know as Description
Logic that is a powerful paradigm for specifying conceptualization and classification. It offers
reasoning support on concepts, defining axioms and deductive rules. This would possibly enable
semantic matchmaking over Grid. More over the SoA of Ontology Modeling over Grid is
investigating a special binding between DL and a form of Semantic Web language known as OWLDL. We address semantic representation by describing ontologies with Ontology Web Language
(OWL). Our basis is OWL-S: an OWL based ontology to describe services. We also try to represent
transactional support as a QoS feature in the ontology-based service description (OWL-S). We
provide a taxonomy of transaction types, embody them in OWL-S as a QoS feature, and extend the
constructs for service process definition with the notion of transaction. Our goal is an OWL-S
extension that takes into account the provided taxonomy and includes notions of Grid/Web services
integration.
Semantic Representation

Designed to be accessed and navigated interactively by humans, web sites are often unstructured and
hardly accessible automatically by computers. In that context, wrappers are software that extracts
structured and interpreted data from web content. For the Semantic Grid to become a reality, tools
developed by CETIC help finding, indexing and semantically interpreting web pages. Most of the
content of the web is unstructured. For the semantic Grid to become a reality some ways of
accessing this data are required. We use a semantic browser to interactively structure unstructured
web content with a user, thus allowing it to be accessed by structured content tools, such as semantic
searching. The approach being followed is to build a wrapper to build a XML file based on metalevel information, and extract a schema used to validate it. This XML file is considered as the
structured version of the unstructured content.
Semantic Agents

The current implementation of information system in computing Grids include just a static model
based on a tree distributed structure. Such a model cannot be used to effectively organize highly
dynamic data and the relationships among Grid concepts. The languages used are not expressive
enough both syntactically and semantically to model the complex relationships among concepts
relevant to the Grid. A typical monitoring and Information System should provide the following
three functionalities: raw data collection, analysis and management.
INFN-CNAF proposed a new architecture for a Grid inferential monitoring and discovery system.
The main characteristic of the system is that it supports reasoning activities on a knowledge base
(KB) that formalizes the concepts, and relationships relevant to a Grid computing environment. This
KB models a new powerful Information Data Model for the Grid nodes and services. Moreover, our
solution adds inferential capabilities, based on the DL paradigm, to all the components GIS (IP,
GRIS, MDS). The solution focuses on the creation of an autonomous and adaptive management of
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Grid environment. This goal is achieved by a "conceptualization process" aimed to formally define
each component of a Grid node environment. Moreover we want to use an agent component based
for creating "assertion on concepts and individuals (TBOX and ABOX)". This agent has reasoning
capabilities for enriching and querying the KB through forward and backward rules. A Service
Oriented Architecture is defined as a set of network addressable services that can be invoked by
other services. Services provide a well defined interface that can be published and discovered. At
present, the most known instances of SOA are the Web Service Architecture (WSA) and the Open
Grid Service Architecture (OGSA). In these environments services may need to dynamically
discover non-functional properties of possible other services to cooperate with.
A topic of focus in the above mentioned loosely-coupled scenario is the automated matchmaking of
services in a system composed by dynamic, heterogeneous and distributed resources. We propose an
algorithm for matchmaking and ranking of services based on the OWL ontologies. Our objective is
to address the matchmaking of single services through investigating the notion of closeness between
ontology instances, and use coordination aspects for matchmaking of multiple services. An
algorithm addressing the matchmaking of a single service and possibly a work flow schedule of
coordinated services. In many of the present Grid architectures the matchmaking phase is performed
by entities called Resource Brokers (RBs). For scalability and efficiency reasons, each of these RB
could be aware of only a fraction of the resources and services available on the Grid. In order to
allow every single RB to satisfy the users' requests, we need a mechanism that exploits collaboration
between RBs, enabling a RB to discover and match against resources that it did not previously know
of. P2P systems and taxonomy and ontologies of resources and services, coupled with Service
Oriented Architectures like the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA), seem to be the most
promising technologies for this purpose.
Standardization and Evolution

The use of computers is changing our way to make discoveries and is improving both speed and
quality of the discovery processes. Several scientific problems and industrial processes require the
analysis of large and distributed repositories of data. In this scenario future Grids might provide an
effective environment for distributed data mining and knowledge discovery from large data sets. To
support users in solving that class of problems UNICAL recently designed a system for distributed
data mining applications on Grids called Knowledge Grid. The Knowledge Grid architecture uses
basic Grid mechanisms to build specific knowledge discovery services. These services can be
developed in different ways using the available Grid environments. This approach benefits from
`”standard'' Grid services that are more and more utilized and offers an open distributed knowledge
discovery architecture that can be configured on top of Grid middleware in a simple way.
UNICAL is working on the design and composition of distributed knowledge-discovery services,
according to the OGSA model, by using the Knowledge Grid environment starting from searching
Grid resources, composing software and data elements, and executing the resulting application on a
Grid. The expected result of this research activity is an implementation of the Knowledge Grid in
terms of the OGSA model. In this implementation, each Knowledge Grid service, called K-Grid
service, is exposed as a Web Service that exports one or more operations by using the WSRF
conventions and mechanisms. The Knowledge Grid services can be used to orchestrate data mining
applications on very large data sets available over Grids as work flow of services, to make scientific
discoveries, improve industrial processes and organization models, and uncover business valuable
information.
Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery
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Semantic Mapping

The main area of related research at CCLRC is the definition of semantic description for service
discovery and information management, emphasizing aspects of trust and security management. In
Virtual Organisations, security management must become autonomic and adaptation must occur
automatically in real-time, rather than through human intervention. Furthermore, autonomic security
management will have to be complemented by extensible and machine processable standards for
negotiating, validating and amending collaboration agreements, encoded by means of electronic
contracts, which can be autonomically enacted by the platform. Such extensible and machine
processable standards require the development of common vocabularies and negotiation protocols.
Policy Publication and Enforcement

Service providers will publish policies for their use, detailing the obligations, privileges and
expected levels of service, which a user should accept before using the service. Some initial efforts
in the use of Semantic Web representations for basic security applications (authentication, access
control, data integrity, encryption) have begun to bear fruit. For example, Denker et al. [DEN03]
have integrated a set of ontologies (credentials, security mechanisms) and security extensions for
Web Service profiles with the CMU Semantic Matchmaker. Kagal et al. [KAG03] are also
developing Rei, a Semantic Web based policy language. Furthermore, KAoS services and tools
allow for the specification, management, conflict resolution, and enforcement of policies within the
specific contexts established by complex organizational structures represented as domains [BRA03].
A comparison of KAoS, Rei, and more traditional policy approaches such as Ponder can be found in
[TON03]. KAoS provides a powerful tool-set that appears to be capable to address publication and
deployment of complex policies for Semantic Web Services. However the incorporation of trust
metrics and a distributed enforcement and performance assessment schemes remain the main
challenges, in addition to the production of a critical mass of domain/application-specific ontologies
to allow its uptake and validation in large scale systems. With respect to the latter there is an
ongoing effort to adapt KAoS for use in Grid Computing environments in conjunction to OGSA
[JOH03].
Service Discovery

In order for a new service to be used it needs to be discovered and a mapping needs to be established
between the requirements of the client and the capabilities of the service. On the service side,
discovery is facilitated in the presence of a set of semantic descriptions. In Web Service
architectures, WSDL descriptions can be used to support this, but they fall short in providing any
unambiguous semantic content for the service interface description they provide. Thus there have
been approaches to describing the functionality of web services using Semantic Web technologies
such OWL-S where in addition to publishing their interfaces, Web Services publish statements
describing their intended or normative behaviour. These statements should be given common,
machine processable, extensible semantics that support judgment of whether a service can perform a
given task; the relative ranking of a set of services with respect to basic QoS criteria; and to then
using reasoning to match service descriptions against requirements. On the client side, the client
objectives must also be given the semantics in order to enable achieving a "sufficiently good"
similarity between objectives of requestor and the capabilities of the service, advertised by its
provider. Generally, a match can be determined by heuristic algorithms, aided by domain-specific
ontologies that define the terms used for service description as well as the objectives of the
requestor. Again, there is a need to extend this work to non-functional requirements. P3P [McB02]
adds policies and requirement of the client with respect to Privacy; this would need to be extended to
express the wider quality-of-service expectations of the client.
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Service Negotiation

Once a service has been selected, there needs to be a negotiation between service and user to
establish a relationship. As part of this process, the policies of both parties have to be interrogated
and a contract of use established, and a conversation needs to take place between the parties,
establishing a mutually intelligible vocabulary of terms for data and process descriptions. This
negotiation may involve third parties (brokers, guarantors, service framework providers etc), which
may facilitate the relationship and foster trust between the parties. In this process, there is a step of
trust evaluation, either from previous experience of one another, as recorded in a “trustbase” of trust
valuations, or an evaluation of the trust value from recommendations from third parties, or a
calculation of trust across the network via intermediate trust valuations. Preliminary work in
calculating trust values across trust networks in the semantic web have been studied by Goldbeck,
Hendler and Parsia [GOL03] and Richardson, Agrawal, and Domingos [RIC03] which use a
relatively straightforward model of trust which does not take into account context or uncertainty.
Monitoring and Policy Enforcement

During the execution of the service, which may be over a long period, its progress is monitored. The
experience of the quality of the service may modify the relationship between the parties. For
example, if the experience so far is good, then the parties may relax restrictions for the remainder of
the service. Policy statements need to be interpreted into lower-level rules which are then enforced at
each network end-point. Web Services standards for SOAP-based message security and XML-based
languages for access control (e.g. XACML) are emerging. The use of XML as a basis for expression
specification has the advantage of extensibility. Its semantics however are mostly implicit as
meaning depends on a shared understanding derived from human consensus, and allow incompatible
representation variations. Semantic Web-based policy representations could be mapped to lower
level XML representations if required by an implementation. Once an agreement has been
established, then the client can start using the service. This usage may be long-lived, and the
experience of the parties during the interaction may modify their behaviour for its remainder. For
example, good experience may result in the loosening of restrictions and a higher-level of trust,
changing the valuations in internal “trustbases”, and reducing the policy enforcement overhead.
Intelligent Queries

OGSA-DAI components are either data-access components or data-integration components. A
Distributed Query Processing (DQP) system is an example of a data integration component and can
potentially provide effective declarative support for service orchestration as well as data integration.
The service-based DQP framework described in [AMP+03], termed as OGSA-DQP, provides an
approach that:
 supports queries over GDSs (Grid Data Services) and over other services available on the Grid,
thereby combining data access with analysis;
 uses the facilities of the OGSA to dynamically obtain the resources necessary for efficient
evaluation of a distributed query;
 adapts techniques from parallel databases to provide implicit parallelism for complex dataintensive requests; and
 uses the emerging standard for GDSs to provide consistent access to database metadata and to
interact with databases on the Grid.
 The service-based DQP framework extends the OGSA-DAI with two new services (and their
corresponding factories):
 Grid Distributed Query Service (GDQS). The GDQS is the main interaction point for the clients.
When a GDQS is set up, it interacts with the appropriate registries to obtain the metadata and
computational resource information that it needs to compile, optimize, partition and schedule
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distributed query execution plans over multiple execution nodes in the Grid. The implementation
of the GDQS builds on a previous work on the Polar* distributed query processor for the Grid
[SGW+02] by encapsulating its compilation and optimisation functionality.
Grid Query Evaluation Service (GQES). GQES instances are created by the GDQS based on the
query plans generated by the query compiler, optimiser and scheduler. Each GQES instance
evaluates a partition of the query execution plan assigned to it by a GDQS. The set of GQES
instances form a tree through which the data flows from leaf GQESs which interact with GDSs,
up the tree to reach its destination.

As well as using the services provided by Grid Data Services (GDSs), the GDQS and GQES both
implement GDS port type, and thus can be discovered and invoked in the same way as other GDSs.
Consequently, the Grid stands to benefit from DQP, through the provision of facilities for declarative
request formulation that complement existing approaches to service orchestration, via uniform
interfaces and interaction semantics. Expected results: OGSA-DQP can be used as a generic query
processor over commercial databases connected to the Grid. In particular, it can be used in the
context of the Information and Knowledge Management task for supporting data-intensive
applications on Grids, and in the context of the Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery - Intelligent
Queries task to provide a query mechanism.
UoM is currently working on the construction of a generic framework for describing and
constructing AQP systems in a systematic way, allowing for component reuse. AQP thus far suffers
from two major shortcomings:
 current techniques are designed in an isolated way, which does not permit them to be combined;
and,
 most AQP proposals have focused either on completely centralised query processing, or on
centralised processing of data retrieved from remote sources and data streams. By following
such an approach, the resources used for query execution are predefined, and thus the focus is
mostly on adapting to changing properties of the data processed (such as cardinalities of
intermediate results and operator selectivities). This is of paramount importance for query
processing on the Grid as crucial information about the data may be missing at compile time.
However, of equal significance are adaptations to changing properties of the arbitrary set of
resources that query processing on the Grid uses both for data retrieval and other types of data
manipulation, such as joins. Currently, AQP with respect to changing resources is not addressed
as satisfactorily, as with respect to changing data properties.
The framework being developed tackles the first of the two above limitations. It is based on the
decomposition into and the separate investigation of three distinct phases that are inherently present
in any AQP system:
 monitoring of query execution and environment to collect the necessary feedback;
 assessment of the feedback collected to establish issues with the current query execution or
opportunities for improvement; and
 responding to the identified monitoring events based upon the results of the assessment process.
The framework has been instantiated in the context of OGSA-DQP to tackle the second limitation of
existing AQP techniques identified previously, i.e., adapting to changing resources; and a prototype
has been produced. In particular, two important cases are being investigated:
 adaptive workload balancing of parallel query processing; and
 adaptive resource scheduling.
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Future work includes the application of the framework in other domains except query processing,
e.g., work flows, data mining, etc. Expected results: As Grid is an inherently volatile environment,
adaptivity is likely to be crucial for executing tasks on the Grid in an efficient way. Thus, it is felt
that the adaptive extensions to OGSA-DQP will improve the performance of any system or toll that
uses DQP significantly.
Knowledge Grid Services

Knowledge discovery processes and data mining applications generally need to handle large data
sets and, at the same time, are compute intensive tasks that in many cases involve distribution of data
and computations. This is a scenario where the use of parallel and distributed computers can be
effective for solving complex data mining tasks. The Knowledge Grid system is an environment for
distributed data mining on Grids that was developed at UNICAL. A Knowledge Grid prototype has
been used for implementing data mining applications on Globus-based Grids. Currently under
development are the system mechanisms and operations as Grid Services. In the Knowledge Grid
framework, data mining tasks and knowledge discovery processes will be made available as OGSAWSRF services that will export data and tool access, data and knowledge transmission, and mining
services. These services will make possible the design and orchestration of distributed data mining
applications running on large-scale Grids. This approach will support the integration of algorithms,
tools, and data sources for implementing knowledge discovery application on Grids.
CNR-ISTI has developed state-of-the-art data mining algorithms to extract frequent patterns from
transactional databases. Frequent pattern extraction is the most computational expensive phase of
Association Rule Mining (ARM), one of the most popular topics in the KDD field. The main
contribution of these algorithms, that makes them suitable for Grids, is their adaptivity to the
features of the executing platform, i.e. the possibility of running on clusters of SMPs when
distributed data can be moved to a centralized site, or using a loosely-coupled distributed
approximate approach when data cannot be moved and the final results must be inferred by merging
partial results/models independently computed by each distributed site.
They have developed DCI (Direct Count & Intersect), a scalable algorithm for discovering frequent
item sets in large databases. The main contribution of DCI relies on the multiple heuristics strategies
employed. DCI adapts its behaviour to the features of the specific dataset mined and of the
computing platform used as well, so that it turns out to be effective in mining both short and long
patterns from sparse and dense datasets. We also developed ParDCI, a parallel implementation of
DCI. ParDCI explicitly targets clusters of SMP nodes, so that shared memory and message passing
paradigms are exploited at the intra- and inter-node levels, respectively.
One of the main problems addressed by ParDCI is load imbalance. When data cannot be moved to
be centralized on a single site, and network communications are slow, a more distributed approach
must be adopted. They have thus, developed a novel communication-efficient distributed algorithm,
APInterp, for approximate the mining of frequent item sets. The proposed algorithm consists of the
distributed exact computation of locally frequent item sets, and an effective method for merging
local results and inferring the local support of locally infrequent item sets. The combination of the
two give a good approximation of the set of the globally frequent patterns and their supports.
We plan to focus our future activities on devising Grid-aware distributed/approximate algorithms to
extract frequent patterns and/or condensed lossless representation of them. Moreover, we want to
consider the streamed nature of data sources, which can also referenced in space and time like
trajectories collected from mobile devices. This research activity is continuing within GeoPKDD, a
national project. Ref: [OPP02, OPP02a, SO04, SO05]
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Monitoring and predicting performance of data-mining tools
In order to optimize Grid resources and reduce the response time of submitted tasks, we need to
predict complexity and performance of tasks. Unfortunately, most of the complexity of common data
mining tasks is due to the unknown amount of information contained in the data being mined. The
more patterns and correlations are contained in data sources, the more resources are needed to
extract them. This is confirmed by the fact that, in general, there is not a single best algorithm for a
given data mining task on any possible kind of input dataset. On the contrary, in order to achieve
good performances, strategies and optimizations have to be adopted according to the dataset specific
characteristics. For example, one typical distinction in transactional databases is between sparse and
dense datasets. The Frequent Item set Mining (FIM) problem, used as a case study for performance
prediction, is usual considered very expensive when used to extract knowledge from dense datasets.
Moreover, the user parameters supplied by analysts, like the minimum support threshold, strongly
influence resource usage and make performance prediction difficult. Small support thresholds can
cause a combinatorial explosion in the complexity of the problem. We have thus proposed a
statistical analysis of the properties of transactional datasets that allows us to give a characterization
of the complexity of the mining process, a very useful feature when DM tools have to be exploited in
a Grid environment, where resource usage must be optimized. The prediction requires to monitor
and profile the execution of a FIM tool, when executed to extract pattern from a dataset given a user
supplied support threshold. We will continue this research activity in the EU NextGrid project,
during which we aim to build a model trained with a multitude of statistical features, extracted from
a dataset before starting the actual mining process [POP04].
Scheduling high-performance data-mining tasks on data Grids
Increasingly the datasets used for data mining are huge and physically distributed. Since the
distributed knowledge discovery process is both data and computational intensive, the Grid is a
natural platform for deploying a high performance data mining service. The focus of this activity is
on the core services of such a Grid infrastructure. In particular we concentrate on the design and
implementation of specialized Resource Allocation and Execution Management services, aware of
the location of data sources and of the resource needs of the data mining tasks. Scheduling decisions
are taken on the basis of cost metrics and models that exploit knowledge about previous executions,
and use sampling to acquire estimate about execution behavior. We explored the limit of such
performance estimation, but also put in evidence its benefits in reducing the whole completion time
of all tasks. In particular, we explored the use of an on-line MCT (Minimum Completion Time)
heuristic strategy for scheduling high performance DM tasks on a Knowledge Grid [OPP02b].
Phases of the roadmap
We identify thee main phases for this CoreGRID roadmap that should drive the activities of the
partners:




Phase 1: Exchanging partner information, experiences, and knowledge about techniques, tools
and systems for Data and Knowledge Grids.
Phase 2: Sharing and integration of common goals, research results, pursued projects and system
prototypes of Environments and Services for Data and Knowledge-based Grids.
Phase 3: Use of the results of the previous phases for envisioning a unified framework for
handling data, information and knowledge on Grids. Definition of joint proposals, research
activities and projects in this research theme.
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4.4.6 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects
DataMiningGrid
Future and emerging complex problem-solving environments are characterised by increasing
amounts of digital data and rising demands for coordinated resource sharing across geographically
dispersed sites. Next generation Grid technologies are promising to provide the necessary
infrastructure facilitating seamless sharing of computing resources in complex problem-solving
environments. Currently there exists no coherent framework for developing and deploying data
mining applications on the Grid. The DataMiningGrid project will address this gap by developing
generic and sector-independent data-mining tools and services for the Grid.
The main objectives of the DataMiningGrid project are:





to develop Grid interfaces that allow data mining tools and data sources to interoperate
within distributed Grid computing environments. A user-friendly work flow editor will be
provided to facilitate the configuration of analysis tasks;
to develop Grid-based text mining and ontology-learning services and interfaces for
knowledge discovery in texts and ontology learning;
to develop a testbed consisting of several demonstrator applications from a diverse set of
sectors, including the bioinformatics, healthcare, and automotive industries;
to align and integrate these technologies with emerging Grid standards and infrastructures.

The key technologies developed in the project include:





distributed data mining tools, facilitating novel approaches to mine data;
Grid-aware data mining interfaces and services (e.g. data sources, algorithms);
work flow-based management of mining in Grid environments;
standardisation of data mining within Grid computing environments.

To demonstrate the technology developed, the project will implement a range of demonstrator
applications in e-science and e-business. Other results include promotion of accessible data mining
and the facilitation of industrial take-up.
Because of the increasing role of data in many sectors, the project’s impact will be significant as it
will be an important step towards more effective and efficient exploitation of available data and
information resources. In the long run, the impact of the project will contribute to new business and
R & D opportunities in the European market and an increase in quality of life. The project will also
contribute to standardisation efforts of Grid and data mining technologies.
OntoGrid
The OntoGrid project aims to show how knowledge technologies help to bridge the gap between this
vision of Grid computing and today’s reality, and thus facilitate the development of the next
generation of semantic Grid computing systems. The project will ensure that Grid applications
benefit from the full potential of exposed semantics by developing methodologies for the
development of semantic Grid solutions for rapid prototyping and development, using the
infrastructure, and developing innovative technology that exploits the knowledge services for the
intelligent debugging of semantic Grid applications.
The goal of OntoGrid is to produce the technological infrastructure necessary for the rapid
prototyping and development of knowledge-intensive distributed open services for the semantic
Grid. The results aim at developing Grid systems that optimise cross-process, cross-company and
cross-industry collaboration, which OntoGrid will show by adopting a use case-guided development
and evaluation strategy based on two test case applications, delivering a prototype at the project’s
end.
OntoGrid will achieve the following strategic objectives for the Grid community:
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to pioneer the use of knowledge technologies to enhance and extend the architecture and
design of current Grid computing systems to enable cross-process, cross-company and crossindustry collaboration;
to enable the wide deployment of knowledge technologies within Grid computing
architectures, eventually leading to a semantic Grid;
to improve the high-performance, scalability, resilience to failures, robustness and adaptivity
of current Grid and knowledge technology components, to pave the way towards
acceptability of deployed technological solutions;
to widen the applicability of Grid computing architectures in applications involving virtual
organisations formed by autonomous entities with conflicting goals;
to expand the applicability of today’s knowledge and Grid computing architectures and
demonstrate that semantic Grid computing systems can be exploited successfully in e-science
and e-business applications.

OntoGrid’s expected achievements are:




to deliver a semantic Grid architecture and practice to the Global Grid Forum and the global
Grid community;
to provide a Grid roadmap for the global knowledge community;
to be a classical prototypical example of semantic Grids for industry and academia.

OntoGrid will pave the way for making real knowledgeable Grid services and systems.
Provenance
The concept of ‘provenance’ is already well understood in the study of fine art where it refers to the
trusted, documented history of a work of art. Given that documented history, the object attains an
authority that allows scholars to understand and appreciate its importance and context relative to
other works of art. Objects that do not have a trusted, proven history may be treated with some
scepticism by those that study and view them. This same concept of provenance may also be applied
to data and information generated within a computer system, particularly when the information is
subject to regulatory control over an extended period of time.
Today’s Grid architectures suffer from limitations, such as a lack of mechanisms to trace results and
infrastructures to build up trusted networks. The Provenance project enables users to trace how a
particular result has been arrived at by identifying the individual and aggregated services that
produced a particular output.
The overarching aim of the Provenance project is to design, conceive and implement an industrialstrength open provenance architecture for Grid systems, and to deploy and evaluate it in complex
Grid applications, namely aerospace engineering and organ transplant management. This support
includes a scalable and secure architecture, an open proposal for standardising the protocols and data
structures, a set of tools for configuring and using the provenance architecture, an open source
reference implementation, and a deployment and validation in industrial context.
The impact of this project is that it will allow information generated and managed within a Grid
infrastructure to be proven and trusted. By this it is meant that the information’s history, including
the processes that created and modified it, are documented in a way that can be inspected, validated
and reasoned about by authorised users that need to ensure information controls have not been
altered, abused or tampered with.
SIMDAT
Development of industrial and large-scale products and services pose complex problems. The
processes used to develop these products and services typically involve a large number of
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independent organisational entities at different locations grouped in partnerships and supply chains.
Offering connectivity plus interoperability, Grids are a major enabler of improved collaboration and
of virtual organisations. They have the potential to reduce substantially the complexity of the
development process, thereby improving the ability to deal with product complexity. Applications
and associated computing power are central to the product development process; however, data is
the heart of the issue. Grid technology is needed to connect diverse data sources, to enable flexible,
secure and sophisticated levels of collaboration and make possible the use of powerful knowledge
discovery techniques.
The strategic objectives of SIMDAT are:






to test and enhance Grid data technology for product development and production process
design;
to develop federated versions of problem-solving environments by leveraging enhanced Grid
services;
to exploit data Grids as a basis for distributed knowledge discovery;
to promote de facto standards for these enhanced Grid technologies across a range of
disciplines and sectors;
to raise awareness of the advantages of Data Grids in important industrial sectors.

SIMDAT focuses on four application areas: product design in automotive, aerospace and pharma
industries as well as a service provision in meteorology. For each of these application areas, a
challenging problem has been identified which will be solved using Grid technology.
Key to seamless data access is the federation of problem-solving environments that use Grid
technologies. Delivery of such federated environments will be a major result of SIMDAT.
Seven key technology layers have been identified as important to achieving SIMDAT’s objectives:








an integrated Grid infrastructure, offering basic services to applications and higher-level
layers;
transparent access to data repositories on remote Grid sites;
management of Virtual Organisations;
scientific work flow;
ontologies;
integration of analysis services;
knowledge services.

Impact: The federation of industrial problem-solving environments for product and process design
will allow a seamless transition towards Grid technology for key industrial sectors. SIMDAT will
therefore improve the usability of Grid technology in engineering, life sciences and earth System
Modelling and foster Grid uptake in these and other domains with comparable needs for data
handling and knowledge discovery. SIMDAT will furthermore help to drive the revolutionary
transformation of computing paradigms from explicit use of data resources towards the virtualisation
and federation of these resources.
4.4.6 References

4.5. Grid Applications (TG8)
Areas: Scenarios, Work flow (Applications), Business Services, Component System.
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4.5.1 Executive Summary
The CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Problem Solving Environments, Tools and Grid Systems has as
its main objective the development of a generic component system that integrates application
components, tools/system components, PSE/portal components and infrastructure components. The
development of this system will allow users and developers to access the so-called invisible Grid
from easy to use programming and tool frameworks. The need for such high-level integration
architecture is considered crucial for the development of the Grid as more specialised tools become
available to users and the scope of Grid expands towards new and more diverse environments. This
document presents the first roadmap for the development ofthis platform.
This document is structured in the following way. Section 4.5.2 gives the context within which
CoreGRID is active including perceived challenges and benefits of this activity. Section 4.5.3
describes the current state-of-the-art of Grid technologies in terms of the projects that members to
the CoreGRID Virtual Institute on Problem Solving Environments, Tools and Grid Systems are
involved in. A detailed description of the vision, strategy and roadmap for each task is then given in
Section 4.5.4.
4.5.2 Introduction
4.5.2.1 Context
The CoreGRID Networkof Excellence (NoE) aims at strengthening and advancing scientific and
technological excellence in the area of Grid and Peer-to-Peer technologies. This joint programme of
activity is structured around six complementary research areas or Virtual Institutes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge & data management
Programming models
System architecture
Grid information and monitoring services
Resource management and scheduling
Problem solving environments, tools and GRID systems

The research activities of the Virtual Institute on Problem solving environments, tools and GRID
systems are focused around the design of novel software environments and tools for GRID
systems.The main objective is to build a generic component system that integrates application
components, tools/system components, problem solving environments (PSE)/portal components, and
infrastructure components.
The activities in the framework of the Virtual Institute will have strong relations with the Virtual
Institute on Programming models, since both Virtual Institutes will consider component based
software systems. Relations with the Virtual Institutes on Resource management and scheduling and
Grid information and monitoring services are also foreseen, since these two Virtual Institutes can
provide services used by the generic component system built by this Virtual Institute.
Project
GAT
GEMLCA
GRID
superscalar
Ibis

VUA

ICENI

IC

PadicoTM

INRIA

P-GRADE

SZTAKI
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Partner
VUA
UoW
UPC

Brief description
Grid Application Toolkit
Grid Legacy Code Environment
Grid-unaware applications programming
environment
Java-based programming environment for
parallel, distributed, and Grid computing
Grid Middleware designed to support a
variety of e-science activities
Framework for communication runtimes and
middleware
Grid Programming Environment and Portal
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ProActive

INRIA

Triana

UWC

WSPeer

UWC

WOSE

UWC

Open Middleware for Object and Component
programming, with Grid deployment
mechanisms
Problem Solving Environment graphical work
flow and distributed programming across
P2P and Grid environments
Dynamic deployment of Web services in
P2P and Web hosting environments
Work flow Optimisation Services for eScience Applications

Table 1 lists the projects of the partners involved in the Virtual Institute that have relationships with
the Institute’s activities.
4.5.2.2 Problems
Frequently, applications have to be adapted to be run on specific hardware platforms. Even more, to
improve performance figures the applications have to be specifically tuned for each hardware
platform.
This situation is not feasible in Grid computing environments, since the execution platform can
change in a per-job basis, and even at run time. In this kind of environments, the applications have to
adapt to the systems and resources available.
In WP7we intend to design and build an integrated component system that has a single glue layer
between all forms of components. Thus, most of the complexity of integrating the many individual
software items will be removed.
4.5.2.3 Objectives
The main objective of this Virtual Institute is to develop a generic platform for system-level
components. This platform will facilitate the integration of component-based applications with
component-based system software and support tools, yielding an overall, integrated Grid component
system.
4.5.2.4 Tasks
The research programme of the Virtual Institute is organized in the following tasks:
Generic Platform: This task will develop the common aspects of a generic, component-based
platform. In particular, architecture, interoperability, and design methodology will be developed.
Mediator Components: This task is designing a toolkit of components that mediate between
applications and system components.
Integrated Toolkit: This task will specify and develop an integrated toolkit which will provide
means for simplifying the development of Grid applications, for executing them in the Grid in a
transparent way and for increasing their performance dynamically.
Advanced Tools and Environments for Problem Solving: The goal of this task is to specify the
design, implementation, and evaluation of a problem-solving environment that takes “legacy”
software and automatically deploys it as a service that conforms to a standard service model.
4.5.2.5 Drivers
The driving forces for the activities of the Virtual Institute are:
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•
•
•

The users community: The adoption of Grid computing is bound to how easy or diffcult it
can be to develop and execute applications in this kind of environments.
The research community: Different programming models, environments and systems have
been developed by different groups. Integration will increase the quality of the individual
research and will offer a more homogeneous interfaces to the users community.
Economic: Although financial revenue is not the main goal of research at universities and
public research institutions, it is clear that financing sources are required. In this sense, the
activities developed in this WP can promote obtaining new funding for the research of the
CoreGRID partnership, which at the same time will increase quality and quantity of the
research activities.

4.5.3 Positioning
Many researchers have been contributing to the state of the art in building Grid problem solving
environments, tools, and systems. We structure this discussion according to the task organization of
the Virtual Institute.
4.5.3.1 State of the art (existing approaches)
4.5.3.1.1 Generic Platform
This task has attracted committed contributions from seven CoreGRID partners with a number of
existing projects and results in the areas of Grid computing platforms architecture, interoperability,
and design methodology. This existing experience and excellence is expected to bring potential well
above the critical mass for developing the principles of operation of the next generation Grid
platforms.
IPP-BAS have a long record of successful research in the area of analysis and simulation of complex
computer system architectures. They are currently developing a two-layers platform for federating
clusters of commodity workstations. In particular, IPP-BAS will be contributing service prototypes,
including structured service descriptions, and a directory of active services.
The London e-Science centre team at Imperial College has been developing their own very
successful Grid platform ICENI [8]. Via this project they have developed direct experience in both
building technologies on-top of Grid communication layers such as Jini/Jxta and making gateways to
other architectures such as OGSA. The team intend to investigate the interoperability of the Grid
platform architecture for the ICENI middleware with the work of other participating projects such as
such as ProActive, Ibis, and Triana. It is being planned to look in particular into the interoperability
at the Web Services level.
The Oasis team at INRIA (Sophia Antipolis)provide a complete open-source platform, ProActive,
which enables to program distributed applications in an object-oriented and component-oriented
setting [9]. The deployment model is open and is therefore easy to implement using a very broad set
of protocols for launching jobs on clusters or Grids, without even changing the application to be
deployed. ProActive activities feature several meta-level aspects such as asynchronouspoint-to-point
or collective communication with future, secured communications, migration and location of
activities, component orientation. This could be a good starting point for the development of the
generic Grid services platform.
The team at UoW has coined the generic Grid platform approach thus proposing to re-think the
design methodology for next generation Grid infrastructures [2]. Instead of building the platform
with an exhaustive rich set of features, one can describe an alternative strategy to design a
component-oriented lightweight reconfigurable and expandable core platform. With the support of
adaptiveness, the UoW team is working on a solution towards developing a flexible dynamically
reconfigurable Grid platform.
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The contribution of UPC will be focused on the specification of the components requirements from
the integrated toolkit point of view. In particular, starting with GRIDsuperscalar [1], they are
interested in how current GRID superscalar tasks can be mapped to components. Immediate
interaction is the integration of the current GRID superscalar with GAT. Additionally, studies of
how GRID superscalar can be integrated with ProActive, Ibis and ICENI will also be perfomed.
The VUA group has years of experience in building systems for parallel and Grid computing. Most
relevant in the context of tke Virtual Instutute are the Java-based Ibis platform [10] that allows to run
Java applications using highly optimized communication mechanisms (RMI, RepMI, GMI, and
divide-and-conquer with Satin) and the Java version of GridLab’s GAT (Java GAT). Based on
recent experience with Ibis and the Java GAT the team has decided that both systems should be reengineered based on a component model. For the generic platform, they intend to contribute
requirement profiles and specifications for Grid components suitable as building blocks of the
generic platform.
CYFRONET has been developing MOCCA, a CCA-compliant framework which is based on the
H2Ometacomputing platform [17].The group plan to exploit interoperability of MOCCA with Web
Services, JXTA, Globus and OGSA and to achieve integration with the generic platform
architecture. They also intend to contribute to the design methodology by investigating support for
such features as dynamic component reconfiguration and hierarchical composition.
4.5.3.1.2 Mediator Components
The partners of this task are actively contributing to a number of projects and research efforts,
together significantly shaping the landscape of the current work on integrating applications with
systems, tools, and environments for Grids.
USTUTT has experience from various Grid projects, including application areas like biology,
engineering, or parameter study applications. Driven by this experience, USTUTT has been
developing some mediator components in the past, like an application configurator and manager, and
an application-level meta-data repository for parameter study applications.
SZTAKI has developed the Mercury monitor architecture within the Grid-Lab project [24]. Mercury
is a scalable monitor system to collect trace information coming from both running application
processes and Grid resources. Since Mercury uses pluggable sensors to observe the running jobs and
their hosting environments, it could be a perfect information collector tool for the CoreGRID
mediator components.
UoW has been working on the development of a lightweight reconfigurable and extendable generic
Grid platform. They identify and describe the very minimal and essential features that a modern Grid
system should always offer and then provide anyother functions as pluggable components. These
pluggable components can be brought on-line whenever necessary as demanded implicitly by the
application. With the support of adaptiveness, UoW sees their approach as a solution towards a
flexible dynamically reconfigurable Grid platform.
UPC is contributing its experience from the GRID superscalar project [1]. From this project, UPC
has experience with requirements of higher-level application toolkits on system and mediator
components and their interfaces. Special attention will be given to the application-level information
cache system, the application steering components and the application manager component.
The VUA group has years of experience in building actual systems for parallel and Grid computing.
Most importantly in the context of WP7 are the Java-based Ibis platform [10]that allows to run Java
applications using highly optimized communication mechanisms. The other, relevant platform is the
Java version of GridLab’s GAT [25] (Java GAT). This system allows access to Grid resources like
files, replica catalogues, to resource brokers, and has a monitoring and event-handling subsystem.
The experience gained in these projects will be essential for building mediator components.
CYFRONET has an extensive experience in building on-line, interactive, scalable monitoring
systems for GRID applications, implemented in the OCMG system [21], developed within the
CrossGrid project [22]. OCM-G can be used to monitor HLA-based interactive Grid applications
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[23], incorporating performance control of interactive simulations.
4.5.3.1.3 Integrated Toolkit
For the Integrated Toolkit task, six partners are contributing with projects of different nature.
As it has been mentioned in previous section, USTUTT has experience from previous Grid projects.
To this task specially contributes with the PACX-MPI Configuration Manager [34].The PACX-MPI
Configuration Manager is a graphical interface that allows to set up Grid configurations, to transfer
files between different hosts in the Grid, start ssh sessions and launch Grid-enabled MPI
applications. The execution of these executions can be also partially monitored, by showing the
standard output and standard error of the different nodes in the Grid in a single interface.
As in the Generic Platform task, the Oasis team at INRIA is contributing to this task with
ProActive.The Paris team at INRIA has strong expertise in the communication area, including
several network technologies (SAN, LAN, WAN) and communication paradigms (RPC, RMI, DSM,
P2P, WS, ...) to access them more or less transparently. This group has been developing PadicoTM
framework [35], a framework for communication runtimes and middleware. It is composed of a core
which provides a high-performance framework for networking and multithreading, and services
plugged into the core. High-performance communications and threads are obtained thanks to Marcel
and Madeleine, provided by PM2. The PadicoTM core aims at making the different services running
at the same time run in a cooperative way rather than competitive.
Also, as already mentioned for section 4.5.3.3.1, the team at UoW has been working on the
development of a lightweight reconfigurable and extendable generic Grid platform.
The team at UPC is contributing with GRIDsuperscalar. GRIDsuperscalar is a new programming
paradigm for GRID enabling applications, composed of an interface, an automatic deployment tool
and a run-time library. The GRID superscalar interface is very light, with the objective of keeping
the user source code as close as possible to a sequential program, run on a single processor machine.
The Deployment Center is a graphical interface that allows to define and check a Grid configuration,
and also to automatically build, in each host in the Grid, all the necessary binaries to run the
application. Finally, the runtime library is the responsible of performing an automatic parallelization
of the execution of the application on runtime, totally transparent to the application developer.
The experience of the team at VUA is described in previous subsection. In this task, it would be
specially important their experience in the communication mechanisms and with the GAT platform.
Finally, the team at CYFRONET contributes to this task with two tools: GridSpace and a monitoring
environment. GridSpace is a tool devised to simplify the development of Grid applications.
GridSpace allows the developers to build loosely-coupled applications which are resilient to Grid
environment changes. GridSpace is an abstract layer between Grid middleware and Grid users. The
monitoring environment gives support to the development of Grid applications with monitoringbased facilities, like performance analysis, debugging, visualization.
4.5.3.1.4 Advanced Tools and Environments for Problem Solving
A number of projects that partners have been and are involved in contribute to the current state-ofthe-art regarding environments for managing and deploying legacy code in heterogeneous Grid
environments. These projects make use of the latest standards to facilitate interoperability between
diverse distributed elements. The London E-Science Center has been developing GridSAM [7] Grid Job Submission and Monitoring Web Service which uses JDML [33] to describe job
submissions.
The aim of GridSAM is to provide a Web Service for submitting and monitoring jobs managed by a
variety of Distributed Resource Managers (DRM). The E-ScienceCenter has also developed
mechanisms for wrapping legacy code as components within the ICENI Grid middleware [8].
GEMLCA -Grid Execution Management for Legacy Code Architecture [14] developed at the
University of Westminster represents another important solution for deploying legacy code.
GEMLCA aims to facilitate the deployment of existing legacy code applications written in any
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programming language as a Grid service without the need to modify the code. Furthermore
GEMLCA has been integrated with the PGRADE Portal [13] developed at SZTAKI, offering a userfriendly interface for deploying, executing and monitoring legacy applications, and for creating
complex Grid work flows from combinations of legacy and new components. The P-Grade portal
has been implemented using the Gridsphere portal framework [15], a recent important contribution
to Grid portals developed as part of the GridLab project [24].
Experience with restructuring workflows and/or scheduling services to get better performance has
been conduction within the WOSE project [31]. We expect to gain input here. Two important
projects that use a component model to manage and expose heterogeneous elements as services are
ProActive [9] developed at INRIA, and Triana developed at Cardiff University [26]. Components in
ProActive can be graphically composed (composition in ‘space’ not in ‘time’), then deployed and
monitored at run time. These components can be published and inter-operate with other components
if needed, using Web services technologies.
The Triana project has developed automatic mechanisms for Java applications to be deployed,
advertised and hosted as distributed services, through the use of the GAP interface [29]. The GAP
has a generic service deployment interface that can be used to take any Java class and expose it as a
distributed service that corresponds to any of the underlying bindings for this interface. Currently
JXTA [6], P2PS [28] and Web services are supported by the GAP. Both ProActive and Triana
support workflow composition.
4.5.3.2 Extended Context
Beyond the contributions of the partners of this Virtual Institute, there exist many individual
approaches for building Grid problem solving environments, tools, and systems, by researchers from
all around the world. However, these approaches are only of limited applicability to our vision of an
integrated, component-based environment, as they are mostly targeting either classical Grid
middleware or having only narrow focus. Whereas the Virtual Institute will keep track of such
contributions from outside the Institute, we abstain from listing them in this document.
4.5.4 Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.5.4.1 Vision and Scenarios
The CoreGRID Network of Excellence is targeting a much broader vision than the Grid as it is today
which represents research challenges for the next ten years. The CoreGRID vision of the Grid will
allow an end-user to interact with the system to specify a request and the system will respond with a
“deal” that the user may accept or reject. The deal will encompass different kinds of resources such
as data, information and knowledge, sensors or particular computing equipments such as
visualisation systems as well as computational resources.
The focus of this work package is on the design ofa software environment and tools for Grid
systems. If major adoption is pursued, programming the Grid should not be much more difficult than
programming for a sequential machine. Sequential programming environments, automatic
compilation, installation and deployment tools, drag and drop environments, easy to use problem
solving environments, user portals, etc. should be provided. All of these systems should be based on
the same Grid platform and compatible with each other, in such a way that the user can switch from
one to another without major problems.
In particular, a software component model for Grids will be used. This software component model
will provide a higher level of abstraction compared to the current practices mostly based on
traditional message-passing or service invocation primitives. With this objective, it is devised a
strong relationship between this work package and work package 3 that will define a novel common
European component model, suitable for Grid computing and P2P.
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Taking into account what has been stated before, this work package will integrate different existent
software and toolkits from the partners to a generic component platform, allowing interaction
between and taking the best from each.
Different end-user groups are targeted:
• Application programmers: Many scientific and industrial applications may benefit from the
use of the Grid. These users will take advantage of tools that easily allow them to program
applications that exploit the Grid resources. Depending on the programming ability of the
user, tools where the Grid is totally transparent to the user may be required (Grid-unaware
applications). In other cases, for advanced programmers, the application can be aware of the
Grid resources. However, even in this case, abstraction layers will help the programmer in
his/her task.
• Users of Grid applications: Users of Grid applications will also benefit from these
environments and toolkits as they will allow them to easily and intuitively use applications
that exploit the Grid.
4.5.4.2 Strategy
The research activities of this Virtual Institute are focused around the design of novel software
environments and tools for Grid systems. The main objective is to build a generic component system
that integrates application components, tools/system components, problem solving environments
(PSE)/portal components, and infrastructure components. Our adopted approach encompasses both
the adoption of the component model, and its integration to a tools framework, which consists of an
integrated components Grid platform, a component support toolkit, and a generic problem-solving
toolkit. The design of such a platform will advance significantly the state-of-the-art. It will enable
the specification of a core (generic) component-based platform for both applications and
tools/systems/PSEs to have a single, seamless “invisible” Grid software infrastructure. The results
from this research are expected to be equally valid for both the client/server and the peer-to-peer
paradigms.
The generic Grid platform will facilitate the integration of component-based applications with
evenly component-based system software and support tools, yielding an overall, integrated Grid
component system.We intend to design and build an integrated component system that has a single
”glue layer” between all forms of components. Thus, most of the complexity of integrating the many
individual software items will be removed. A major additional benefit comes from the fact that
applications will have a direct and well-defined interface to system and resource components. Also,
system tools (brokers, application managers, etc.) can interact with applications to tune and steer
them. A detailed specification of the generic Grid platform will yield valuable insights into the
validity and advantages of the component model design and will thus produce important results
towards the new generation “invisible” Grid systems.
This WP is organised in four tasks. The block diagram of the envisioned generic Grid platform is
shown in Figure 1. Here, blue boxes indicate application codes and components, orange boxes
denote components envisioned as “products” of CoreGRID’s WP7, and grey boxes show third-party
components and services. Arrows indicate the envisioned invocation relationship.
We distinguish between Grid-aware and Grid-unaware applications. Whereas the former
intentionally access Grid resources via the runtime environment, the latter only use the integrated
toolkit from Task 7.3whichshields the application from all Grid-related aspects by providing a Gridrelated API in terms of a set of basic components.
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Figure 1: Envisioned generic component platform

The runtime environment delegates API invocations to services and tools in the Grid environment.
An important part of this API is the steering interface that allows treating an application as yet
another component in the overall component system. The mediator components provide a uniform
and integrated view from the application on the lower-level components, services, and resources.
Finally, application managers, PSE’s, portals all provide user interfaces to the generic component
platform.
4.5.4.2.1 Research Task: Generic platform
This task will develop the common aspects of a generic, component-based platform. In particular,
architecture, interoperability, and design methodology will be developed.
Generic platform architecture.
The compelling need to build a generic platform architecture mandates enriched support for Grid
computing frameworks, acceptance of legacy applications, transparent and efficient communication
libraries, mechanisms to combine different libraries and various toolkits. A prototype integrated Grid
engine can incorporate ideas from the Grid Application Toolkit (GAT), the ProActive library, and
the Ibis optimized group communications transport. Such a component infrastructure will allow and
support the deployment of Grid applications in a seamless manner on various numbers of nodes,
using multi-paradigm communications with different protocols (Globus, ssh, rsh, rlogin, LSF, Jini,
etc.).
It will also rely on advanced locators, schedulers, security services, accessed through Web-Services
and conforming to the OGSA standard.
For example, the ProActive library supports seamless meta computing by providing a framework to
develop applications which could span across different platforms from uni-processor workstations to
multiprocessor shared memory machines. The library and its internal mechanisms transparently
support communication and fusion libraries to enable shielded and efficient communication methods
between applications. Ibis provides similar support but specializes on opportunistic optimisations for
performance.
GAT is a Grid Application Toolkit that provides a high level of programming abstraction for Grid
application development.It provides a uniform Application Programming Interface to all lower level
Grid middleware and communication layers. Grid technologies that implement this generic GAT
API can be supported by means of a plug-in scheme, using so-called adaptors. Grid applications
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developed using GAT can be executed in a diverse range of Grid platforms without the need for any
prior knowledge or any modification to the application code.
We need additional methodologies to combine such frameworks with solutions for supporting legacy
applications in support of building generic Grid platform architecture.
Interoperability. A high level of interoperability can be achieved by incorporating and further
developing the ICENI project ideas for service oriented Grid architectures, including Jini, JXTA,
WSRF, Globus, Web Services, and OGSA-compliant interactions. The integration of this work into
the generic platform architecture specification above will provide seamless and flexible support for
an extended set of Grid/Web services.
The incorporation of different services and their adaptation to specific needs, maybe through
interfaces gluing and morphing, strongly rely both on the design of the generic platform and on the
properties of the component model. Indeed, these two aspects will bring us basic elements,
reconfiguration and adaptation methodology and properties, and interface and components
specifications which are prerequisites for achieving the intended flexibility.
Currently, interoperability in service oriented architectures is below the desired levels due to many
different service oriented and peer to peer platforms based on different technologies (JXTA, Web
Services on many proprietary hosting environments and platforms, Globus either WSRF or OGSI
based, etc).
Many currently active projects deal with the development and deployment of distributed applications
on top of a diverse range of platforms including Grids. ICENI and ProActive follow a component
oriented approach while Ibis provides an enhanced Java computing environment for the same
purpose. Interoperability between these platforms could be enhanced by incorporating the ideas of
these projects into an integrated Grid application development environment that could offer an
increased level of interoperability and support for all lower Grid communication layers mentioned
above.
At the heart of the Grid supporting communication layers, there has been an effort for convergence
of the Grid and the (much bigger) Web services communities so that the WS community can adopt
the Grid idea and using widely accepted and tested WS technologies and tooling, they can develop
and deploy Grid services and applications. This effort is made mainly from the Globus Alliance team
in the form of a new specification (WSRF -Web Service Resource Framework) which is a
refactoring of the previous OGSI specification (the WS community didn’t adopt the OGSI
specification and made complains about some of its characteristics). WSRF aims to build Grid
services using stateless Web Services and a number of other technologies and specifications to
control state in a Grid application (including WS Resource, WS Addressing, XML, WSDL, etc.).
There is a big debate as to whether Grid applications should be based on stateful Grid services or on
stateless Web Services. The Globus team argues that in a complex application execution
environment it is vital to keep some sort of state info for the application running and hence has
introduced the idea of factories and service instances that are stateful in previous specifications
(OGSI). Other views suggest that services should be stateless and if we need state info we can do
that without the need of service instances and factories but using regular web services and supply
state information in the message ex-change. This view is further supported by the fact that newer
WS specifications will provide enhanced support for Grid application development by providing WS
Context and other relevant specifications and technologies for that purpose. This debate is still on
and it is difficult to say what opinion is correct at this point. It is a known fact though that in order to
provide interoperability in the context of Grids, we need to base Grid application development on
open standards and make as much use of existing and tested technologies and tooling as possible.
This will allow for the huge programming and services communities to adopt the Grid idea more
easily and hence provide the foundations for interoperable and ubiquitous Grids. Design
methodology. The design methodology for a generic platform requires converging two different but
inter-related techniques. The design methodology needs to be adequately supported from the
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underlying programming model. Secondly, the design should accommodate the need for
specialization — capability of the platform to adapt to a particular environment.
This sub-task will develop the design methodology for an integrated components based Grid
infrastructure. It will incorporate the ”glue” specification for components, a set of common
interfaces for constructing components-based software systems and infrastructures. Strong
interaction with WP3 (Programming Models) is required for this purpose. Besides, guidelines will be
provided for adapting (specialising) the design to various real devices and installations starting from
special-purpose intelligent mobile sensors and going up to the high-end Grid servers potentially
supporting both the client/server and the peer-to-peer paradigms.
The component Grid platform should then be designed, based on methodology and models provided
by the Programming model work package (WP3). It should rely on a generic core platform that
should be able to interact with any other component through a set of common interfaces. To this
core, a set of additional functionalities will be added and we will rely on reconfiguration, and on its
properties guaranteed by the programming model, to adapt the platform to specific needs.
It could be envisaged that an easier and a viable approach would be to engineer the platform so that
the constraints and requirements are minimal to have the Grid engine deployed in different
environments. Once the basic core part of the Grid engine is available, the standard service of
applications can be achieved through dynamically composing services, which could be available
from various remote locations. Such a dynamic service composition requires efficient models for
component reconfiguration and optimisation of various factors.

4.5.4.2.2 Research Task: Mediator Components
This task is designing a toolkit of components that mediate between applications and system
components. The goal is to integrate system-component capabilities into application code, achieving
both steering of the application and performance adaptation by the application to achieve the most
efficient execution on the available resources offered by the Grid.
By introducing such a set of components, resources and services in the Grid get integrated into one
overall system with homogeneous component interfaces. The advantage of such a component system
is that it abstracts from the many software architectures and technologies used underneath. For
example, in the following, we use the term Grid services for refering to services offered within a
Grid platform, independent of the service architecture actually deployed, like OGSA/OGSI or
WSRF, or even both.
The strength of such a component-based approach is that it provides a homogeneous set of welldefined (component-level) interfaces to and between all software systems in a Grid platform, ranging
from portals and applications, via mediator components to the underlying system software. The
design of these interfaces is central to task 4.5.2.2.2 during the next months. The set of envisioned
mediator components can be seen in Figure 1. We elaborate on them in the following.
Runtime environment
The runtime environment implements a set of component interfaces to various kinds of Grid
services and resources, like job schedulers, file systems, etc. Doing so, the runtime
environment provides an abstraction layer between application components and system
components. The interfaces are supposed to be implemented by a delegation mechanism that
forwards invocations to service providers. Examples of such runtime environments are the
GAT [25], or the platform as envisioned by GGF’s SAGA-RG group. None of these existing
runtime environments, however, incorporate a component-based organization. Integrating
such a runtime environment in a generic Grid platform is the objective of task 4.5.2.2.2.
Steering interface
A dedicated part of the runtime environment is the steering interface. This component-level
interface is supposed to make applications accessible by system and user-interface
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components (like portals, PSE’s, or an application manager) like any other component in the
system. Adding such an interface contributes to the complete integration of application and
system components by enabling communication in both directions. One obvious additional
use of such an interface would be a debugging interface for Grid applications.
Application-level meta-data repository
This repository is supposed to store meta data about a specific application, storing, e.g.,
timing or resource requirements from previous, related runs. The collected information will
be used by other components to support resource management (location and selection) and to
optimize further runs of the applications automatically. The meta data to be stored in this
repository needs to use application-dependent schemas; the crux of its design will be to
provide efficient mechanisms for storage and retrieval without built-in knowledge about data
structures. The organisation of such a repository with namespaces for users and applications
will pose further challenges. As this repository will encompass access to stable storage, user
authentication and authorization become important issues.
Application-level information cache
This component is supposed to provide a unified interface to deliver all kinds of meta-data
(e.g., from a GIS, a monitoring system, from application level meta data)to the application.
Its purpose is twofold. First, it is supposed to provide a unifying component interface to all
data (independent of its actual storage), including mechanisms for service and information
discovery. Second, this application-level cache is supposed to deliver the information really
fast, cutting down access times of current implementations like Globus GIS (up to multiple
seconds) to the order of a method invocation. For the latter purpose, this component may
have to pre-fetch (poll) information from the various sources to provide them to the
application in time.
Application steering and tuning components
Controlling and steering of applications by the user, e.g. via application managers, user
portals, and PSE’s, requires a component-level interface to give external components access
to the application. Besides the steering interface, also dedicated steering components will be
necessary, both for mediating between application and system components, but also for
implementing pro-active steering systems, carrying their own threads of activity. These
components will have to interface with Grid monitoring services and Grid resource brokers.
This way, the steering components will provide a framework for performance tuning, which
can be used to improve the execution time of applications automatically as well as for
improving services and tools which are involved in the environment. Steering and tuning
components are supposed to utilize both the application-level meta data repository and the
application-level information cache components.
Application Manager Component
The envisioned application manager component establishes a pro-active user interface, in
charge of tracking an application from submission to successful completion. Such an
application manager will be in charge of guaranteeing such successful completion in spite of
temporary error conditions or performance limitations. (In other settings, such an active
component might be referred to as an agent.) For performing its task, the application manager
will need to interoperate with most of the other mediator components, like the application
itself (via the steering interface), the application meta data repository and cache, as well as
available steering components.
The set of mediator components as described so far denotes the current research scope of task
4.5.2.2.2 for the first 18months of the CoreGRID NoE. During the course of the work, this set will be
refined and enriched as new experience will be gained.
4.5.4.2.3 Research Task: Integrated Toolkit
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The objective of this task is the specification and development of an Integrated Toolkit for the
generic Grid platform. This integrated toolkit will provide means for simplifying the development of
Grid-unaware applications, for execution in the Grid in a way transparent to the user, while
increasing the performance of the application.
This task will be inspired by the Grid Superscalar approach in which applications are programmed
using a sequential control flow language that provides a simple and clean definition of the basic
objects dealt with by the programmer. An automatic run time system identifies the coarse-grain tasks
that compose the application, detects task precedence and determines which tasks can be submitted
to the Grid. The runtime system checks whether remote execution on another Grid site is
worthwhile, exploits the tasks’ concurrency and controls the distributed execution.
The subtasks inside this subject are the following.
Design of a component-oriented integrated toolkit
In this subtask basic application requirements will be mapped to components. This approach will be
based on the primitive and composite components defined in Task 4.5.2.2.1. Furthermore, different
language bindings will be studied and developed. Since the component model will not be ready at
the early stages of the project, interfaces between GRID superscalar and existent frameworks
provided by the task partners will be defined. This will allow working with initial solutions based on
existing research.
A set of different existing software and frameworks will be integrated in this subtask. The goal will
be to integrate these contributions with GRID superscalar.
The ProActive platform allows to program distributed applications in an object-oriented and
component oriented setting, and then applications can be deployed and run on all kind of platforms,
including Grids. The integration of ProActive in this subtask is threefold: first, ProActive can be
used as a complete reflection framework to leverage normal objects as distributed active objects that
can then be Grid-enabled at deployment time; second, use of the deployment model, open and
general purpose, for launching jobs on various kinds of Grids; and third, the implementation of the
distributed activities’ features as a set of components instead of as a set of meta-level objects.
Similarly, support to GRID superscalar within Java will be provided from the Ibis system. A
blending of Satin’s highly efficient and fault-tolerant divide-and-conquer paradigm with the more
generally applicable task-flow model from GRID superscalar is pursued. This aspect will be
performed with the support of a CoreGRID fellowship.
If ProActive and Ibis will be used as basic component frameworks, composition methodologies will
be evaluated. This work will result in a design methodologyfor building software infrastructures
adopting the composition model, component wrappers, gluing components and interface morphing.
Definition of the interface to and requirements on the mediator components
This should be tightly aligned with the definition of the different mediator components in Task
4.5.2.2.2 to enable core functionality within the integrated component toolkit.
The communication between the integrated toolkit and the mediator components will be througha
runtime environment API. This runtime environment API will offer an abstracting layer between the
mediator components and the integrated toolkit and also between the mediator components and the
Grid-aware applications.
This subtask will evaluate to which extent existing runtime environment interfaces can give support
to the integrated toolkit and to Grid-aware applications. Examples of these interfaces are GAT and
SAGA APIs.
Another integration work performed inside this subtask will be the integration between the
application manager tool of HLRS and the GRID superscalar deployment center. As a result, a single
graphical interface for defining Grid configurations for different programming models (GRID
superscalar, PACX-MPI, ...) and supporting different underlying middleware (Globus, Unicore, ssh,
...) will be delivered.
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Component communication mechanisms
Enhancement of the communication among the application tasks, combining mechanisms from Grid
Superscalar with the multi-paradigm communication mechanism from the Generic Platform task and
with the basic communication mechanisms developed in the scalability task of the Virtual Institute
on Programming Models will be studied and analyzed.
Some of the partners have extensive expertise in the communication area, including several network
technologies (SAN, LAN, WAN) and communication paradigms (RPC, RMI, RepMI, GMI, DSM,
P2P, WS, ...) to access them more or less transparently.
In this subtask, the network view from the application/integrated toolkit viewpoint will be defined.
Among the different frameworks that will be integrated in this task are the PadicoTM runtime
environment and the Ibis communication mechanisms.

4.5.4.2.4 Research Task: Advanced Tools and Environments for Problem Solving
The goal of this task is to specify the design, implementation and evaluation of a framework that
allows component based Problem Solving Environments (PSE’s) and portals to deploy, compose,
expose and monitor legacy software (e.g. C, C++ or Fortran) according to a common service model,
as well as enabling the integration of these systems themselves.
One example of such integration could be for a physicist to make his/her Fortran signal-processing
library for analysing gravitational wave signals available to other members of the physics
community for use. Such a library may contain many transforms and algorithms and would therefore
need to employ a tightly-coupled code wrapping technology (i.e., at the method level) in order to
expose this low-level functionality. Once extracted, this code would need to be made available to the
other scientists in a common way, using the CoreGRID common service model. To this end, we
would need to deploy this wrapping library within a suitable network-facing container for access by
others, e.g., via a Web service or similar. Once deployed, other scientists may use this functionality
across the network in a common manner and integrate or extend their tool base.
Another example might be one ofa more course grained nature. For example, in a multi-institutional
aircraft design project, there may be a partner who has a specific proprietary algorithm for
determining the optimal wing span. Although this partner wants to make the results available to the
collaboration they would not want to allow a fine-grained access to its functionality. In this case they
would prefer making their code available as a black box, with only an input and output. To this end
the wrapping technology would be more loosely coupled and may only interact with input/output
files or stdin/stdout. Here, a different type of deployment technology would be needed for this
simpler deployment process.
These two scenarios reflect a small number of possible usage scenarios. There are obvious
arguments here between performance and granularity. For example, a fine-grained mapping, given in
the first scenario, may not be appropriate for Grid deployment if the functionality being exposed
does not reflect the communication overhead associated with the service invocation. However, this
method should not be discounted as many optimisation libraries (containing a multitude of
algorithms) certainly contain enough internal computational requirements to justify a fine-grained
access to the individual methods. Further, in this case without such a fine-grained level of support,
such a code would be extremely difficult to Grid enable, as it would involve decomposing the library
into a collection of conventional black-box codes which deal with simplified input/output e.g.
stdin/stdout or file I/O. Thus, although the fine-grained approach needs careful consideration, it is a
useful tool in order to expose finer grained capabilities. Another use for such a fine-grained wrapping
would be to wrap and expose Grid API libraries as services e.g. the GAT and so on.
We suspect however that the most popular form of wrapping would be the course-grained nature,
which is fits nicely with the course-grained nature of Grid technology at present and therefore gives
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optimum performance. Further, a large number of codes have already been modified or designed to
work in this fashion.
Whichever method adopted, the resulting functionality should be easily integrated to PSEs, portals
and be capable of being connected together in more complex work-flows for advanced problemsolving applications. We propose to investigate the utilization of well-understood technologies to
provide the functionality at the various levels of this process. These encompass the following three
research themes:
Code Wrapping Technologies
Legacy code wrapping will be investigated at different levels of granularity. At the highest level this
might constitute a coarse-grained interface to the legacy code using Web service technologies. This
allows multiple instances of the code to reside behind a single interface, enabling the system to
perform load balancing, migration and scheduling ‘behind the scenes’. In this scenario the legacy
code is not directly exposed as a component, but via an umbrella service. A more fine grained
approach that will be developed involves exposing the actual legacy code according to a common
service/component interface.
In the former case, the experience gained in the GridSAM [7] and GEMLCA [14] projects, as wellas
the ICENI [8] component framework support for course grained wrapping of legacy code will be
utilised and integrated into a common strategy for exposing legacy code in component oriented
application environments.
In the latter scenario, the SWIG [3] wrapper interface will be investigated for the library-level
wrapping of legacy code. We propose investigating a solution which is based on tried-and-tested
technologies and involves a two-stage process. Firstly, SWIG will be used to wrap the native code
by using a Java binding. SWIG supports the Java wrapping of a number of different languages e.g.
C++/C, FORTRAN, Common Lisp (Allegro CL), Modula-3 and OCAML etc. Once this Java
interface has been constructed we can investigate the use of WSPeer [27] for its automatic
deployment. Other more lightweight possibilities here include JACAW [30]. WSPeer current allows
Web services to be constructed and deployed dynamically at run-time. Thus, our Java interface to
the remote code can use this mechanism to deploy the network interface to the native library.
WSPeer is not limited to the Web service deployment environment and within other projects is being
extended to be able to deploy Java code with other environments, which comes in-line with the
developments of the CoreGRID project.
Deployment Technologies
The ability to deploy services and jobs under diverse conditions is considered critical to the
evolution of the Grid. We will draw upon experience gained in the Triana project [26] which enables
deployment and publishing of local applications as Web services as well as P2P services (e.g. [6]
and P2PS [28]) within its component framework. Interoperability between component frameworks
will be investigated, drawing on experience gained from the ICENI project, ProActive middleware
and Triana and in partnershipwith WP 7.1 to enable integration between component architectures
and allow cross-deployment between them.This will be integrated with the experience gained in the
GEMLCA and GridSAM projects as well as the P-GRADE Grid portal [12] to define generic
mechanisms for service/component and job description according to open standards. The
development of these mechanisms will include the investigation of high level job description
languages such as JSDL [32] which fits into the wider framework of Web and Grid service
description languages. The theme of open standards will be explored further by developing the
possibilities and uses of Web and Grid standards beyond the currently perceived scope of the Grid,
in particular into peer-to-peer environments, making the most of the strengths of these standards
namely interoperability and loosely-coupled message-based communication. This is considered an
important step in ensuring future scalability and ubiquity of Grids.
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Exposing Services
One of the first tasks here is to define an architecture which enables diverse components to be
transparently plugged into the ’front-end’ of the environment. We foresee a layered architecture
allowing existing component frameworks as well as the as yet un-specified CoreGrid component
framework to be manipulated seamlessly by the user. Furthermore this architecture must allow the
visualisation environment to interact with other CoreGrid components such as monitoring and
steering. To this end the development of work flow definition and invocation in particular will be
investigated to allow for visual composition and control. Part of this activity will also involve
defining mechanisms for automated data mediation and transformation to allow smooth composition
of work flow components. For example within the Triana graphical work flow environment, a user
should be able to compose work flows from various underlying component frameworks simply by
dragging and dropping onto the workspace and where possible inputs and outputs should be
automatically transformed to ensure compatibility. The user should also be able to add monitoring
and steering capabilities to the work flow by the same simple procedure, in effect creating
compositions from a combination of data-driven, compute-driven and control-driven components.
The collaborations defined above will enable investigation into how users can view and manipulate
services and jobs. In particular the development of work flow definition and invocation will be
addressed. Here the experiences gained in developing the hierarchical component models of
ProActive and Triana will be integrated with portal technologies suchas GridSphere to enable simple
control over complex scenarios. Investigation into a generic Grid portal generation tool is planned as
well as mechanisms for exposing workflow applications such as Triana as portals themselves. This
approach of diversifying the means by which controlling environments are presented to users will be
extended into the realm ofmobile technologies, for example exploring means by which light-weight
PDAs and mobile telephones can be integrated into a Grid to view and direct job submissions.
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4.5.4.3 Roadmap
4.5.4.3.1 Phases of the roadmap
This roadmap will be structured in the following phases:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phase one: Presentation of the task leader plans to the rest of partners.
Phase two: Presentation from partners of their existing expertise and expected contributions.
Phase three: Summary of previous contributions and elaboration of the roadmap.
Phase four: Development of the ideas exposed for each task.
Phase five: Feedback from other tasks in the WP.
Phase six: Feedback from other WPs in CoreGRID.

Phase one and two have already been done since the beginning of the project, and specially boosted
by a WP workshop held on the 13th of January in Pisa. The result of phase three is this document.
4.5.4.3.2 Mechanisms
Workshops
WP Workshops will be organized periodically to allow better planning of the research, enhance
communication between partners and to enable live discussions on the performed research.
The WP has already held a workshop in the 13th of January in Pisa. During this workshop,
presentations from task leaders and from partners were given. The workshop last a whole day. The
exchange of information in this workshop, together with the follow-up email communication has
enabled the elaboration of this document.
Additionally to the workshops, a short visits program will allow the researchers to visit other
partners in order to work in specific research integration between the works of the partners.
Documents
Each task will disseminate their results in CoreGRID reports, conference papers or other kind of
documents. E-meetings
When necessary, telephone calls or teleconferences will be organised to enable the WP or specific
tasks to meet and discuss. Additionally, an email list is used as a mean of communication between
the different partners in the WP.
4.5.4.3.3 Future steps
The implementation of this road map will allow the partners a deep integration in their research.
Being the subject of this WP the specification and development of tools and programming
frameworks, the participation of partners in new project proposal will be promoted.
Additionally to ensure a stable and durable cooperation between the WP partners, other mechanisms
will be used, as students exchange, joint PhD supervision, researchers’ sabbaticals and others.
4.5.5 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects
KW-F Grid
The Grid as a vast space of partially cooperating, partially competing Grid services will be a very
dynamic and complex environment. In order to address the complexity in using and controlling the
next generation Grid, the K-WF Grid consortium addresses the need for better infrastructure for
future Grid environments, by adopting the approaches envisioned by the semantic web and Grid
communities in a novel, generic infrastructure.
K-WF Grid’s main goal is developing a system that will assist its users in composing powerful Grid
work flows by means of a rule-based expert system. All interactions with the Grid environment will
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be monitored and evaluated. The knowledge about the Grid itself will be mined and reused in the
process of work flow construction, service selection and Grid behaviour prediction. Work flows will
be dynamic and fault-tolerant beyond the current state of the art.
The K-WF Grid system will be generic by providing domain-independent system components,
freeing the user from the burden of complex Grid usage and maintenance. Specific application
knowledge will be added in a customisation phase carried out by system integrators including SMEs.
The consortium will demonstrate this generality by applying K-WF Grid in three different
application domains: scientific simulations (flood forecasting simulation) as well as two industrial
applications (ERP and traffic management).
K-WF Grid contributes to strengthening SMEs and creating progress by aggregating SME
contributions with those of research organisations and global players. Two industrial SMEs are
involved in the project, enabling a strong focus on SME research and application, including
transferability of results to real-world practice and strengthening of the European SME landscape.
K-WF Grid will help to bring the benefits of a global computation and information environment to a
broader user space beyond the computer science community.
SIMDAT
Development of industrial and large-scale products and services pose complex problems. The
processes used to develop these products and services typically involve a large number of
independent organisational entities at different locations grouped in partnerships and supply chains.
Offering connectivity plus interoperability, Grids are a major enabler of improved collaboration and
of virtual organisations. They have the potential to reduce substantially the complexity of the
development process, thereby improving the ability to deal with product complexity. Applications
and associated computing power are central to the product development process; however, data is
the heart of the issue. Grid technology is needed to connect diverse data sources, to enable flexible,
secure and sophisticated levels of collaboration and make possible the use of powerful knowledge
discovery techniques.
The strategic objectives of SIMDAT are:






to test and enhance Grid data technology for product development and production process
design;
to develop federated versions of problem-solving environments by leveraging enhanced Grid
services;
to exploit data Grids as a basis for distributed knowledge discovery;
to promote de facto standards for these enhanced Grid technologies across a range of
disciplines and sectors;
to raise awareness of the advantages of Data Grids in important industrial sectors.

SIMDAT focuses on four application areas: product design in automotive, aerospace and pharma
industries as well as a service provision in meteorology. For each of these application areas, a
challenging problem has been identified which will be solved using Grid technology.
Key to seamless data access is the federation of problem-solving environments that use Grid
technologies. Delivery of such federated environments will be a major result of SIMDAT.
Seven key technology layers have been identified as important to achieving SIMDAT’s objectives:






an integrated Grid infrastructure, offering basic services to applications and higher-level
layers;
transparent access to data repositories on remote Grid sites;
management of Virtual Organisations;
scientific work flow;
ontologies;
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integration of analysis services;
knowledge services.

Impact: The federation of industrial problem-solving environments for product and process design
will allow a seamless transition towards Grid technology for key industrial sectors. SIMDAT will
therefore improve the usability of Grid technology in engineering, life sciences and earth System
Modelling and foster Grid uptake in these and other domains with comparable needs for data
handling and knowledge discovery. SIMDAT will furthermore help to drive the revolutionary
transformation of computing paradigms from explicit use of data resources towards the virtualisation
and federation of these resources.
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4.6. Challenges of new Grid Scenarios (TG2)
Areas: Novel e-Applications, Business Services, Deployment.
4.6.1 Executive Summary
4.6.2 Introduction
4.6.2.1 Context
4.6.2.2 Objectives
4.6.2.3 Drivers
4.6.3 Positioning
4.6.3.1 Problems
4.6.3.2 Tasks
4.6.3.3 State of the art
4.6.4 Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.6.4.1 Vision
4.6.4.2 Scenarios
4.6.4.3 Conclusions
4.6.4.4 Strategy
4.6.4.5 Roadmap
No CoreGRID roadmap!
Phases of the roadmap
4.6.5 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects
Akogrimo
Mobility has become a central aspect of European life. Due to rapid technological and societal
changes, there has been an astonishing growth of technologies and services for mobile users. On the
other hand, Grid technologies are evolving from a niche market solely addressing high performance
computing towards a framework useable within a broad business context. Akogrimo — by
leveraging the large base of mobile users — is aiming to radically advance the pervasiveness of Grid
computing across Europe.
Akogrimo will bring together the market orientation and pervasiveness of mobile communication
technology with the promise of a dynamically concerted use of resources and services provided
through Grid infrastructures.
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By integrating the widely disjointed worlds of data communication, telecommunication and
distributed service architectures, the final result of Akogrimo will be a commercial operator-oriented
architecture and platform, which supports the deployment of global Grid services.
The vision of Akogrimo is accordingly a world in which:




Grid services, pervasively available, eventually meet the ‘everywhere at any time in any
context’ paradigm;
Grid services (comprising personalised knowledge and semantics) allow for fixed, nomadic
and mobile citizens the formation of complex problem-solving scenarios on an ad-hoc,
dynamic, and possibly federated basis in everyday life, in business and science;
network and service operators are able to develop new business activities and to provide
profitable services in such an integrated world, based on Grid and mobile communications
concepts.

Approach: Merging Grid service architectures with the underlying mobile network technology
requires an iterative approach. Iterations of the framework need one or more non-trivial scenarios
capable of validating features and capabilities added to the framework. Therefore, early versions of
the framework will be validated through prototypes or by testing a limited set of functionality in
‘validation scenarios’. The scenarios and their related requirements will be supported with an IPv6
capable network. Following the framework’s evolution, the validation progresses from system
component level to the complete demonstrator.
The following scenarios have been identified to date for validation of the Akogrimo framework:




e-learning: This scenario will be embedded in the framework of the e-learning domain and
the focus will be to build a showcase for new ways of learning made possible by the
Akogrimo infrastructure;
e-health: The e-health testbed will explore Grid technology and the mobility paradigm in the
healthcare domain;
disaster handling and crisis management: Incidents of various crises or disasters are
handled by rescue services and other mission-critical mobile personnel, who have to
collaborate within time-critical and dangerous situations, such as large sporting events or
concerts, or at special locations, such as airports or railway stations. The Akogrimo Grid
infrastructure is envisaged to serve as the collaboration platform

4.6.6 References

4.7 Semantic Grid (TG7)
Areas: Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Management, Ontologies and Semantic Annotation
4.7.1 Executive Summary
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4.7.2 Introduction
4.7.2.1 Context
4.7.2.2 Objectives
4.7.2.3 Drivers
4.7.3 Positioning
4.7.3.1 Problems
4.7.3.2 Tasks
4.7.3.3 State of the art
4.7.4 CoreGRID Vision, Strategy and Roadmap
4.7.4.1 Vision
4.7.4.2 Scenarios
4.7.4.3 Conclusions
4.7.4.4 Strategy
4.7.4.5 Roadmap
CoreGRID roadmap partly from VI Knowledge & Data Management?
Phases of the roadmap
4.7.5 Objectives and work planned in FP6 other projects
OntoGrid
The OntoGrid project aims to show how knowledge technologies help to bridge the gap between this
vision of Grid computing and today’s reality, and thus facilitate the development of the next
generation of semantic Grid computing systems. The project will ensure that Grid applications
benefit from the full potential of exposed semantics by developing methodologies for the
development of semantic Grid solutions for rapid prototyping and development, using the
infrastructure, and developing innovative technology that exploits the knowledge services for the
intelligent debugging of semantic Grid applications.
The goal of OntoGrid is to produce the technological infrastructure necessary for the rapid
prototyping and development of knowledge-intensive distributed open services for the semantic
Grid. The results aim at developing Grid systems that optimise cross-process, cross-company and
cross-industry collaboration, which OntoGrid will show by adopting a use case-guided development
and evaluation strategy based on two test case applications, delivering a prototype at the project’s
end.
OntoGrid will achieve the following strategic objectives for the Grid community:



to pioneer the use of knowledge technologies to enhance and extend the architecture and
design of current Grid computing systems to enable cross-process, cross-company and crossindustry collaboration;
to enable the wide deployment of knowledge technologies within Grid computing
architectures, eventually leading to a semantic Grid;
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to improve the high-performance, scalability, resilience to failures, robustness and adaptivity
of current Grid and knowledge technology components, to pave the way towards
acceptability of deployed technological solutions;
to widen the applicability of Grid computing architectures in applications involving virtual
organisations formed by autonomous entities with conflicting goals;
to expand the applicability of today’s knowledge and Grid computing architectures and
demonstrate that semantic Grid computing systems can be exploited successfully in e-science
and e-business applications.

OntoGrid’s expected achievements are:




to deliver a semantic Grid architecture and practice to the Global Grid Forum and the global
Grid community;
to provide a Grid roadmap for the global knowledge community;
to be a classical prototypical example of semantic Grids for industry and academia.

OntoGrid will pave the way for making real knowledgeable Grid services and systems.
4.7.6 References

4.8 Trust and Security (TG6)
Areas: VO Management, AAA, Privacy
4.8.1 Executive Summary
The Trust and Security activity in CoreGRID runs as a horizontal integration activity related to all
the research areas, making the Network participants aware of the use of the technologies associated
with trust and security.
This survey presents an overview of the different concepts and technologies relevant to trust and
security in Grid systems. The survey is organised as follows. The next section analyses the relation
between trust and security, and prepares the content of the rest of the survey. The core of the survey
is Section 3, which analyses trust and security challenges in the Grid, and describes the existing
mechanisms for managing trust and security. Section 4 describes the impact of trust and security in
the areas tackled by CoreGRID virtual institutes. Section 5 summarises some Grid projects tackling
trust and security. Finally, we draw some conclusions in section 6.
4.8.2 Introduction
4.8.2.1 Context
In the Internet world, trust has been recognised as an important aspect of decision making for
electronic commerce [Gra00, Jos05]. Customers must trust that sellers will provide the services they
advertise, and will not disclose private customer information (name, address, credit card details, etc).
Trust in the supplier’s competence and honesty will influence the customer’s decision as to which
supplier to use. Sellers must trust that the buyer is able to pay for goods or services, is authorised to
make purchases on behalf of an organisation or is not underage for accessing service or purchasing
certain goods.
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How is the situation in the Grid? Fundamental to the Grid definition is the idea of resource sharing
[Fos01]. The Grid initiated as a way of scientific collaboration, where many of the participating in
the Grid knew each other. In this case, there is an implicit trust relation, all partners have a common
objective –for instance to realise a scientific experiment- and it is assumed that resources would be
provided and used within some defined and respected boundaries. However, when the Grid is
intended to be used for business purposes, it is necessary to share resources with unknown parties.
Such interactions may involve some grade of risk since the resource user cannot distinguish between
high and low quality resource providers on the Grid. The inefficiency resulting from this asymmetry
of information can be mitigated through trust mechanisms.
This section analyses the concept of trust and its relation with security. There is a vast source of
information on the theory and application of trust, For instance [Cas00, Wai02, Nix03, Jen04,
Her05]. Here we visit the main definitions of trust and study the relation between trust and security.
4.8.2.1.1 Trust Definitions
This report focuses on trust in the context of networked and distributed computing systems. In this
context, it needs to be trusted the remote system as well as interactions over underlying services such
as communication services. As expressed by Grandison and Sloman [Gra00], the significance of
incorporating trust in distributed systems is that trust is an enabling technology. Its inclusion will
enable secure electronic transactions.
There is not consensus in the literature on what trust is [McK96]; it is recognised as an important and
complex subject relating honesty, truthfulness, competence, reliability, etc. of the trusted person or
service.
One of the influential works towards a practical definition of trust is given by Gambetta [Gam00b]:
“When we say we trust someone or that someone is trustworthy, we implicitly mean that the
probability that he will perform an action that is beneficial or at least not detrimental to us is high
enough for us to consider engaging in some form of cooperation with him. Correspondingly, when
we say that someone is untrustworthy, we imply that that probability is low enough for us to refrain
from doing so.” Gambetta’s definition stresses that trust is fundamentally a belief or estimation,
which has inspired the use of subjective logic as a way of measuring trust [Jos99]. Castelfranchi and
Falcone [Cas98] extend Gambetta’s definition to include the notion of competence along with
predictability.
Kini and Choobineh [Kin98] examine trust from the perspectives of personality theorists,
sociologists, economists and social psychologists. They highlight the implications of these
definitions and combine their results to create their definition of trust in a system. They define trust
as: "a belief that is influenced by the individual’s opinion about certain critical system features".
Their analysis covers various aspects of human trust in computer dependent systems but they do not
address the issue of trust between parties (humans or processes) involved in e-commerce
transactions.
In the Trust-EC3 project of the European Commission Joint Research Centre (ECJRC), Jones
[Jon99] defines trust as "the property of a business relationship, such that reliance can be placed on
the business partners and the business transactions developed with them''. Jones states as relevant
issues such as the identification and reliability of business partners; the confidentiality of sensitive
3

http://dsa-isis.jcr.it/TrustEC
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information; the integrity of valuable information; the prevention of unauthorised copying and use
of information; the guaranteed quality of digital goods; the availability of critical information; the
management of risks to critical information; and the dependability of computer services and systems.
Grandison and Sloman [Gra00] survey various definitions of trust. Following a brief analysis of
these definitions, they build their own one as "the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act
dependably, securely and reliably within a specified context". They argue that trust is a composition
of many different attributes - reliability, dependability, honesty, truthfulness, security, competence
and timeliness - which may have to be considered depending on the environment in which trust is
being specified.
Dimitrakos [Dim01] has defined trust as follows: “Trust of a party A in a party B for a service X is
the measurable belief of A in B behaving dependably for a specified period within a specified context
in relation to X”. In his definition, a party can be an individual entity, a collective of humans or
processes, or a system; the term service is used in a deliberately broad sense to include transactions,
recommendations, issuing certificates, underwriting, etc; dependability is used broadly to include
security, safety, reliability, timeliness, and maintainability; a period may be the duration of the
service, refers to the past, future (a scheduled or forecasted critical time slot), or always; finally, the
term context refers to the relevant service agreements, service history, technology infrastructure,
legislative and regulatory frameworks that may apply.
Josang, Ismail and Boyd [Jos05] define trust as “the extent to which one party is willing to depend
on something or somebody in a given situation with a feeling of a relative security, even though
negative consequences are possible”. They argue that their definition includes aspects such as
dependence on the trusted entity or party; the reliability of the trusted entity or party; utility in the
sense that positive utility will result from a positive outcome, and negative utility will result from a
negative outcome; and a certain risk attitude in the sense that the trusting party is willing to accept
the situational risk resulting from the previous elements.
Some aspects of these definitions are common, other are complementary. For example, [Gam00b]
emphasises that trust is in part subjective, a characteristic presents in other definitions such as
[Gra00], [Dim01] and [Jos05]. [Gra00] underlines that trust is a belief in the competence of an entity
within a specified context, while [Kin98] lay stress on that the entity that manifests trust (the
“trustor”) is the human - not the system. The definition in [Jon99] focuses on the aspect that in
commerce trust is relative to a business relationship. One entity may trust another entity for one
specific business and not in general. Such business relationship can be seen as the context of [Gra00]
definition. Finally, the definition in [Dim01] highlights an important point, trust evolves in time.
We do not intent to provide a definition of trust, rather to show the diversity of definitions and those
point in common: subjective, context and evolution in time, among others. In the next part we
analyse how trust is related to security, for the case of distributed systems.
4.8.2.1.2 Trust and Security
In general, the purpose of security mechanisms is to provide protection against malicious parties.
Traditional security mechanisms typically protect resources from malicious users by restricting
access to only authorised users. However, in many situations one has to protect oneself from those
who offer resources so that the problem is in fact reversed. For instance, a resource providing
information can act deceitfully by providing false or misleading information, and traditional security
mechanisms are unable to protect against this type of threat. As noted in [Jos05], trust systems can
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provide protection against such threats. The difference between these two approaches to security was
first described by Rasmusson and Janssen in [Ras96] who used the term hard security for traditional
mechanisms like authentication and access control, and soft security for what they called social
control mechanisms, of which trust is an example.
Grandison and Sloman [Gra00] have defined a trust classification as a useful way of categorising the
literature relating to trust in Internet services. We have found such taxonomy helpful in linking trust
and security for the purpose of this work. Trust is specified in terms of a relation between a trustor,
the subject that trusts a target entity, and a trustee, the entity that is trusted. [Gra00] defines the
following classes of trust.
•

Service Provision Trust describes the relying party’s trust in a service or resource provider.
The trustor trusts the trustee to provide a service that does not involve access to the trustor’s
resources.
This type of trust is essential for Grids, and can be seen as a minimal trust requirement in
dynamic Virtual Organisations (VOs). Many Grid applications assume this type of trust
implicitly; a partner in a VO presupposes a service provision trust as a result of participating
in VO, although the VO does not provide mechanisms to enforce it. The EU project
TrustCoM [Dim04] is developing mechanisms to enforce this type of trust.
In general, service provision trust is related to the reliability or the integrity of the trustee. For
instance, in e-banking the customer trusts the bank to support mechanisms that will ensure
that passwords are not divulgated, and to maintain the privacy of any information such as
name, address and credit card number. The Liberty Alliance Project4 uses the term “business
trust” to describe a provision trust, a mutual trust between companies emerging from contract
agreements that regulate interaction between them [Boe03]. Mobile code and mobile agentbased applications also include service provision trust; the mobile code trusts the execution
environment provided by the remote system. Notice that there should be also an access trust
relation; the execution environment should not be damaged by the mobile code.

•

Resource Access Trust describes trust in principals for the purpose of accessing resources
owned by the relying party. A trust or trusts a trustee to use resources that he own or controls.
Resource access trusts has been the focus of security research for many decades [Abr95],
particularly on mechanism supporting access control. Generally, resource access trust forms
the basis for specifying authorisation policies, which then are implemented using access
control mechanisms, firewall rules, etc.
In [Gra00] is highlighted the distinction between trusting an entity to read or write a file on
your server and trusting an entity to execute code within your workstation. Simple file access
requires that the trustee will follow the correct protocol, will not divulge information read,
and will write only correct data, etc. Allowing an entity to execute code on your workstation
implies much higher level of trust. The code is expected not to damage the trustor’s
resources, to terminate within reasonable finite time and not to exceed some defined resource
limits with respect to memory, processor time, local file space, etc. [Sur02] has also drawn
the attention to the case of trusting an entity to execute remote code in Grids; it shows
practical examples of the possible consequences how to minimise dangers.

4
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•

Delegation Trust denotes the case when a trustor trusts a trustee to make decisions on his
behalf, with respect to a resource or service that the trustor owns or controls.
Although delegation is conceptually simple, designing and deploying it within a Grid
environment has proved to introduce problems regarding security. Such security implications
have been analysed by Broadfoot and Lowe in [Bro03a], work carried out in the context of
the EU DataGrid project. A point that is addressed is the level of trust assumed when
delegation is employed, in particular the effect of having onwards delegation. They also
investigate all the security implications for two delegation mechanisms widely used in Grids:
delegation chaining [Gas90] and call-back delegation [Fos98].

•

Certification Trust is based on the certification of the trustworthiness of the trustee by a
third party, so trust would be based on a criteria relating to the set of certificates presented by
the trustee to the trustor.
Trust systems that derive certification trust are typically authentication schemes such as
X.509 and PGP [Zim95]. This class of trust is called “authentication trust” in Liberty
Alliance [Boe03] and “identity trust” in [Jos05]. Grandison [Gra00] views certification trust
as a special form of service provision trust, since the certification authority is in fact
providing a trust certification service; however Josang [Jos05] views certification trust and
service provision trust as two layers on top of each other, where provision trust normally
cannot exist without certification trust; in the absence of certification trust, it is only possible
to have a baseline provision trust in an entity.
Certification trust has played an important role in Grid environments; it is present with the
inclusion of certification authorities, which play a central role in the Grid Security
Infrastructure [Nag03] and have been exploited in production Grids [Joh03].

•

Context Trust describes the extend to which the relying party believes that the necessary
systems and institutions are in place in order to support the transaction and provide a safety
net in case something should go wrong. It refers to the base context that the trustor must
trust. This type of trust is called infrastructure trust in [Gra00], here we prefer to use the
broader term of context trust used by [Jos05], which also involves social and legal factors
such as insurance and legal system and law enforcement.

The main motivation of Grandison and Sloman’s classification is to define classes of high-level trust
specifications, which may be refined to low-level implementation policies, such as policies about
access control, authentication and encryption [Gra03]. Gambetta [Gam00a] has highlighted that to
make a society prosper, one need rules (both written and unwritten), understanding of good and bad
behaviour with its consequences and accountabilities, initial trust and earnest trust, identification of
the risks associated with transactions, and so on. As mentioned in [Sie05], a similar view should be
taken if we want to achieve a secure Grid society. Many of the rules of the secure Grid society can
be expressed in the form of trust specifications, which can consequently be refined into policies.
4.8.3 Positioning
4.8.3.1 Trust and Security Requirements in the Grid
Trust and security requirements can be analysed from different perspectives. This section analyses
requirements as defined by the GGF OGSA Security Workgroup as well as through the different
phases of a Virtual Organisation.
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Virtual Organisations (VOs) is one of the key concepts in the Grid community. A VO can be seen as
a temporary or permanent coalition of geographically dispersed individuals, groups, organisational
units or entire organisations that pool resources, capabilities and information to achieve common
objectives. Depending on the context, dynamic ensembles of the resources, services, and people that
comprise a scientific or business VO can be small or large, short- or long-lived, single- or multiinstitutional, and homogeneous or heterogeneous. Trust and security challenges within the Grid
environment are driven by the need to support scalable, dynamic distributed VO [Fos01].
4.8.3.1.1 Security Challenges according to GGF
The GGF OGSA Working Group has submitted a memo proposing a strategy for addressing security
with OGSA [Nag03]. According to the group, the security challenges faced in a Grid environment
can be grouped into three categories:
•

integration solutions where existing services needs to be used, and interfaces should be
abstracted to provide an extensible architecture;

•

interoperability solutions so that services hosted in different virtual organizations that have
different security mechanisms and policies will be able to invoke each other; and

•

solutions to define, manage and enforce trust policies within a dynamic Grid environment.

A solution within a given category will often depend on a solution in another category. For example,
any solution for federating credentials to achieve interoperability will be dependent on the trust
models defined within the participating domains and the level of integration of the services within a
domain. Defining a trust model is the basis for interoperability but trust model is independent of
interoperability characteristics. Similarly level of integration implies a level of trust as well as a
bearing on interoperability.
In a Grid environment, where identities are organized in VOs that transcend normal organizational
boundaries, security threats are not easily divided by such boundaries. Identities may act as members
of the same VO at one moment and as members of different VOs the next, depending on the tasks
they perform at a given time. Thus, while the security threats to OGSA fall into the usual categories
(snooping, man-in-the-middle, intrusion, denial of service, theft of service, viruses and Trojan
horses, etc.) the malicious entity could be anyone. An additional risk is introduced, when multiple
VOs share a virtualized resource (such as a server or storage system) where each of participating
VOs may not trust each other and therefore, may not be able to validate the usage and integrity of the
shared resource.
The Integration Challenge
For both technical and pragmatic reasons, it is unreasonable to expect that a single security
technology can be defined that will both address all Grid security challenges and be adopted in every
hosting environment. Existing security infrastructures cannot be replaced overnight. For example,
each domain in a Grid environment is likely to have one or more registries in which user accounts
are maintained (e.g., LDAP directories); such registries are unlikely to be shared with other
organizations or domains. Similarly, authentication mechanisms deployed in an existing
environment that is reputed secure and reliable will continue to be used. Each domain typically has
its own authorization infrastructure that is deployed, managed and supported. It will not typically be
acceptable to replace any of these technologies in favour of a single model or mechanism.
The Interoperability Challenge
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Services that traverse multiple domains and hosting environments need to be able to interact with
each other, thus introducing the need for interoperability at multiple levels. At the protocol level, it is
required mechanisms that allow domains to exchange messages; this can be achieved, for instance,
via SOAP/HTTP. At the policy level, secure interoperability requires that each party be able to
specify any policy it may wish in order to engage in a secure conversation and that policies
expressed by different parties can be made mutually comprehensible. Only then can the parties
attempt to establish a secure communication channel and security context upon mutual
authentication, trust relationship, and adherence to each other’s policy. At the identity level, it is
required mechanisms for identifying a user from one domain in another domain.
The Trust Relationship Challenge
The VOs that underlie collaborative work within Grids may form quickly, evolve over time and span
organisations; as discussed before, their effective operation depends on trust. In the simple case,
personal knowledge between parties in the VO allows policies to be derived from identifiable trust
“anchors” (parties vouching for other parties). An example in current Grid systems is the use of
certificate authorities to root certificate-based identity mechanisms. For these to work, one must
“know” about the trustworthiness of the certificate authority used to establish the identity of a party
in order to bind it to specific usage policies. However, personal knowledge does not scale for the
case on non-trivial VOs, which are most of the VOs, and it is required other technologies such as
reputation management [Res00] to create and monitor relationships.
4.8.3.1.2 Requirement Analysis through the VO Lifecycle
The VO Roadmap project [Cam03] developed a VO lifecycle including phases such as
identification, formation, operation/evolution and dissolution. The identification phase is dealing
with setting up the VO; this includes selection of potential business partners by using search engines
or looking up registries. VO formation deals with partnership formation, including the VO
configuration distributing information such as policies, agreements, etc, and the binding of the
selected candidate partners into the actual VO. After the formation phase, the VO can be considered
to be ready to enter the operation phase where the identified and properly configured VO members
perform accordingly to their role. Membership and structure of VOs may evolve over time in
response to changes of objectives or to adapt to new opportunities in the business environment.
Finally, the dissolution phase is initiated when the objectives of the VO has been fulfilled.
The TrustCoM project has derived security and trust requirement by analysing the lifecycle of a VO
[Are05, Wes05]. Here we summarise such requirements.
VO Identification
The identification phase is dealing with setting up the VO - this includes selection of potential
business partners from the network of enterprises by using search engines or looking up registries.
Generally, identification relevant information contains service descriptions, security grades, trust &
reputation ratings etc. Depending on the resource types, the search process may consist in a simple
matching (e.g. in the case of computational resources, processor type, available memory and
respective data may be considered search parameters with clear cut matches) or in a more complex
process, which involves adaptive, context-sensitive parameters. For an example, the availability of a
simulation program may be restricted to specific user groups or only for certain data types, like less
confidential data etc. The process may also involve metadata like security policies or Service Level
Agreement (SLA) templates with ranges of possible values and/or dependencies between them, such
as bandwidth depending on the applied encryption algorithm. The identification phase ends with a
list of candidates that potentially could perform the roles needed for the current VO.
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After this initial step from the potentially large list of candidates, the most suitable ones are selected
and turned into VO members, depending on additional aspects that may further reduce the set of
candidates. Such additional aspects cover negotiation of actual Quality of Service (QoS) parameters,
availability of the service, "willingness" of the candidate to participate etc. It should be noted that
though an exhaustive list of candidates may have been gathered during the identification phase, this
does not necessarily mean that a VO can be realised - consider the case where a service provider
may not be able to keep the promised SLA at a specific date due to other obligations.
In principle, the intended formation may fail due to at least two reasons: (a) no provider (or not
enough providers) is able to full fill all given requirements comes to SLA, security etc. or (b)
providers are not (fully) available at the specified time. In order to circumvent these problems, either
the requirements may be reduced ("choose the best available") or the actual formation may be
delayed to be re-launched at a more suitable time. Obviously there may be the case, where a general
restructuring of the requirements led to a repetition of the identification phase.
VO Formation
At the end of the (successful) identification phase the initial set of candidates will have been reduced
to a set of VO members. In order to allow these members to perform accordingly their anticipated
role in the VO they need to be configured appropriately. During the formation phase a central
component such as a VO Manager distributes the VO level configuration information, such as
policies, SLAs etc. to all identified members. These VO level policies need to be mapped on local
policies. This might include changes in the security settings (e.g. open access through a firewall for
certain IP addresses, create users on machines on the fly etc.) to allow secure communication or
simply translation of XML documents expressing SLAs or Obligations to a product specific format
used internally.
VO Operation
The operational phase could be considered the main life-cycle phase of a VO. During this phase the
identified services and resources contribute to the actual execution of the VOs task(s) by executing
pre-defined business processes (e.g. a work flow of simulation processes and pre- and post
processing steps). A lot of additional issues related to management and supervision are involved in
this phase in order to ensure smooth operation of the actual task(s). Such issues cover carrying out
financial arrangements (accounting, metering), recording of and reacting to participants'
performance, updating and changing roles and therefore access rights of participants according to the
current status of the executed work flow etc. In certain environments persistent information of all
operations performed may be required to allow for later examination e.g. to identify fault-sources.
Throughout the operation of the VO, service performance will be monitored. This will be used as
evidence when constructing the reputation of the service providers. Any violation –e.g. an
unauthorised access detected by the access control systems- and security threats –e.g. an event
detected by an intrusion detection system- need to be notified to other members in order to take
appropriate actions. Unusual behaviours may lead to both a trust re-assessment and a contract
adaptation. VO members will also need to enforce security at their local site. For example, providing
access to services and adapting to changes and the violations.
Evolution is actually part of the operational phase: as participants in every distributed application
may fail completely or behave inappropriately, the need arises to dynamically change the VO
structure and replace such partners. This involves identifying new, alternative business partner(s)
and service(s), as well as re-negotiating terms and providing configuration information as during
identification, respectively formation phase. Obviously one of the main problems involved with
evolution consists in re-configuring the existing VO structure so as to seamlessly integrate the new
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partner, possibly even unnoticed by other participants. Ideally, one would like the new service to
take over the replaced partners’ task at the point of its leaving without interruption and without
having to reset the state of operation. There may other reasons for participants joining or leaving the
VO, mostly related to the overall business process, which might require specific services only for a
limited period of time - since it is not sensible to provide an unused, yet particularly configured
service to the VO for its whole lifetime, the partner may request to enter or leave the VO when not
needed.
VO Dissolution
During the dissolution phase, the VO structure is dissolved and final operations are performed to
annul all contractual binding of the partners. This involves the billing process for used services and
an assessment of the respective participants' (or more specifically their resources) performances, like
amount of SLA violations and the like. The latter may of particular interest for further interactions
respectively for other potential customers. Additionally it is required to revoke all security tokens,
access rights etc. in order to avoid that a participant may (mis-)use its particular privileges.
Generally the inverse actions of the formation phase have to be performed during Termination.
Obviously partial termination operations are performed during evolution steps of the VO's operation
phase.
4.8.3.2 Security Technologies in the Grid (Tasks)
This section presents the traditional security areas that play an important role in defining security for
the Grids and the associated technologies. We build this analysis on top of previous surveys on
security for the Grids [Sur02, Bro03b].
4.8.3.2.1 Authentication
Authentication deals with verification of the identity of an entity within a network. An entity may be
a user, a resource or a service provided as part of the Grid. Authentication is one of the mechanisms
helpful in implementing certification trust.
One of the technologies playing a central role in authentication is Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
which defines message formats and protocols that allow entities to securely communicate claims and
statements. The most used assertions are those that bind identity and attributes statements to keys.
The most popular PKI is defined by the IETF’s PKIX working group, which defines a security
system used for identifying entities (users and resources) through the use of X.509 identity
certificates. In this PKI, highly trusted entities know as certificate authorities (CA) issue X.509
certificates where essentially a unique identity name and the public key of an entity are bound
through the digital signature of that CA.
One of the challenges encountered in key management include the need of users of having different
credential, since users may play different roles or be part of several projects which have elected to
trust different CAs. While PKI could handle this situation by signing the same public key into
several different certificates, in practice the user may end up with numerous key pairs to manage. To
link these different identities, the notion of federated identities has been developed, as shown in the
Liberty Alliance project [Boe03].
Revocation is vital for authentication, for example when a key is compromised or when a user’s
project ends. PKI relies upon the periodic distribution of Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) in
order to allow those relying upon certificate to gain confidence in their present validity. The use of
CRLs needs careful management, particularly in relation to the frequency of updates.
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4.8.3.2.2 Authorisation
Authorisation deals with the verification of an action that an entity can perform after authentication
was performed successfully. In a grid, resource owners will require the ability to grant or deny
access based on identity, membership of groups or virtual organisations, and other dynamic
considerations. Thus policies must be established that determine the capabilities of allowed actions.
Authorisation is close related to access control trust. A good description of the current state of
authorisation in Grid computing appears in [Cha05].
There are several architectural proposals for handling authorisation in Grids. One of the earliest
attempts at providing authorisation in VOs was in the form of the Globus Toolkit Gridmap files.
This file simply holds a list of the authenticated distinguished names of the Grid users and the
equivalent local user account names that they are to be mapped into. Access control to a resource is
then left up to the local operating system and application access control mechanisms. As can be seen,
this neither allows the local resource administrator to set a policy for who is allowed to do what, nor
does it minimise his/her workload. The Community Authorisation Service (CAS) [Pea02] was the
next attempt by the Globus team to improve upon the manageability of user authorisation. CAS
allows a resource owner to grant access to a portion of his/her resource to a VO (or community
hence the name CAS), and then let the community determine who can use this allocation. The
resource owner thus partially delegates the allocation of authorisation rights to the community. This
is achieved by having a CAS server, which acts as a trusted intermediary between VO users and
resources. Users first contact the CAS asking for permission to use a Grid resource. The CAS
consults its policy (which specifies who has permission to do what on which resources) and if
granted, returns a digitally self-signed capability to the user optionally containing policy details
about what the user is allowed to do. The user then contacts the resource and presents this capability.
The resource checks that the capability is signed by a known and trusted CAS and if so maps the
CAS’s distinguished name into a local user account name via the Gridmap file.
The EU DataGrid and DataTAG projects developed the Virtual Organisation Membership Service
(VOMS) [Alf03] as a way of delegating the authorisation of users to managers in the VO. VOMS
has gone through a number of iterations in its development. Initially it was a system for dynamically
creating Gridmap files from LDAP directories containing details about VO users. Resources could
pull a Gridmap file from this periodically. Thus the resource owner never had to actually create or
manage the Gridmap file. This system, however, was not scalable. The EU work then evolved into a
push system in which the VOMS server digitally signed a ‘‘pseudo-certificate’’ for the VO user to
present to the resource. This pseudo-certificate could contain a local user account name, in which
case no Gridmap file would be needed, or it could contain other privileges or group membership
details, in which case software would be needed by the resource to interpret this information and
grant appropriate rights. The software they developed for this is called the Local Centre
Authorisation Service (LCAS) [Ste03]. LCAS makes its authorisation decision based upon the user’s
certificate and the job specification, which is written in job description language (JDL) format.

4.8.3.2.3 Confidentiality
The data being processed in a Grid may be subject to considerable confidentiality constraints, either
due to privacy concerns or issues of intellectual property. For instance, grid applications may involve
medical data [Bra03], bioinformatics and genomic databases [Cro05] and industrial design
information [Wes05].
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As mentioned in [Bro03b], confidentiality is usually associated with the encryption of data only,
however there are other aspects to be considered for the case of Grids. The use of Grids implies that
confidential data is stored in online accessible databases. Access to their interfaces must be carefully
controlled, both to allow access only to appropriate users, and also to allow queries and simulations
to run over these highly confidential data without that data being compromised or revealed. If the
database is to be shared in a Grid, it might need to be operated by a trusted third party. A further
novelty of Grid applications is that they may entail running confidential code or using confidential
data on a remote resource; running a job on a dynamically-selected cluster according to load may be
good resource management, but the data owner may know nothing about the trust status of the
cluster selected by the grid software. Confidentiality also extents to the privacy requirements of the
actual users and resources. Users are protected under privacy laws and these must be adhered by all
components of proposed Grid technology.
4.8.3.3 State of the Art (Emerging Trust and Security Technologies)
Service-oriented architectures provide the shared organising principles that underpin the
collaborative operation of services in open dynamic distributed systems. The GGF has initiated the
definition of the next-generation of Grid middleware by extending the emerging Web services
technology that is currently being developed across the IT industry, under the umbrella of the Open
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA). In this section we review the main Web Services Security
standards, proposed by standardisation bodies such as W3C and OASIS. Then, we review OGSA
Security Model.
4.8.3.3.1 Web Services Security
Web services offer an interoperable framework for stateless, message-based and loosely coupled
interaction between software components. These components can be spread across different
companies and organisations, can be implemented on different platforms, and can reside in different
computing infrastructures. Web services expose functionality on via XML messages, which are
exchanged through the SOAP protocol. The interface of a Web service is described in detail in an
XML document using the “Web Service Description Language” (WSDL).
In order to provide security, reliability, transaction abilities and other features, additional
specifications exist on top of the XML/SOAP stack (see Figure XXX). The creation of the
specifications is a cross-industry effort, with the participation of standardisation bodies such as W3C
and OASIS. A key element in the Web services specifications is the so-called composability. Web
services specifications are being created in such a way that they are mostly independent of each
other, however they can be combined (composed) to achieve more powerful and complex solutions.
In this section we describe some individual specifications, specifically focusing on those dealing
with secure and reliable transactions. A complete description of the specifications and its usage is
presented in [Geu05].
TP: again, saying that WS can be composed is a bit too strong. To my opinion, combined is more
appropriate. As far as I know, but I may be wrong, you do not have the concept of input/output ports
you may have with existing components in which you can connect output ports from one component
to input ports from other components.
Reliability
The WS-Reliable Messaging specification describes a protocol for reliable delivery of SOAP
messages in the presence of system or network failures. To do so, the initial sender retrieves a
unique sequence identifier from the ultimate receiver of the sequence to be sent. Each message in the
sequence is uniquely bound to that identifier, together with a sequence number. The receiver of the
sequence acknowledges the sender what messages have already been received, thus enabling the
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sender to determine based on the sequence number which messages have to be retransmitted. WSReliable Messaging should be used in conjunction with WS-Security, WS-Secure-Conversation and
WS-Trust in order to provide security against attackers at the network layer.
Policies
The Web Services Policy Framework, WS-Policy, provides a general-purpose model to describe web
service related policies. WS-Policy by itself only provides a framework to describe logical
relationships between policy assertions, without specifying any assertion. WS-Policy Attachment
attaches policies to different subjects. A policy can be attached to an XML element by embedding
the policy itself or a link to the policy inside the element or by linking from the policy to the subject
that is described by the policy. WS-Policy Attachment also defines how policies can be referenced
from WSDL documents and how policies can be attached to UDDI entities and stored inside a UDDI
repository. WS-Metadata Exchange defines protocols to retrieve metadata associated with a
particular web services endpoint. For example, a WS-Policy document can be retrieved from a
SOAP node using WS-Metadata. WS-Policy Assertions specifies some common WS-Policy
assertions, related to text encoding, required SOAP protocol version and so-called ‘Message
Predicate’ assertions that can be used to enforce that a particular header combination exists in a
given SOAP message.
Security
WS-Security Policy defines certain security-related assertions that fit into the WS-Policy framework.
These assertions are utilised by WS-Security, WS-Trust and WS-Secure Conversation. Integrity and
confidentiality assertions identify the message parts that have to be protected and it defines what
algorithms are permitted. For instance, the ‘Security Token’ assertion tells a requestor what security
tokens are required to call a given Web service. Visibility assertions identify what particular
message parts have to remain unencrypted in order to let SOAP nodes along the message path being
able to operate on these parts. The ‘Message Age’ assertion enables entities to constrain after what
time a message is to be treated as expired.
The WS-Security specification defines mechanisms for integrity and confidentiality protection, and
data origin authentication for SOAP messages and selected parts thereof. The cryptographic
mechanisms are utilized by describing how XML Signature and XML Encryption are applied to
parts of a SOAP message. That includes processing rules so that a SOAP node (intermediaries and
ultimate receivers) can determine the order in which parts of the message have to be validated or
decrypted. These cryptographic properties are described using a specific header field, the
<wsse:Security> header. This header provides a mechanism for attaching security-related
information to a SOAP message, whereas multiple <wsse:Security> header may exist inside a single
message. Each of these headers is intended for consumption by a different SOAP intermediary. This
property enables intermediaries to encrypt or decrypt specific parts of a message before forwarding it
or enforces that certain parts of the message must be validated before the message is processed
further.
Besides the cryptographic processing rules for handling a message, WS-Security defines a generic
mechanism for associating security tokens with the message. Tokens generally are either
identification or cryptographic material or it may be expressions of capabilities (e.g. signed
authorization statements). WS-Security 1.0 does only define a simple user name token, a container
for arbitrary binary tokens (base64 encoded) and a container for XML-formatted tokens. Additional
specifications define various ‘token profiles’ that introduce special token formats. For instance, the
‘WS-Security X.509 Certificate Token profile’ defines how X.509 certificates, certificate chains or
PKCS#7 certificate revocation lists may be used in conjunction with WS-Security.
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The WS-Trust specification introduces the concept of ‘security token services’ (STS). A security
token service is a Web service that can issue and validate security tokens. For instance, a Kerberos
ticket granting server would be an STS in the non-XML world. A security token service offers
functionality to issue new security tokens, to re-new existing tokens that are expiring and to check
the validity of existing tokens. Additionally, a security token service can convert one security token
into a different security token, thus brokering trust between two trust domains. WS-Trust defines
protocols including challenge-and-response protocols to obtain the requested security tokens, thus
enabling the mitigation of man-in-the-middle and message replay attacks. The WS-Trust
specification also permits that a requestor may need a security token to implement some delegation
of rights to a third party. For instance, a requestor could request an authorization token for a
colleague that may be valid for a given time interval.
WS-Trust utilises WS-Security for signing and encrypting parts of SOAP messages as well as WSPolicy/Security Policy to express and determine what particular security tokens may be consumed by
a given Web service. WS-Trust is a basic building block that can be used to rebuild many of the
already existing security protocols and make them fit directly in the web services world by using
Web service protocols and data structures.
WS-Federation introduces mechanisms to manage and broker trust relationships in a heterogeneous
and federated environment. This includes support for federated identities, attributes and
pseudonyms. ‘Federation’ refers to the concept that two or more security domains agree to interact
with each other, specifically letting users of the other security domain accessing services in the own
security domain. For instance, two companies that have a collaboration agreement may decide that
employees from the other company may invoke specific web services. These scenarios with access
across security boundaries are called ‘federated environments’ or ‘federations’. Each security
domain has its own security token service(s), and each service inside these domains may have
individual security policies. WS-Federation uses the WS-Security, WS-Security Policy and WSTrust specifications to specify scenarios to allow requesters from the one domain to obtain security
tokens in the other domain, thus subsequently getting access to the services in the other domain.
Web Services Specification in Implementing the VO Lifecycle
Some of the requirements presented in the analysis of requirement through the VO lifecycle can be
met by application of Web services specification, as shown in [Are05].
The identification phase includes defining VO wide policies as well as selecting potential business
partners who are both capable of providing the required services and of fulfilling the trustworthiness
requirements of the VO. The selection of potential business partners involves looking at repositories,
which can realize. The usual Web service technology to be applied is WSDL/UDDI, WSDL
describes messages and operations while UDDI offers a discovery mechanism. To include the
provision of SLA, “Web Service Level Agreements” (WSLA) has been developed, a XML language
for specifying and monitoring SLA for Web Services, which is complementary to WSDL.
Determining the required service providers and a proper negotiation requires secure communication.
The WS-Security specification and data origin authentication for SOAP messages can be used
between the entities to secure the communication.
The realisation of the VO requires the creation of federations, where two or more security domains
agree to interact with each other, specifically letting users of the other security domain accessing
services in the own security domain. The WS-Federation specification deals with federations by
providing mechanism to manage and broker trust relationships in a heterogeneous and federated
environment. This includes making use of WS-Trust to support for federated identities, attributes
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and pseudonyms. The dissemination of configuration information requires secure communication as
provided by the WS-Security specification.
Throughout the operation of the VO, service performance will be monitored. This will be used as
evidence when constructing the reputation of the service providers. Any violation –e.g. an
unauthorised access detected by the access control systems- and security threats –e.g. an event
detected by an intrusion detection system- need to be notified to other members in order to take
appropriate actions. VO members will also need to enforce security at their local site. For example,
providing access to services and adapting to changes and the violations. Monitoring can be
supported by event management and notification mechanisms using the WS-Eventing and WSNotification specifications. This allows the monitoring service partner to receive messages when
events occur in other partners. A mechanism for registering interest is needed because the set of Web
services interested in receiving such messages is often unknown in advance or will change over time.
4.8.3.3.2 OGSA Security
To address the Grid specific security requirements of OGSA, the OGSA Security Group has
proposed an architecture leveraging as much as possible from the Web Services Security
specifications [Nag03].
As we mentioned previously, secure operation in a Grid environment requires that applications and
services be able to support a variety of security functionalities, such as authentication, authorization,
credential conversion, auditing and delegation. These functionalities are based on mechanisms that
may evolve over time as new devices are developed or policies change. As suggested in [Sie03],
Grid applications must avoid embedding security mechanisms statically.
Exposing security functionalities as services (i.e. with a WSDL definition) achieves a level of
abstraction that helps provide an integrated, secure Grid environment. An OGSA infrastructure may
use a set of primitive security functions in the form of services themselves. [Nag03] suggest the
following security services:
•

An authentication service: An authentication service is concerned with verifying proof of an
asserted identity. One example is the evaluation of a User ID and password combination, in
which a service requestor supplies the appropriate password for an asserted user ID. Another
example involves a service requestor authenticating through a Kerberos mechanism, and a
ticket being passed to the service provider’s hosting environment, which determines the
authenticity of the ticket before the service is instantiated.

•

Identity mapping service: The identity mapping service provides the capability of
transforming an identity that exists in one identity domain into an identity within another
identity domain. The identity mapping service is not concerned with the authentication of the
service requestor; rather it is strictly a policy driven name mapping service

•

Authorization service: The authorization service is concerned with resolving a policy based
access control decision. The authorization service consumes as input a credential that
embodies the identity of an authenticated service requestor and for the resource that the
service requestor requests, resolves based on policy, whether or not the service requestor is
authorized to access the resource. It is expected that the hosting environment for OGSA
compliant services will provide access control functions, and it is appropriate to further
expose an abstract authorization service depending on the granularity of the access control
policy that is being enforced.
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•

VO Policy service: The VO policy service is concerned with the management of policies.
The aggregation of the policies contained within and managed by the policy service
comprises a VO’s policy set. The policy service may be thought of as another primitive
service, which is used by the authorization, audit, identity mapping and other services as
needed.

•

Credential Conversion service: The credential conversion service provides credential
conversion between one type of credential to another type or form of credential. This may
include such tasks as reconciling group membership, privileges, attributes and assertions
associated with entities (service requestors and service providers). For example, the
credential conversion service may convert a Kerberos credential to a form which is which is
required by the authorization service. The policy driven credential conversion service
facilitates the interoperability of differing credential types, which may be consumed by
services. It is expected that the credential conversion service would use the identity mapping
service. WS-Trust defines such a service.

•

Audit Service: The audit service similarly to the identity mapping and authorization services
is policy driven. The audit service is responsible for producing records, which track security
relevant events. The resulting audit records may be reduced and examined as to determine if
the desired security policy is being enforced. Auditing and subsequently reduction tooling are
used by the security administrators within a VO to determine the VO’s adherence to the
stated access control and authentication policies.

•

Profile Service: The profile service is concerned with managing service requestor’s
preferences and data which my not be directly consumed by the authorization service. This
may be service requestor specific personalization data, which for example can be used to
tailor or customize the service requestor’s experience (if incorporated into an application
which interfaces with end-users.) It is expected that primarily this data will be used by
applications that interface with a person.

•

Privacy Service: The privacy service is primarily concerned with the policy driven
classification of personally identifiable information (PII). Service providers and service
requestors may store personally identifiable information using the Privacy Service. Such a
service can be used to articulate and enforce a VO’s privacy policy.

4.8.3.3.3 Grid Security Infrastructure
The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) is a specific implementation of an OGSA-based Grid security
architecture that include as part of the Globus Toolkit Version 3 (GT3) [Wel03]. Given the
prominent use of Globus within the Grid community, let us briefly revise such implementation.
•

Authentication. GSI defines a credential format based on X.509 identity certification. An
X.509 certificate, in conjunction with an associated private key, forms a unique credential set
that a Grid entity (requestor or service provider) uses to authenticate itself to other Grid
entities (e.g., through a challenge-response protocol such as TLS).

•

Identity Federation. GSI uses gateways to translate between X.509-based identity credential
and other mechanisms. For example, the Kerberos Certificate Authority (CKA) and
SSLK5/PKNIT provide translation from Kerberos to GSI and vice versa, respectively. These
mechanisms allow a site with an existing Kerberos infrastructure to convert credentials
between Kerberos and GSI as needed.
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•

Dynamic Entities and Delegation. GSI introduces X.509 proxy certificates, an extension to
X.509 identity certificates that allows a user to assign dynamically a new X.509 identity to an
entity and then delegate some subset of their rights to that identity.

•

Message Level Security. Globus Toolkit Version 3 (GT3) uses the Web Services Security
specifications to allow security messages and secured messages to be transported, understood
and manipulated by standard Web services tools and software.

•

In relation to stateful and secured communication, GSI supports the establishment of a
security context that authenticates two parties to each other and allows for the exchange of
secured messages between the two parties. GT3 achieves security context establishment by
implementing preliminary versions of WS-Security Conversation and WS-Trust
specifications. Once the security context is established, GIS implements message protection
using the Web Services standards for secured messages XML-Signature and XMLEncription.

•

To allow for communication without the initial establishment of a security context, GT3
offers the ability to sign messages independent of any established security context, by using
XML-Signature specification.

•

Trust Domains. The requirement for overlaid trust domains to establish VOs is satisfied by
using both proxy certificates and security services such as CAS. GSI has an implicit policy
that any two entities bearing proxy certificates issued by the same user will inherently trust
each other. This policy allows users to create trust domains dynamically by issuing proxy
certificates to any services that they want to interoperate.

4.8.4 CoreGRID: Impacts of Implementing Trust and Security Technologies in Grids
4.8.4.1 Scenarios
This section shows how Grid trust and security technologies may impact the different research areas
studied in CoreGRID.
4.8.4.1.1 Impacts from Knowledge and Data Management Perspective
Main Contributor: Angelos Bilas, FORTH
4.8.4.1.2 Impacts from Program Model Perspective
Main Contributor: Jose Piquer, University of Chile
4.8.4.1.3 Impacts from System Architecture Perspective
Main Contributor: Artur Andrzejak, ZIB
4.8.4.1.4 Impacts from Grid Information and Monitoring Services Perspective
Main Contributor: Daniel Kouril, Masaryk University
4.8.4.1.5 Impacts from a Resource Management and Scheduling Perspective
Main Contributor: Ramin Yahyapour, University of Dortmund
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The requirements on trust and security are considerably complex in the realm of resource
management and scheduling (RMS). Most of the interactions in this area are middleware related
service interactions. It is clear that the typical aforementioned requirements on secure and trusted
communication apply. However, the relationship between middleware services which are run by
different providers is not necessarily clear. Especially if higher-level services are considered which
are not directly associated with a particular resource and therefore its corresponding resource
provide. Examples for such higher-level services are, for instance, general information services,
scheduling and brokering services, accounting and billing services.
The interaction between these services must be established in a transparent and easy-to-use way.
However, a key problem lies in the correct identification of the trust relationships between service
initiators and service providers (Which service can be trusted? How is the trust relationship extended
on behalf of a service or a user?).
The following example is given to highlight a typical scenario for Grid resource management and
scheduling:
An end-user issues a job that should be executed and fulfilled on the Grid. This kind of job
submission can be done by the user directly or invisibly for her through a problem solving
environment or by an application itself. In the following we just consider the user as the initiator of
the process.
The anticipated goal for Grid RMS is that the user does not have to deal with the technical and
administrative process of identifying available resources, selecting a suitable set of them and
coordinating/scheduling these resources to fulfil the job. That means, as much as possible of the
complete management process should be automatic, reliable and efficient without further user
interaction. Of course, this is only done if the user requests such an automatic process. If requested
she may manually interact with the process to approve certain operations and make selections. In the
following we assume that the process is automatic on behalf of the user.
There are several scenarios and approaches to achieve this goal. They usually depend on the
specifics of the application domain, the Grid structure in place, the VO model etc. Without going
into the details of the different approaches, only some aspects with impact on trust and security are
given to illustrate the solution space for Grid RMS:
•

Users may have to pay for resources. Thus economic issues may have to be considered
including different prices for resource access, or access to accounting and billing services.

•

The scheduling and brokering process may involve several unrelated service instances by
different service providers. An often considered approach is the trading of resources in an
open market in which different agents and broker exchange requests and offers for resources.
The access to a resource may involve several service brokers (compare the broker to travel
agencies which collaborate to provide a complete travel arrangement).

•

The access to resources or the policy for a particular access (e.g. in cost or quality of service)
may depend on the identity of the user, her membership in a VO, or the arrangements of the
broker.

•

There may be several Grids or VOs to which a particular user has access to. Reality shows
that a user may not only be involved in a single PKI infrastructure and relate to a single
certificate identity. Moreover, it can be noted that many different Grids emerge to which
users have access to. Due to external and administrative constraints the user may own several
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certificates and may be member of several VOs. This can get to the extent that a user might
have several access possibilities to a single particular resource based subject to different
policies by VOs or identity CAs. This involves the question what kind of identity is used
during the resource selection and access. Many researches tackle the problem of making
different Grids interoperable and to constitute so called Overlay-Grids. For an end-user it
may not make a difference what kind of resource in which Grid she gets as long as her job is
efficiently fulfilled.
•

Information may be subject to individual privacy concerns. Consider the situation that a
certain user group has different resource access priority, pricing or quality of service. The
service provider (or system administrator) may not be willing that this information is publicly
advertised. Therefore, the access to information may depend on the identity of the requesting
party.
Similarly, an end user may be willing to expose some information to certain middleware
services but may refrain to give them to others. As an example, an end-user may inform a
certain trusted scheduler or broker about his budget for a job in order that this broker
identifies a suitable resource allocation that is as cost-efficient as possible. However, it might
be unwise to expose this budget information to resource providers which might exploit this
information.

•

It is foreseen that in the future resources may be available from sources which are not known
in advance and to which neither user nor her VO has a prior relationship to. Here it is crucial
to have trust models and services that provide sufficient reliability to the operation of Grids.
E.g. must be prevented that malicious Grid resource providers or broker services attract can
endanger the stability of the Grid by attracting a significant number of jobs or charge
unjustified bills to user account.

In order to find a resource allocation for this job and eventually execute this job, the Grid RMS may
have to apply many different steps. In the following a potential approach is shown as an example.
Note, that an actual implementation may apply a different strategy based on the actual Grid scenario.
•

A Grid scheduler receives the job request and queries some information services to learn
about resources that are available. This access to an information service cannot take into
account whether a particular user is actually allowed to access a resource. The individual
access condition for a particular user may not be available from a simple information service.

•

The Grid scheduler may select several resources for further analysis of their availability and
access condition (when available, what kind of QoS, what are the conditions). To this end,
the scheduler will need to communicate or negotiate with services that act on behalf of the
resource provider.

•

There may be other Grid schedulers/brokers that have access to different resources that are
not in the scope of the first one. Therefore, there may be a forwarding of requests or
negotiation among brokers.

•

The negotiations with different providers and schedulers may eventually lead to potential
resource allocations for which there may be the need to create an advance reservation and an
actual service level agreement (SLA) on which all parties can rely for further contractual
obligations. The creation or reservation of such agreements may involve charges during the
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negotiation.
•

The Grid scheduler acts on behalf of an end user. The planning of a job may require the
coordination of several resources by different providers. There can be a need to combine
different SLA into a single contract if different broker were involved in the creation process.

•

The actual execution of a job and the claiming of resources may be delegated to other RMS
services which are responsible for execution and monitoring.

•

The resource access will be accounted and billed after successful job execution. In case of a
failure by one party, the transaction is subject to further analysis and may need to be
cancelled or additional compensation according to the SLA.

The given example shows several problems impacting trust and security:
•

If different middleware services interact which each other, the may have to do this on behalf
of a third party. The solution of trust delegation has been mentioned before, but the seamless
integration how this can be added into the Grid RMS process is still not clear. This includes
the question when to use which identity and trust and when to delegate the trust to third party
service while not compromising security.

•

The reliable automatic creation of agreements on behalf of users and resource providers is a
crucial problem. It is not clear how liability is maintained if during middleware functions
one entity fails due to unexpected circumstances. It can be expected that this is less a
technical problem in the realms of trust and security but a societal and legal issue. Similarly,
the question of combining different independent SLAs into a single SLA for accomplishing a
job yields to contractual issues if a single resource failure renders the complete set of SLAs
useless.
The problem of having the choice of multiple identities yields many unsolved questions. It
can be seen in the example given above, that the information that a resource broker/scheduler
may have access to may depend whether it uses its own identity or one of the available
identities of the initiator for accessing a service.

•

•

These trust and security requirements have to be considered for almost all operations in the
Grid RMS. Therefore, this is a key issue which is not yet well addressed for broad use. Most
current RM solutions cover mostly single VOs or employ simple trust models. A broad
generic solution that is also easy-to-use on the middleware level without much effort on
each service implementation is still missing.

4.8.4.1.6 Impacts from a Problem Solving Environment, Tools and GRID Systems Perspective
Main Contributor: Thilo Kielmann, Vrije University

4.8.5 Trust and Security in Other Grid Projects
This section reviews EU and international projects working on trust and security in Grids.
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4.8.5.1 EU Grid Concertation Technical Group TG6 – Trust and Security
TG6 [Sur05] is one of eight groups formed to work on technical concertation between EC FP5 and
FP6 Grid projects, focusing on the area of trust and security. It comprises several FP6 projects
tackling trust and security in Grids, including obviously CoreGRID. TG6 has identified some topics
related to either a gap in the technology or a gap in know-how that could be addressed through interproject exchange. The topics are the following:
•

•

•

•
•

Review of Web Service Security specifications: what are they, how do they relate to each
other, how do they address user requirements, and where are the gaps that might need further
development to fill? Most projects are planning to use web service technologies, but few had
a clear picture of how these can meet which of their requirements.
Virtual Organisation models: what business models are appropriate within VO, how do these
relate to trust, and what requirements do they place on lower-level security technologies? It
is clear that several projects are developing concepts related to different kinds of VO, and can
benefit from exchanging ideas, requirements and potentially technologies for VO
classification and VO operation.
Privacy issues: what does privacy mean, and how does it impact Grid construction and Grid
operation? Several projects are concerned with applications where privacy must be
maintained, but only FP5 GEMSS has specifically addressed the legal issues associated with
privacy. There is an opportunity to transfer results and know-how from this FP5 project into
several ongoing FP6 activities that have privacy issues to address.
Mobile network security: how does network-level security impact the design of Grids, and
specifically how can Grids operate over mobile links without compromising its own security
models?
Operational best practice in e-Science: there is considerable experience in Grid operations
from e-Science activities such as EDG and EGEE. The goal is to capture best practice in
operational security from these projects and identify where it is applicable in industrial FP6
projects.

4.8.5.3 Objectives and work planned FP6 projects participating in TG6
Below we present a summary of the projects participating in TG6 and the main trust and security
challenges that are being considered.
•

Akogrimo5. Akogrimo will bring together the Grid world with the IP network, being more
precise the mobile Internet. Within this context it should be mentioned that a lot of currently
deployed security mechanisms provided by the network have not been developed for the
mobile Internet where e.g. a user might change the IP address e.g. once each 10 seconds. In
the current Grid world a lot of security mechanisms have been deployed and are under
development which do no directly communicate and interact with security mechanisms from
the lower layer.
Within Akogrimo a cross layer security framework will be developed providing the security
support for users connected to a "commercial" mobile Internet and accessing commercial
Grid services in a dynamic way. The potential contribution of Akogrimo to the related Grid
projects in the community are first the provision of new requirements coming from a
commercial mobile Internet which immediately come to the concept of Mobile Virtual

5

http://www.mobilegrids.org/
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Dynamic Organizations (MVDOs) and the distribution of overall security features across the
overall protocol stack.
•

Daidalos6. Daidalos is an IP focussing on network infrastructure but also with service
aspects. It is driven by operators and already incorporates rather new and emerging concepts
like mobility and context-awareness. Security and privacy are inherent parts from the
beginning on.
Grid systems have to rely heavily on communication. Moreover, they are in need of a huge
infrastructure being potentially provided by operators that need to earn money with it.
Therefore, a close interaction of Grid systems with the network is necessary. Daidalos can
raise awareness of network and operator aspects to FP6 Grid projects, doing both restricting
and supporting Grid systems.

•

EGEE7. The EGEE security activities comprise three independent but interrelated topics:
global trust establishment for authentication, operational security responsibilities and incident
procedures, and increasing the robustness and deployability of grid middleware security
mechanisms.
Global trust building is accomplished through the European Grid authentication policy
management authority for e-Science (EUGridPMA for short). This body defines common
guidelines for authenticating entities in the Grid, and accredits authentication authorities
according to those guidelines. EGEE has established a Joint (Operational) Security Group to
consider other operational aspects such as authorisation responsibilities, common Acceptable
Usage Policies (AUPs), and distributed security incident response. Finally, EGEE is also reengineering its current middleware to use a service oriented architecture (SOA) built using
Web Services. This includes a new Authorisation model in which delegation is tokenised
and no longer depends on user identity authentication.

•

HPC4U8. The objective of the HPC4U project is to expand the potential of the Grid approach
to Complex Problems Solving through the development of software components for a
dependable and reliable Grid environments and combining this with Service Level
Agreements (SLA) and commodity-based clusters providing Quality of Service (QoS).
Development of HPC4U will take place in a Grid context following standards of the Global
Grid Forum (GGF).
HPC4U will not focus on developing security mechanisms, but leverages trust and security
work of other projects to achieve reliability, predictability and dependability.

•

NextGRID9. The goal of NextGRID is to develop architectural models and components that
will lead to the emergence of the Next Generation Grid that is economically viable, and
useful to business and society. To achieve its goals NextGRID has integrating activities
covering Grid architecture, business and operational issues, applications and standards, and
development activities covering Grid foundations and core services, Grid dynamics and
federation models, and Grid user interaction models.

6

http://www.ist-daidalos.org/
http://www.eu-egee.org/
8
http://www.hpc4u.org/
9
http://www.nextgrid.org/
7
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Security and Trust are key issues in NextGRID, without which it cannot meet the needs of
business or society. Privacy is also important to enable participation by the public. To
address these issues, security will be built into the NextGRID architecture at all levels, and
will be a focus for the architecture design activity from the beginning of the project. This
will cover secure communication, authentication, authorization, roles, firewall management,
and security policy enforcement. NextGRID addresses these aspects at the level of services
(through its Foundations work) and in service federations (through its Dynamics work). The
interaction between security and management (expressed through VO models), including
decentralised and P2P management mechanisms, and VO lifecycles, is of considerable
interest in dynamic federation scenarios.
NextGRID is also concerned with operational security requirements from business, including
mechanisms and policies internal to a site for protecting resources and recovery strategies
following a breach. This work will focus on extending risk management methods to uses of
the Grid, and using this to generate operational policies that are relevant to business and
societal (as distinct from research) scenarios.
•

EU-Provenance10. The overarching aim of the Provenance project is to design, conceive and
develop an industrial-strength, open provenance architecture for grid systems, and to deploy
and evaluate it in complex grid applications, namely aerospace engineering and organ
transplant management. This support includes a scalable and secure architecture, an open
proposal for standardising the protocols and data structures, a set of tools for configuring and
using the provenance architecture, an open source reference implementation, and a
deployment and validation in industrial context.
Expected contribution to TG6 from EU-Provenance:
o Security architecture generally requires an audit of actions performed by authorized
individuals in the system. This audit trail can be subsequently processed and analyzed
towards various ends (e.g. dynamically fine-tuning security policies). It is possible to
formulate the gathering and analysis of audit information as a provenance activity. As
such, the Provenance project could analyze briefly the audit storage and processing
requirements of other relevant projects, and illustrate a possible way these
requirements can be mapped to the provenance architecture using the various
interfaces and tools provided as part of this project. This will be take the form of a
documented case study and will not involve the development of additional software
or interfaces outside the purview of EU Provenance.
o Experience in using open source software for implementing federation management
(will depend on the extent to which federation becomes important for the EU
Provenance project – this is unclear yet).
o Experience in using open source software in working with standards like SAML and
XACML

•

10
11

SIMDAT11. The goals of SIMDAT are to test and enhance data grid technology to enable
and support product and process design and service provision across four important industrial
sectors: automotive, aerospace, pharmaceuticals and meteorology. The main outputs will be
a set of generic application enabling tools produced through transfer of technology between

http://www.gridprovenance.org/
http://www.simdat.org
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sectors, and from underlying Grid developments, applied to enable Grid applications in the
target sectors.
Trust and security are fundamental to SIMDAT, as they provide the basis for federating
resources (including data and knowledge) between collaborating organisations in these
highly competitive industrial sectors. The bulk of the work on Trust will focus on how to
represent and manage Trust in the context of VOs. It is expected that this will be stimulated
by the aero application sector, where collaboration is well established even from the early
design stages for a new product. Security technology will be developed mainly at the Grid
infrastructure and Data access and integration levels, and in the work needed to support
analysis services based on commercial application software.
•

TrustCoM12. TrustCoM is developing an integrated framework for trust, security and
contract management for collaborative business processing in dynamically-evolving Virtual
Organisations (VOs). A realisation of the TrustCoM framework will be delivered by means
of open-standards web services based specifications and a reference implementation.
Validation will take place within testbeds in the areas of collaborative engineering (CE) and
provision of ad-hoc, dynamic processes for aggregated electronic services (AS).
TrustCoM addresses trust and security issues across the complete VO life-cycle, including
discovery and justified identification of credible, trusted partners (VO Identification),
establishment of trust between VO members (VO Formation), maintenance of trust,
autonomic security management, adaptive deployment of security policies (VO Operation
and Evolution), and termination of trust relationships and maintenance of trust knowledge
(VO Dissolution).

•

UniGridS13. Security, the protection of sites and users from malicious users, and delegation,
users authorising servers to perform actions on their behalf, are of fundamental importance to
Grid Computing. An effective Grid infrastructure will strike the appropriate balance between
good security and flexible delegation.
The UNICORE approach to security and delegation is known to be strong, but this strength
creates a tension with the flexible deployment of OGSA based Web Services. For example,
the Generic Service Portal will create a job description for a user but, under the current
model, is unable to obtain the explicit authorisation of the work that is required by the
UNICORE servers. UniGridS will extend the UNICORE security architecture to support
explicit statements of trust, to give the level of flexibility needed to support dynamic
delegation, but without undermining the basic UNICORE security architecture. This
increased flexibility will also facilitate the incorporation of emerging standards in Web
Service and Grid security.

4.8.5.3 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects not yet involved in TG6
inteliGrid
The context of the inteliGrid project are dynamic virtual organisations (VOs) that collaborate on the
design, production and maintenance of products described in complex, structured, product model
databases. Such VOs are typical for industries with long and dynamically changing supply chains

12
13

http://www.eu-trustcom.com
http://www.unigrids.org
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such as the automotive, shipbuilding and aerospace industries. Perhaps the most complex VOs are in
the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) sectors. Semantic interoperability of software
and information systems belonging to members of the VO is essential for efficient collaboration
within the VO. The vision of the project is to extend the semantic Grid paradigm to support the
interoperability of such VOs.
The hypothesis of this project is that the collaboration platform — the semantic Grid itself — must
be aware of the business concepts (e.g. car, airplane, skyscraper) that the VO is addressing. The Grid
itself needs to commit to the product’s and process’s ontology thereby evolving into an ontology
committed semantic Grid. The goal of this project is to create architecture and a prototype for such
an infrastructure, based on existing Grid middleware and to test it in the context of the AEC sector.
The main results of the project are generic business-object-aware extensions to Grid middleware,
implemented in a way that would allow Grids to commit to an arbitrary ontology. These extensions
are propagated to toolkits that allow hardware and software to be integrated into the Grid. The
demonstration will show the next generation of key engineering collaboration software using the
inteliGrid middleware — an ontology service, a product model database server, a project web
collaboration service, and characteristic computer-aided design software.
The project’s impact is wide: it creates knowledge, infrastructure and toolkits that will allow for a
broad transition of the AEC sector towards semantic, model-based, ontology-committed
collaboration using the Grid as the infrastructure, thus enabling the Grid to become a mainstream
collaboration paradigm.
4.8.5.4 Projects Outside EU
Projects out of Europe?
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No CoreGRID roadmap
Phases of the roadmap
4.9.5 Objectives and work planned in other FP6 projects
inteliGrid
The context of the inteliGrid project are dynamic virtual organisations (VOs) that collaborate on the
design, production and maintenance of products described in complex, structured, product model
databases. Such VOs are typical for industries with long and dynamically changing supply chains
such as the automotive, shipbuilding and aerospace industries. Perhaps the most complex VOs are in
the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) sectors. Semantic interoperability of software
and information systems belonging to members of the VO is essential for efficient collaboration
within the VO. The vision of the project is to extend the semantic Grid paradigm to support the
interoperability of such VOs.
The hypothesis of this project is that the collaboration platform — the semantic Grid itself — must
be aware of the business concepts (e.g. car, airplane, skyscraper) that the VO is addressing. The Grid
itself needs to commit to the product’s and process’s ontology thereby evolving into an ontology
committed semantic Grid. The goal of this project is to create architecture and a prototype for such
an infrastructure, based on existing Grid middleware and to test it in the context of the AEC sector.
The main results of the project are generic business-object-aware extensions to Grid middleware,
implemented in a way that would allow Grids to commit to an arbitrary ontology. These extensions
are propagated to toolkits that allow hardware and software to be integrated into the Grid. The
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demonstration will show the next generation of key engineering collaboration software using the
inteliGrid middleware — an ontology service, a product model database server, a project web
collaboration service, and characteristic computer-aided design software.
The project’s impact is wide: it creates knowledge, infrastructure and toolkits that will allow for a
broad transition of the AEC sector towards semantic, model-based, ontology-committed
collaboration using the Grid as the infrastructure, thus enabling the Grid to become a mainstream
collaboration paradigm.
4.9.6 References
Collaboration Task 1, Technical Group, T3: Distributed Collaborations
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Remarks: Working areas with high relevance to the project are high-lighted with bold characters.

6. Roadmap Implications
6.1 Possible Overlaps and opportunity for Synergies
It is difficult to estimate these statements without going into the details of the probably changed
project work plans. But it is clear, that if several projects working in one area of a theme, overlaps
are difficult to avoid. So, should be a strong motivation to participate in the concertation meetings
and to exchange information. That this is often an opportunity for synergies is obviously. Looking
on the evaluation of the EGRG questionnaire the following activities of projects working in the same
area are visible:
•

Grid Architecture, Higher level Services (5 projects):
DataMiningGrid, OntoGrid, NextGRid, SIMDAT and UniGrids.

•

Grid Architecture, Lower level Services (4 projects):
HPC4U, NextGRid, SIMDAT and UniGrids.
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•

Grid Operating Software, Resource Management (3 projects):
CoreGRID, HPC4U, SIMDAT.

•

Grid Programming, Grid Component Technologies (3 projects):
CoreGRID, SIMDAT, UniGrids.

•

Grid Data Handling, Distributed Data Management (3 projects):
CoreGRID, OntoGrid, SIMDAT.

•

Grid Data Handling, Distributed Access to DBs (4 projects):
DataMiningGrid, NextGrid, SIMDAT, UniGrids.

6.2 (Possible) Gaps
This part is easier, because if there are no activities, it is clear, that this point must be reappraised.
The importance of a specific working area might be changed and the Commission might motivate
research actions with new funding. If only one project is active in an important working area, it must
be proved, if all important aspects are considered. Actually, the following working areas are with
less or no research activities:
•

Grid Architecture, Grid OS (1 project):
UniGrids.

•

Grid Operating Software, Meta-Scheduling (1 project):
CoreGRID.

•

Grid Operating Software, Interoperability (1 project):
UniGrids.

•

Grid Programming, Programming Models and API (1 project):
CoreGRID.

•

Grid Data Handling, Handling of Provenance Information (1 project):
Provenance.

•

Grid Data Handling, Federation of DBs (1 project):
SIMDAT.

•

Grid Programming, Data Mining (1 project):
DataMiningGrid.

•

Grid Applications, Scenarios (1 project):
NextGrid.

•

Challenges of new Grid Scenarios, Business Services (1 project):
Akogrimo.
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•

Challenges of new Grid Scenarios, Novel e-Applications (1 project):
UniGrids.

•

Semantic Grid, Ontologies and Semantic Annotation (1 project):
OntoGrid.

•

Trust and Security, Privacy (1 project):
SIMDAT.

•

Grid Data Handling, Replica Management (no project involvement)!

•

Distributed Collaborations, Grid Collaborative Tools (no project involvement)!

Again, this list is only intended to be proved carefully, if research actions from one project are
sufficient or new activities should be started soon to meet user requests for a secure, userfriendly, efficient compute and data environment.
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